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Le domaine du nanomagnétisme est actuellement en plein essor du fait de l’amélioration
des techniques de synthèse et d’investigation. Diverses études ont été menées sur des systèmes 0D et 2D tels que les agrégats et couches minces magnétiques. Les techniques
de synthèse actuelles permettent en effet de bien contrôler les dimensions et la texture
de tels systèmes, ce qui permet de maîtriser les différents paramètres qui influent sur
leurs propriétés magnétiques. Cependant, depuis quelques années, les objets 1D tels que
les nanofils commencent à susciter un intérêt croissant dans la communauté du nanomagnétisme. De tels objets tirent bénéfice de leur anisotropie et présenter des propriétés
magnétiques originales. S’il est actuellement toujours difficile, contrairement aux agrégats
et films minces, d’obtenir des nanofils présentant une taille critique inférieure à 5 nm, les
progrès des techniques de synthèse fournissent aujourd’hui des nanofils dont le diamètre
peut varier d’une dizaine à plusieurs centaines de nanomètres et qui peuvent être ordonnés ou non. C’est dans ce contexte d’intérêt croissant pour les objets magnétiques
anisotropes que s’inscrit cette thèse. Les motivations de ce travail ont été doubles, à la
fois fondamentales et instrumentales. Elles ont consisté en:
1. Caractériser les propriétés magnétiques de nanofils de Co1−x Nix synthétisés par un
procédé purement chimique, le procédé polyol développé par nos collègues Yaghoub
Soumare et Jean-Yves Piquemal du laboratoire Interfaces, Traitements, Organisation et Dynamique des Systèmes (ITODYS, Université Paris-Diderot) et Guillaume Viau du Laboratoire de Physique et Chimie des Nano-Objets (LPCNO, INSA
Toulouse). Ce procédé, purement chimique, présente l’avantage de fournir des objets
d’un diamètre de l’ordre de 10 nm et d’excellente qualité cristalline.
2. Développer la technique de Diffusion de Neutrons Polarisés aux Petits Angles pour
sonder le magnétisme d’objets anisotropes. Si cette technique est bien adaptée
à l’étude de nano-objets magnétiques, elle est presque exclusivement utilisée pour
l’étude d’objets isotropes. L’anisotropie des nanofils augmente en effet la complexité
d’utilisation de cette technique puisque l’orientation relative des objets devient un
paramètre crucial.
Dans la partie I, nous nous sommes attachés à caractériser les propriétés magnétiques
des nanofils synthétisés par le procédé polyol afin de mettre en lumière les perspectives
d’utilisation de ce procédé. Dans le chapitre 2, le procédé polyol est d’abord décrit en détail ainsi que les objets que l’on peut obtenir. Ce procédé offre un large éventail de formes
et de dimensions des objets synthétisés et leur confère une très bonne qualité cristalline.
Les nanofils ainsi synthétisés ont donc des anisotropies de forme et magnétocristalline
élevées et présentent des coercivités très élevées.
Le chapitre 3 illustre les propriétés magnétiques de ces objets en fonction de leur
alignement. L’alignement des nanofils est un paramètre clef qui demande un intérêt
particulier. Plusieurs méthodes ont été utilisées pour aligner les nanofils dans une matrice
hôte, qu’elle soit solide ou liquide. Malheureusement, il subsiste toujours des difficultés à
produire de tels échantillons, solides à température ambiante.
Dans le chapitre 4, nous avons essayé d’illustrer le rôle de la forme des objets ainsi
que du rapport d’aspect dans le renversement de l’aimantation. De tels objets, d’un
diamètre d’environ 10 nm, présentent un mode cohérent de renversement de l’aimantation.
Cependant, la forme des extrêmités des fils, par exemple, peut conduire à la formation de
vortex au moment du renversement de l’aimantation. Le rôle du nickel est donc important
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non seulement du fait de la modification des propriétés magnétiques intrinsèques (MS ,
TC ,...) mais aussi de la modification de la forme des objets.
Un autre enjeu dans la préparation de matériaux composites à base de ces nanofils
est de réduire autant que possible leur oxydation. Leur manipulation au contact de l’air
conduit à la formation d’une couche d’oxyde de cobalt à leur surface. Le chapitre 5 étudie
l’influence du couplage entre le coeur ferromagnétique et la coquille d’oxide antiferromagnétique de ces nanofils. Deux résultats importants ont été mis en évidence. Une étude
par diffraction de neutrons a d’abord montré que la température de Néel de la coquille
d’oxide de cobalt est environ de 230 K soit à peu près 60 K de moins que sa valeur pour le
matériau massif. D’autre part, si ce couplage ferromagnétique/antiferromagnétique donne
naissance au phénomène attendu d’Exchange Bias en dessous de T ∼ 130 K, il est aussi
à l’origine d’une chute de coercivité de 30 à 50% de la coercivité entre la température de
Néel (∼ 230 K) et la température d’Exchange Bias (∼ 130 K). Ce résultat expérimental,
non reporté jusqu’à présent, met en évidence le rôle déterminant des fluctuations superparamagnétiques des grains antiferromagnétiques d’oxide de cobalt dans le retournement
de l’aimantation des nanofils et la mise en place du phénomène d’Exchange Bias.
Finalement, à partir des mesures magnétiques sur ces nanofils, alignés ou désordonnées, oxydés ou non, le chapitre 6 donne les perspectives d’utilisation de ces objets comme
constituants de base d’aimants permanents. Des mesures magnétiques à haute température indiquent notamment que ces nanofils, grâce à leur anisotropie de forme, conservent
une bonne partie de leurs propriétés magnétiques jusqu’à 250°C. Des aimants permanents
fabriqués à partir de ces nanofils semblent pouvoir raisonnablement trouver une place au
sein des grandes familles d’aimants permanents (ferrites, aimants à base de terre-rare,...).
La partie II s’attache quant à elle à mettre en évidence l’utilisation de la Diffusion de
Neutrons Polarisés aux Petits Angles pour l’étude de nanofils magnétiques. Le chapitre
7 rappelle le formalisme associé à cette technique et l’applique à la géométrie cylindrique
des nanofils. Il met en évidence le rôle déterminant de l’orientation relative des objets et
donc de la distribution associée.
Le chapitre 8 illustre l’utilisation de cette technique pour l’étude des nanofils synthétisés par le procédé polyol. Il met en évidence la formation de larges agrégats (taille
caractéristique supérieure à 180 nm) dans le solvent, ce qui ne permet pas d’accéder aux
propriétés magnétiques d’objets isolés.
Dans ce contexte, nous avons ouvert une collaboration avec Laurent Cagnon de l’Institut
Néel à Grenoble afin d’étudier par Diffusion de Neutrons aux Petits Angles (DNPA) des
nanofils de cobalt inclus dans des matrices d’alumine poreuse. Ces échantillons présentent
l’avantage de fournir des nanofils isolés, bien ordonnés et parfaitement alignés. Leur étude
par Diffusion de Neutrons Polarisés aux Petits Angles s’est révélée fructueuse puisqu’elle
a permis d’obtenir la dépendance en Q du facteur de forme magnétique de ces objets.
Cette étude ouvre la voie à une cartographie à l’échelle du nanomètre de l’aimantation
dans ce type de nano-objets par DNPA.
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One of the major breakthroughs in solid state physics in the past thirty years has
been the miniaturization of materials down to the nanometer scale. The progress which
have been made for the last decades have been so tremendous that the expression of
“technological revolution” is often employed to qualify the field of nanotechnology. If the
term “nano” has triggered hopes and fears at the same time, there is still some issuess
around the impact of nanoparticles and their possible applications.
It is generally admitted that the term “nano” refers to materials whose at least one
dimension is of the order of the nanometer. However, this definition seems trivial if one
considers some natural nanoparticles such as the ones rejected by the volcanic eruptions
and which do not present any specific properties. Precisely, a nano-object is so-called
when its properties differ from the bulk ones. The size reduction indeed makes appear
a threshold below which the physical and chemical properties of the nanomaterial vary
from the bulk ones. The modification of the material properties in fact stems from the
drastic increase of the ratio between the surface and the volume of the material. The size
threshold of course depends on both the nature of the material and of the investigated
properties. Moreover these properties become size-dependent in the nanoscale.
Furthermore the modification of properties as different as optical, mechanical, magnetic or thermal ones provides a large variety of possible applications: T iO2 nanoparticles
are added to solar cream to protect the skin from UV radiations, CdSe particles whose
size is in the 1 − 100 nm range are used in the fabrication of laser diodes thanks to their
size-depend fluorescent spectrum, the introduction of silica nanoparticles allows to reduce
the rolling resistance of commercialized tyres,... The nanosciences are therefore one of
the only fundamental research field which both requires and allows a close collaboration
between chemists, physicists and even biologists. For instance in the Joint European
Magnetic Symposia which took place in september 2008, Professor Quentin Pankhurst
presented some research project about medical therapies via magnetic nanoparticles implying a cooperation between physicists, engineers, chemists and medics in the Royal
Institution of Great Britain. It has for instance led to the development of a hand-held
scanner that helps cancer surgeons determine the progression of cancer in a patient or a
method for targeting magnetic nanoparticles to cancer cells in the liver so that they can
be locally heated to help destroy cancer cells.
That is why in parallel with the progress of the techniques of characterization, lots
of efforts have been made to set up new strategies of synthesis of these novel materials.
Two approaches have been developed to synthesize nano-objects: the top-down and the
bottom-up ones. The top-down approach consists in taking and etching a massive material
down to the desired shape and size. The processes associated to it take advantage of their
high reproductibility and find some immediate applications in the industry. After many
improvements, this approach nowadays allows to produce structures as small as 20 nm in
size. In order to go below this threshold, some synthesis routes based on the bottom-up
approach have been developped for about fifteen years. The idea consists in assembling
atoms to fabricate nano-objects. For the moment, large-scale applications are still limited
with this approach. Nevertheless the great advantage of this approach is to provide nanoobjects smaller than 20 nm and even 10 nm.
These two synthesis approaches are also used in the field of nanomagnetism to build-up
nanostructures with specific magnetic properties. In the zoology of magnetic nano-objects,
one often distinguishes thin films which exhibit a finite thickness from nanoparticles which
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present at least two finite dimensions. It must be underlined that most studies have
been performed on thin films since the progress in their synthesis allows nowadays to
deposit layers of monoatomic thickness onto a substrate but also to control their roughness
and their homogeneity. As for magnetic nanoparticles, it is still not possible to reduce
the dimensions down to 1 nm. It implies that some effects observed in magnetic thin
films such as the reduction of the Curie temperature TC are not met in the case of
magnetic nanoparticles. However some synthesis techniques such as for example Mass
Selected Low Energy Cluster Beam Deposition [Ala2004] provide magnetic nano-objects
of few nanometers such as 3 nm Co clusters. This corresponds to a limit which takes for
granted the uniformity of the magnetization inside the particles made with usual magnetic
materials such as F e, N i or Co. Contrary to magnetic thin films, the complex geometry
of magnetic nanoparticles makes harder the analysis of the experimental results [Fru2007].
That is why it appears more convenient to work with monodomain and isotropic systems
such as magnetic nanoclusters for which the demagnetizing field is uniform. Moreover, it
is easier to synthesize monodisperse spherical magnetic nanostructures so that until now
most studies have been performed on magnetic nanospheres.
The aim of my thesis was thus to investigate the magnetic properties of anisotropic
nano-objects and in particular nanowires. The one-dimensional geometry of nanowires attracts more and more interest, partly because contrary to isotropic systems, the magnetic
properties of nanowires will be essentially governed by their large shape anisotropy. This
will confer them three advantages. First, a large shape anisotropy enhances the coercivity.
Secondly, this contribution to the anisotropy is almost temperature independent which
may lead to potential high-temperature application. Finally, this anisotropy prevents
them from being superparamagnetic or at least decreases their blocking temperature.
The geometrical dimensions of magnetic anisotropic objects therefore plays a key role
in their magnetic properties. Indeed the value of the shape anisotropy depends on the
dimensions of the nanowires. When the nanowires are virtually infinitely long, the contribution of the shape anisotropy to the coercivity is MS /2. It implies that for magnetic
materials exhibiting high MS such as F e or Co, some very large coercivities may be expected. Moreover, the diameter of the nanowires also comes into play by determining
the reversal mode of the magnetization. Depending on the nature of the material, there
exists a threshold below which the magnetization reversal is coherent. Furthermore, the
distance between neighbouring nanowires could play a critical role by triggering magnetic
dipolar coupling between them.
Many questions thus arise: what is the role of the aspect ratio- defined by the ratio
between the diameter and the length of the nanowires- in the magnetization configuration
and reversal? How do the shape and magnetocrystalline anisotropies come into competition? What are the effects of the crystalline quality of the objects? How do the objects
interact with each other via the dipolar interaction?
In most previous studies, the investigated magnetic nanowires have been electrodeposited in porous alumina membranes. The advantage of such a synthesis route is the high
order and alignment of the objects. When the distance between neighbouring nanowires
is large enough, the magnetic interaction between them can be neglected. However the
crystalline quality of electrodeposited nanowires is often far from perfection which leads
to magnetic inhomogeneities. In such case, the magnetization reversal becomes localized
and no longer uniform. The motivation of this study has thus been to characterize the
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magnetic properties of very well crystallized nanowires so that the magnetization can be
considered as uniform inside the objects. This study therefore aims to probe the role of
the nanowire dimensions on their magnetic properties and to give an answer to the above
questions. This manuscript first begins with the introductive Chapter 1 which gives an
overview on the magnetism of nano-objects.
Part I focuses on the magnetic properties of monocrystalline magnetic nanowires depending on their geometrical dimensions. This study has been led in collaboration with
Yaghoub Soumare and Jean-Yves Piquemal from the ITODYS laboratory (Interfaces,
Traitements, Organisation et Dynamique des Systèmes) at the Paris-Diderot university
and with Guillaume Viau from the LPCNO (Laboratoire de Physique et Chimie des
Nano-Objects) at the INSA Toulouse which contributed to the development of the polyol
process during the last years. The polyol process is a pure chemical process which provides several grammes of CoN i monocrystalline anisotropic nano-objects exhibiting very
few stacking faults. Chapter 2 presents the polyol process and the magnetic nanowires
synthesized via this route. In Chapter 3, I show the magnetic properties of different
anisotropic nano-objects synthesized via this process and shows that magnetization reversal modes close to the coherent rotation model are expected. It implies that some large
coercivities- close to the ones predicted by the Stoner-Wohlfarth model- are expected for
such nano-objects. Micromagnetic simulations are presented in Chapter 4 to compare the
experimental results to the predicted ones and to probe the role of the detailed shape of
the anisotropic objects. It notably gives some answers to the role of both the aspect ratios
and the shape of the tips of nanowires to the magnetic properties. Chapter 5 underlines
how the oxidation of the investigated nanowires affects their hysteresis cycles because of
the Exchange Bias phenomenon. This chapter shows how the superparamagnetic fluctuations of the antiferromagnetic CoO grains of the oxide affect the magnetization reversal
of these objects. Finally, in Chapter 6, I discuss how such nanowires, taking advantage of
both their large shape and magnetocrystalline anisotropy, could lie at the root of many
applications and especially in the field of permanent magnets.
In Part II, I present the use of Polarized Small Angle Neutron Scattering to probe
the magnetic properties of nanowires. Magnetic nanowires have already been investigated via different experimental techniques, principally magnetometry or ferromagnetic
resonance. However, very few studies have been performed on magnetic nanowires via
Polarized Small Angle Neutron Scattering which is well adapted to magnetic nanostuctures. Neutrons indeed carry a magnetic moment (spin) and consequently interact with
the magnetic moments of the atoms. This property of neutrons lies at the root of their
success in magnetism. Nevertheless, if many Polarized Small Angle Neutron Scattering studies have already been performed with success on magnetic nanospheres, nearly
nothing has been done on objects presenting a more complex shape and consequently a
shape anisotropy giving rise to dipolar interaction between the objects. The difficulty
here is the fabrication of the samples. The strategy has been to elaborate a sample whose
nano-objects are monodisperse, chemically identical, oriented in the same direction, well
separated from each other to prevent them from interacting. Indeed, such a sample allows to get information about n identical objects without any average on their size or
their orientation. Chapter 7 first presents the Polarized Small Angle Neutron Scattering
technique and its related formalism. In Chapter 8, I present the results for the nanowires
synthesized via the polyol process. However if the polyol process has many advantages,
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it is still hard to fabricate some samples with separated and oriented nanowires. This is
why a complementary Polarized Small Angle Neutron Scattering study, exposed in Chapter 9 has been performed on nanowires inserted in a porous alumina membrane. These
samples have been synthesized by Laurent Cagnon fom the Institut Néel in Grenoble.
In the long-term, such nanowires could be, for example, some constituents of the race
track memories. Of course, one major challenge is to control the interaction between the
objects. A Polarized Small Angle Neutron Scattering study on such arrays of nanowires
should allow to characterize these interactions.

Chapter 1

tel-00471180, version 1 - 7 Apr 2010

Magnetism of nano-objects
During the last 20 years, the field of nanomagnetism has exploded and a huge number
of new magnetic structures have appeared in which the nanometer scale plays a key role.
Depending on the geometry, the size or the nature of the structures, different magnetic behaviors may be observed. This chapter aims at exposing the synthesis processes, magnetic
properties and experimental tools to probe magnetism of nano-structures.

1.1

Magnetism going down to nano

Magnetism has always been fascinating since it lies at the root of interactions between
objects which can be distant from each other. This phenomenon was observed in nature
when iron dust was attracted by magnetizing stones such as magnetites. The first breakthrough in the understanding of magnetism was realized in the 19th century thanks to the
Oersted’s experiment [Ber1974, Coe2009]. Oersted showed in 1820 that an electric current
injected in a compass needle can make it rotate. This experience was followed by Ampere’s one in 1822 which proved that a coil can behave as a magnet when a current runs
through it. These experiments were of the highest importance since they both showed
for the first time that there was a direct link between electricity and magnetism. These
experiments had then be supplemented by the discovery of the magnetic induction by
Faraday in 1831 [Ber1974, Coe2009]. This major discovery led to the first mathematical
formulation of the electromagnetic model by Maxwell in 1864.
At that time, magnetism was believed to be well understood. However some contradictions about magnetism were pointed out. If, as stated by Ampere, magnetism only
comes from electric currents induced in materials, a 10 cm long iron magnetized bar whose
magnetization is 1.7 MA.m−1 should be run through by a current of 170000 A [Coe2009].
So why does this bar not melt? This is how at the beginning of the 20th century, physicists focused much more on the structure of matter. Lots of progress arose from Quantum
Mechanics which allowed to understand magnetism far deeper. Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck
demonstrated in 1925 [Gou1926, Uhl1925] that the electron carries an intrinsic quantum
mechanical angular moment named spin which contributes, together with the orbital angular moment, to the magnetic moment of the atom. The next step came from Heisenberg
[Hei1926] and Dirac [Dir1926] who independently understood in 1926 that the interaction
→
− →
−
between two spins was given by H = −J S1 .S2 where H is the hamiltonian describing the
→
−
→
−
interaction, J the exchange coupling constant and S1 and S2 , the two interacting spins.
7
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Magnetism seemed to be finally understood in principle at the end of the first half
of the last century. The remaining difficulty consisted in solving the mathematical equations and therefore in predicting the magnetic behaviors of materials [Coe2009]. The
development of approximated models and micromagnetic simulations allowed to predict
quantitatively magnetic behaviors of many systems. Nevertheless, lots of questions have
kept the scientific community active in this research field.
For instance, technological progresses have permitted a reduction of system dimensions
so that quantum effects may be observed. In fact, a non-negligible part of both theoretical
and technological breakthroughs came from the miniaturization of materials. To summarize, when magnetism goes down to nano, quantum effects become visible and unexpected
magnetic behaviors can be discovered. As a matter of fact, these novel nanoscaled materials exhibit a characteristic size which is of the same order as the interaction lengths
[Blü2005]. For instance, new phenomena have appeared in confined systems (2D: thin
films, 1D: nanowires, 0D: nanoclusters) or at the interfaces of magnetic and non-magnetic
layered materials. Concerning confined systems, the reduction of one or several spatial
dimensions of a system brings many changes such as variations on the thermodynamic
properties, on the values of the spin and orbital moments, on the size of magnetic domains
or even on the dynamical properties [Blü2005]. It must however be reminded that probing low-dimensional systems does not only consist in investigating geometrical nanosized
systems but also larger systems which exhibit special properties on a 2D or 1D region (for
example Kohn anomaly in low-dimensional chains [Hoe2009], or conduction of electrons
through the Cu-O 2D-planes of cuprates superconductors). The dimensional reduction of
the exchange interaction (2D: J1 = J2  J3 or 1D: J1  J2 = J3 ) leads to collective properties in systems such as quasi-one-dimensional spin chains (for example CS N iCl3 and
N i(C2 H8 N2 )2 N O2 ClO4 , both quasi-one-dimensional S = 1 chains [Aff1989]) or spin ladders (for instance Cu-oxide-based ladders such as Sr14−x Cax Cu24 O41 [Dag1999, Whi1996]
which consist in two ferro- or antiferro-magnetically coupled spin chains.
Moreover, in order to probe the impact of the reduction of dimensions on the magnetic
properties, the example of the transition metals may be considered. From Hund’s rules,
it is admitted that all of the 30 transition metal atoms bear a magnetic spin moment.
Nevertheless, only 5 of the 30 transition metals (Fe, Co, Ni, Cr and Mn) are magnetic
when they are in their bulk structure. The reduced dimension systems correspond to
the gap between the single atom limit and the bulk structure. A consequence is that
some other elements like V, Ru or Rh can become magnetic when they are deposited
as thin films onto a substrate [Gol1999, Rau1986, Wu1994]. An explanation comes from
the coordination reduction of confined systems. Indeed when the coordination is reduced,
less electrons contribute to the bonds and necessarily more electrons are unbounded which
leads to magnetism.
Before entering into details, it should be mentioned that the material structure strongly
affects the magnetic properties. It is therefore useful to keep in mind that the formalism
and the theoretical models depend on the considered scale. Four scales can be approximately distinguished:
1. The atomic scale (< 1 nm) for which the magnetization is governed by quantum
effects.
2. The nanoscopic scale (∼ 1 nm − 100 nm) for which the magnetic properties differ
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from the ones of bulk materials. Therefore, nanomaterials exhibit a dual behaviour
since they present both atomic and macroscopic aspects.
3. The mesoscopic scale (∼ 100 nm − 10 µm) for which there is apparition of magnetic domains so that magnetization can be considered uniform in norm but not in
direction.
4. The macroscopic scale (> 10 µm) where magnetization is given by the average on
all the domains and is consequently considered once again as uniform.
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The aim of the present work is to probe magnetism of nanowires whose diameter is of the
order of 10 nm. This size corresponds to the nanoscopic scale and is at the limit between
the microscopic and the mesoscopic scales. Therefore, the magnetic behaviour of such
particles is expected to exhibit specific features.

1.2

Synthesis of nano-objects

For the past fifty years, one important challenge in microelectronics has been the miniaturization of electronic devices. This race to miniaturization follows the empirical Moore’s
law which predicts that the number of transistors on a surface, and thus the power of the
devices, is doubled every eighteen months. The first approach to reduce the dimensions
of the materials has been a top-down approach. It consists in “cutting” a material into
the desired shape and size. The main advantage of the top-down approach is to easily
allow a large scale reproduction of the same pattern.
The top-down approach has met a great success thanks to the technological progress in
the lithographical techniques. After overcoming the diffraction limit (∼ 50 nm [Lah2006]),
the resolution of optical lithography has been decreased down to only 20nm [Lah2006].
As for electronic lithography, the resolution can be better than 10 nm. However at that
scale the cost and the fabrication time become prohibitive. That is why, for the past
twenty years, lots of efforts have been focused to develop synthesis processes based on the
opposite strategy: building some particles from the bricks of matter. This is known as
the bottom-up technique.
a)

b)
substrate

c)

water molecule
anion

cation

Evaporation
cell

substrate

Figure 1.1: Examples for the three main routes to synthesize nanoparticles. (a) physical
way: the atoms are evaporated onto a substrate. (b) electrochemical way: the cations are
deposited on a substrate. The process may be reversible. (c) chemical way: the atoms
self-assemble.
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The bottom-up approach

The bottom-up technique consists in self-assembling atoms or molecules. In this approach,
chemistry plays a key role as kinetic processes and thermodynamics are involved. Three
main routes have been developed until now (see Figure 1.1).
a)
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10 nm

b)

c)

20 nm

200 nm

Figure 1.2: Examples of the three main routes to synthesize nanoparticles. (a) Co clusters
evaporated and self-organized on a Au(788) surface [Rep2002]. (b) Ru clusters electrochemically deposited on a Au(111) substrate [Str1999]. (c) FePt nanospheres synthesized
via wet chemistry [Sal2005].
The first route is a physical way: in a vacuum chamber, atoms are evaporated from
an evaporation cell onto a substrate (see Figure 1.1(a)). The key parameters are the
deposition rate and the temperature. The surface of the substrate and the thermodynamic
laws also play a key role. The surface curvature favors the adatoms diffusion in concave
areas like holes or trenches whereas the elastic energy favors the growth of nanostructures
in convex areas like edges or bumps. In order to take advantage of these thermodynamical
considerations, a strategy consists in making some arrays of steps at the surface of a
substrate. Such a surface is prepared using the vicinal surfaces which is a surface whose
orientation is close to the one of a dense surface. Since the position of the atoms is
imposed at the surface by the crystalline lattice, the surface is no longer flat but an
array of steps. The nanoparticles can then be deposited onto the surface and tend to
set near the step edges (see Figure 1.2(a)). Another typical example of such a physical
way is the Buffer-Layer Assisted Growth (BLAG) technique which has been recently
developed [Hua1998] and concentrates lots of efforts. This method allows to grow and
organize magnetic nanoclusters on substrates. For example, nanoclusters of Co have
been deposited onto boron-nitride layers by repeated BLAG cycles [Zha2008]. It must
be precised that depositing atoms on surfaces is not the only way to form nanoclusters
on substrates. Indeed, the Low-Energy Cluster Beam Deposition (LECBD) technique
allows to deposit on some substrates some aggregates which have been nucleated in the
gas phase on substrates [Ban2005]. This technique is well suited to the deposition and
self-organization of transition metals (Fe, Ni or Co) magnetic clusters of well controlled
(down to 2 nm) on various substrates [Per1997].
The second route is an electrochemical way which consists in depositing ions onto a
substrate (see Figure 1.1(b)). In the electrochemical route, the key parameters are the
ionic concentrations, the electrolyte and the electrical potential which governs the flux
of ions and the temperature. This route may be reversible. A well-known example (see
Figure 1.2(b)) is the deposition of Ru clusters on a Au(111) substrate [Str1999].
The third route is a pure chemical way named wet chemistry route (see Figure 1.1(c)).
It consists in reducing some metallic salts and collecting them in a solvent. If the control
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of the chemical reaction requires the control of many parameters, this route presents the
advantage to allow a large-scale fabrication of nano-objects. This method has been preferentially used in order to synthesize monodisperse nanospheres such as FePt synthesized
via wet chemistry (see Figure 1.2(c))[Sal2005, Sun2000].
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1.2.2

Synthesis of nanowires via the bottom-up approach

One of the more recent challenge has been to control the shape of the nanostructures
and to synthesize anisotropic objects such as nanowires instead of isotropic objects like
clusters or nanospheres. Of course, there exists some top-down methods to synthesize
such nano-objects. UV and X lithographies allow to go beyond the 100 nm [Lah2006]
threshold. Electron-beam lithography is a good route to fabricate nanowires of a few
nanometers [Juh2005]. Unfortunately, this method does not permit any large scale fabrication [Lah2006].
The bottom-up approach appears to be the most promising alternative to synthesize nanowires exhibiting a diameter of a few nanometers. Four main routes have been
developed since the 1990’s:
1. The surface self-assembling route consists in using a template which exhibits some
very selective and localized adsorption. The adsorbing sites act as anchoring sites
for the growth of the nanostructures. For example the self-organization of W (110)
trenches in a kinetically-limited growth regime, recently optimized at the Institut
Néel [Bor2007], allows in a second step to deposit F e nanowires in the trenches
(see Figure 1.3(a)). It has also been shown that in the ion-sculpting technique, the
interaction of a grazing-incidence defocused ion beam with an epitaxial film induces
the self-organization of nanometer-scale surface ripples oriented along the projection
of the ion-beam direction on the surface. It allows to synthesize monoatomic Fe steps
on the surface of nanopatterned Fe/Ag(001) films [Bis2006, Bis2007]. Another wellknown process is the use of vicinal surfaces. In this case, natural defects such as
step edges act as anchoring sites. This is how molybdenum nanowires have been
obtained via the electrodeposition of M oO2 on Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite
(HPOG) [Zac2000].
2. The Vapor Liquid Solid (VLS) technique allows to grow nanowires from a metal
melted drop [Wu2001]. In a high-temperature reactor (∼ 900°C), a drop is provided
by a vapor phase coming from a target heated by a laser beam. Some nanowires
exhibiting a few tenths of nanometers diameter for a length of several microns can
thus be produced. For instance, Karaguchi et al. synthesized via the VLS process
some InAS/InP nanowires with a diameter of 30 nm [Har1992] and S. R. Qi et
al. [Qi2000] used a process involving VLS growth mechanism to fabricate T iC
nanowires (see Figure 1.3(b)). The principle of VLS mechanism is in fact involved
in other processes such as metallo-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) [Par2002]
(see Figure 1.3(d)).
3. The use of porous membranes. This method is based on porous membranes such as
Al2 O3 [Xu2000] or polycarbonate [Fer2003] exhibiting networks of vertical nanopores
whose diameters and lengths respectively measure tenths of nanometers and microns. The second step consists in filling these nanopores with materials [San2003,
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Dar2004, DeL2009] via electrodeposition, injection under high pressure or evaporation (see Figure 1.3(c)). This method takes advantage of the vertical order of the
nanowire network.
4. The polyol process developed by F. Fiévet (ITODYS, Université Paris Diderot)
[Fié1989]. It is a wet chemistry route which allows to get several grams of monodisperse and well-crystallized CoN i nanowires [Ung2005, Ung2007] (see Figure 1.3(e)).
Therefore besides the simplicity of this process (low temperature route), its main
advantage is that it could pave the way for large scale fabrication of nanowires.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 1.3: (a) 100 nm STM image of wires Fe (2.5 atomic layers)/W [Bor2007], (b)
ZnO nanorods with a mean diameter of 25 nm grown by MOVPE [Par2002], (c) TEM
bright field image and diffraction pattern inset of a 30 nm diameter electrodeposited Co
nanowire in a polycarbonate membrane [DeL2009], (d) Low magnification TEM image of
T iC nanowires synthesized via VLS technique [Qi2000], (e) Co80 N i20 nanowires with a
mean diameter of 7 nm synthesized via the polyol process [Sou2008].
In this context, I have investigated the magnetic properties of CoN i nanowires synthesized via the polyol process for the past three years [Mau2007, Mau2009, Ott2009,
Sou2008, Sou2009a]. These nanowires were synthesized by Yaghoub Soumare and JeanYves Piquemal from the ITODYS (Université Paris Diderot) and by Guillaume Viau from
the LPCNO (INSA Toulouse). Part I presents both the polyol process and the characterization of the magnetic properties of such nanowires via magnetometric measurements.
In Part II, the magnetic behaviour of such nanowires has been investigated via SANS
measurements. Moreover, some arrays of Co and N i nanowires electrodeposited in Al2 O3
porous membranes have also been investigated via SANS measurements. These nanowires
were produced by Laurent Cagnon from the Institut Néel in Grenoble.

1.3

Basic ingredients of magnetism

This section provides some basics about the field of magnetism. It starts with magnetism
in atom to end with magnetism in fine particle such as the nanowires which have been
investigated in this work.
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Quantum origin of magnetism

To expose the origin of magnetism, it is convenient to first treat the magnetism of single
atoms before considering two atoms and then crystals.
1.3.1.1

Origin of magnetic moments

In solids, magnetic moments have two main origins which are both provided by electrons. The first origin comes from the orbital motion of electrons. The expression of the
−→
amplitude of the magnetic orbital momentum ML and its z-component ML |z are:
1
−→
ML = γ~ [l(l + 1)] 2 ,
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ML |z = γ~ml ,

(1.1)
(1.2)

where γ is the gyromagnetic factor, l the orbital angular momentum quantum number
and ml the integer value comprised between −l and l. It appears that the magnitude of
the magnetic orbital moment is quantized and is of the order of γ~ which is worth about
10−23 A.m2 .
The second origin of magnetic moments comes from the intrinsic spin angular momen−→
tum of electrons. The spin magnetic moment MS is proportional to the spin momentum
→
−
S:
−
→
−→
(1.3)
MS = gS µB S ,
where gS = 2.0023 is the spin Landé factor. A mechanical treatment exposed in [O’H2000,
Coh1973] leads to:
1
−→
MS = γ~ [s(s + 1)] 2 ,
(1.4)
MS |z = γ~ms ,

(1.5)

where s is the spin quantum number and ms the integer value comprised between −s and
s.
1.3.1.2

The spin-orbit coupling

→
−
→
−
The spin-orbit interaction couples the L and S quantum momenta so that the total
→
−
→
−
→
− →
−
angular momentum J defined as J = L + S is the conserved quantity. The spin-orbit
coupling describes how the spin orientation is affected by electrons orbital motion.
1.3.1.3

Exchange interactions

Besides the spin-orbit coupling, properties of solids are also based on the exchange interaction. The exchange interaction can be either intra-atomic between the electrons of an
atom or inter-atomic describing how strongly the atomic moments may couple parallel or
antiparallel with each other.
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The intra-atomic exchange interaction The interaction between electrons is governed by the Coulomb repulsion. The second principle which lies at the root of interaction
between electrons comes from the Pauli exclusion principle and leads to Hund’s rules. If
all atomic spins were aligned, the magnetic moments of atoms would be much larger than
the ones measured. In fact the Pauli exclusion principle states that the total wave function of two identical electrons is antisymmetric. It implies that when two electrons have
the quantum numbers n, l and ml identical, the fourth quantum number ms is opposite.
The consequence is that the antiparallel spin pairs (↑↓) are privileged to the parallel ones
(↑↑ or ↓↓). It means that magnetism only concerns the transition-metal elements which
exhibit unpaired electrons.
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The inter-atomic exchange interaction The inter-atomic exchange is a fundamental
process that accounts for intrinsic magnetic properties such as magnetic orders (ferro-,
antiferro-magnetism). This interaction is described by the Heisenberg hamiltonian[Sko1999,
O’H2000]:
Hexchange = −

X

→
− →
−
Jij Si .Sj ,

(1.6)

i<j

→
−
where the sum runs on the magnetic moments Si of each atom in the structure.
1.3.1.4

Magnetic orders

Ferro- and antiferro- magnetism The expression of the Heisenberg hamiltonian favors parallel alignment of the magnetic moments (ferromagnetism) when Jij > 0 and
antiparallel one (antiferromagnetism) when Jij < 0. In the case of antiferromagnetism
when the net magnetizations of the two sublattices are different, the system is said to be
ferrimagnetic. Note that the Heisenberg hamiltonian suits particularly well to systems
where electrons are well localized such as insulators. In other systems exhibiting more
extended wave functions, the exchange interaction is much more complex. Some examples
are detailed afterwards.
Magnetism in oxides: the superexchange interaction In most oxides, the electrons remain well localized on the atomic sites so that the exchange model can be used
to treat magnetism in such compounds. However this model is useless to explain magnetism of transition metal oxides. For such oxides, it is required to consider a more
complex exchange interaction: the superexchange (or Kramers-Anderson superexchange
[And1950, Kra1934]) . The superexchange interaction allows to explain antiferromagnetism in oxides such as MnO or FeO.
In order to have an idea of its principle, let’s consider two transition metal ions- for
instance M n2+ - separated by an oxygen ion. The M n2+ ion is a d ion and the O2− ion is a
p ion. The p orbital of the oxygen ion can exchange an electron with each 3d orbital of the
M n2+ ion. From Pauli exclusion principle, the two electrons of the p orbital have opposite
spins. As shown on Figure 1.4, the superexchange interaction between the two M n2+ ions
via the p orbitals of the O2− ion imposes that the two M n2+ ions have opposite spin
direction. Consequently, the superexchange interaction can induce antiferromagnetism in
metal transition oxides.
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Mn2+

3dx²-y²
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Figure 1.4:
[O’H2000].

O2-

px

Mn2+

3dx²-y²

Schematic of superexchange in MnO antiferromagnet.

Adapted from

Magnetism in metals The Heisenberg and the superexchange interactions account
for antiferromagnetism in compounds such as magnetic oxides where electrons are well
localized and interact weakly with each other. Nevertheless the situation is much more
complex for metals.
When magnetic electrons are itinerant, the model which should be considered is an
electronic band model. This model gives rise to two half bands: one filled with electrons
|↑i and the other one filled with electrons |↓i. The occupation of these two bands comes
from Hund’s rules. When the density of states of these two bands is different, a net
magnetization appears. This case concerns only few elements such as Fe, Co, Ni or Mn.
The maximal value of the net magnetization is obtained for Fe which carries 2.2 µB /atom.
The experimental values for net magnetization per atom is given by the Slater-Pauling
curve [O’H2000].
When magnetic electrons are localized and some other ones itinerant, the exchange
interaction becomes more complex. An interesting example is the one of rare-earth compounds. In rare-earth elements, magnetic electrons are the 4f ones which are very localized. There is however no direct interaction between the 4f electrons. However the
5d and 6s electrons of rare-earth elements interact with the 4f electrons of each atom.
The exchange interaction between the 4f electrons occurs thanks to the itinerant 5d and
6s electrons and is named indirect exchange. This model is also referred as the RKKY
(Ruderman, Kittel, Kasuya and Yosida) model.

1.3.2

Phase transition and ordering

One can distinguish three kinds of magnetism: diamagnetism, paramagnetism and ordered
magnetism such as ferro-, ferri-, antiferro- and heli- magnetism.
Diamagnetism is a response to a magnetic field which induces current rings in the
material because of the orbital motion of the electrons. These current rings create small
magnetic moments which oppose to the applied magnetic field as expected from the Lenz
law. A consequence is that the susceptibility of the system χT defined by M = χT H is
negative.
Paramagnetism stems from the electron spins which tend to align along the magnetic applied field direction but are disordered because of thermal energy. This kind of
magnetism is characterized by a positive susceptibility and strongly depends on the temperature. The Curie law states that the magnetic suceptibility of a paramagnetic material
is inversely proportional to the temperature:
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χT =

C
,
T

(1.7)

where C is the Curie constant.
Magnetic ordering has been described above and is associated to a phase transition or
the apparition of a spontaneous magnetization. The Heisenberg exchange interaction is
usually used to model magnetic orders. Nevertheless as soon as one aims to describe the
thermodynamical properties of magnetic orders, one has to make some approximations
except in the case of a two dimensional system described without any approximation by
Onsager [Ons1944]. For ferromagnets, the Curie law, valid for paramagnets, was extended
to ferromagnets by Weiss [O’H2000]:
χT =
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with

C
M
=
,
H
T − TC

(1.8)

TC = λC

(1.9)

where λ is the mean-field parameter. A useful method is the self-consistent field introduced
by Weiss which consists in introducing a molecular field generated by all the neighbouring
moments of the site i so that, in presence of an external field, the hamiltonian becomes:
H=−

X
i,j

X
X
→
−
→
−
→
− X→
−
Si ,
Si − µ0 gµB H
J Si < Sj > −µ0 gµB H
Si = −zJS
i

i

(1.10)

i

where g, z and S are respectively the Landé factor, the number of neighbouring spins of
→
−
Si and S the average value of the neighbouring spins. Everything happens as if there was
−−→
→
−
→
−
an effective field Hef f = µ0zJ
S
+
H . Expressing the partition function of individual
gµB
spins [O’H2000, Pap2002] leads to the following expression of the magnetization for spins
1/2 only:
µ0 H
zJM
+
),
(1.11)
kB T
N µ 0 kB T
where N is the total number of spins. This self-consistent equation allows to define a
critical temperature T ∗ which characterizes the phase transition. Below T ∗ there exists
a solution M 6= 0 and thus a spontaneous magnetization. When T > T ∗ , there is no
solution to the equation so that there is no longer any spontaneous magnetization. In
the case of ferromagnetism T ∗ is the Curie temperature TC whereas it is called the Néel
temperature TN for antiferromagnetism.
The Weiss molecular field does not take into account for the correlations between neighbouring sites. The Bethe method allows to treat this case and is detailed in [Pap2002].
M = N µ0 tanh(

1.3.3

Crystals and anisotropy

This section describes magnetism in crystals where the role of the crystal size and the
formation of magnetic domains are discussed. The possible phase transitions are then detailed. Eventually, the stress is put on magnetism in single domain particles and especially
in single domain nanowires which correspond to the framework of this study.
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The magnetic properties of a crystal are governed by a competition between different
energies. The configuration of the magnetic moments are indeed driven by the energy
minimization of the system. The different energies in play are described below.
1.3.3.1

The Zeeman energy

−−→
When an external magnetic field Hext is applied, the magnetic moments tend to align
along the field direction. This energy EZ named the Zeeman energy is expressed as:
−
→ −−→
EZ = −µ0 M .Hext ,

(1.12)

−
→
where M is the magnetization of the sample.
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1.3.3.2

Magnetic anisotropies

When the magnetic properties of a system are not isotropic, the system is said to be
magnetically anisotropic. There are different origins to magnetic anisotropies: principally
the crystal field and the sample shape.
Magnetocrystalline anisotropy One of the main origin of magnetic anisotropy is the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Among all the magnetic anisotropy origins, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is the only one which is intrinsic since it directly stems from the
exchange interaction and the crystal symmetry. This can be indeed summarized as a
coupling between the spins and the lattice via the orbital motion of the electrons: the
spin-orbit lattice coupling. This coupling is responsible for the orientation of the spins depending on the lattice symmetries and tends to align the magnetic moments along some
preferred crystallographic directions, giving rise to some easy and hard axes or planes
of magnetization. The magnetization can be considered as uniform in norm but not in
orientation. That is why the quantity of reduced magnetization is introduced.
z

3


1




M

2

y

x

Figure 1.5: Definition of the parameters (α1 , α2 , α3 ).They correspond to the spherical
−
→
−
M
coordinates of →
m=M
calculated from θ and φ.
−
The notations are given in Figure 1.5 and the reduced magnetization →
m=
by the parameters (α1 , α2 , α3 ) given by:

−
→
M
M

is given
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α1 = sinθcosφ ,
α2 = sinθsinφ ,


α3 = cosθ .




(1.13)

With this definition, the relation α12 + α22 + α32 = 1 is fulfilled.
Crystal structures of Fe, Ni and Co are respectively body-centered cubic, face-centered
cubic and hexagonal. That is why the cubic and hexagonal crystal structures are presented
below as well as numerical values of magnetocrystalline constants for Fe, Ni and Co.
The energy of cubic systems obeys the following symmetry rule:
−
→
−
→
E(M ) = E(−M ) ,

(1.14)

which implies that there is no odd order in the development of EM C . Finally, the magnetocrystalline energy in cubic systems becomes:
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EM C = K0 + K1 (α12 α22 + α12 α32 + α22 α32 ) + K2 α12 α22 α32 + ... ,

(1.15)

where Ki are the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants. The magnetocrystalline energies following the different crystallographic directions can be calculated from (α1 , α2 , α3 ).
• Calculation of E100 . The [100] direction corresponds to θ = 90° and φ = 0°. It
implies that α1 = 0 and α2 = α3 = 0. Finally, E100 = K0 .
• Calculation of E110 . The [110] direction corresponds to θ = 90° and φ = 45°. It
implies that α1 = α2 = √12 and α3 = 0. Finally, E110 = K0 + 14 K1 .
√
• Calculation of E111 . The [111] direction corresponds to θ = 54.7° (tan θ = 2) and
1
φ = 45°. It implies that α1 = α2 = α3 = √13 which leads to E111 = K0 + 13 K1 + 27
K2 .
For body-centered cubic crystals such as F e, the easy and hard axes are respectively the
[100] and the [111] directions. For faced-centered cubic crystals like N i, the easy and
hard axes directions are respectively the [111] and the [100] directions. The values of the
corresponding anisotropy constants are given in Table 1.1.
For hexagonal crystals, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is expressed as a function
−c :
of the angle θ between the magnetization and the axis →
EM C = K0 + K1 sin2 θ + K2 sin4 θ + K3 sin6 θ + K4 sin6 θcos 6φ .

(1.16)

For hexagonal crystals such as Co, the easy axis is the [001] direction and the hard
axes are the [100] and the [010] directions which define the basal plane. The values of the
corresponding anisotropy constants are given in Table 1.1.
K1 (J/m3 )
K2 (J/m3 )

bcc-Fe
4.8 . 104
−1.0 . 10−8

fcc-Ni
−4.5 . 103
−2.3 . 103

hcp-Co
4.1 . 105
1.5 . 105

Table 1.1: Magnitude of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants K1 and K2 of Fe, Ni
and Co at room temperature [O’H2000].
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The shape anisotropy and the demagnetizing field effect A polycrystal without
any preferred orientation of its grains does not exhibit any magneto-crystalline anisotropy.
If the sample is not spherical, its shape can lead to one or more preferred orientations
of the magnetization. This magnetic anisotropy, named shape anisotropy, comes directly
from the dipolar interaction which is a long range interaction A magnetic dipole tends to
align along the flux lines generated by all the other magnetic dipoles present in the sample.
−
→
The consequence of the dipolar interaction is the demagnetizing field Hd generated in the
dipole which tends to oppose to the magnetization of the dipole (see Figure 1.6).
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+
+
+

−
→
Figure 1.6: Demagnetizing field Hd inside an ellipsoid, opposed to the magnetization
−
→
inside the ellipsoid M .
The energy related to the demagnetizing field Hd is given by:
Ed = −

−
→− −
→−
1Z
r ).Hd (→
r )dV ,
µ0 M (→
2

(1.17)

−
→
−
→
The demagnetizing field Hd is related to the magnetization M via the demagnetizing
tensor N :










HdX
Nxx Nxy Nxz
MX





 HdY  = −  Nyx Nyy Nyz   MY 
HdZ
Nzx Nzy Nzz
MZ

(1.18)

−
→
−
→
where Nij are the demagnetizing factors. The minus sign indicates that Hd and M point
in opposite directions.
The calculation is very complex for a general shape but can be simplified for symmetric
→
−
−
−c are the semi-axes of the
shapes and especially in the case of ellipsoids. If →
a , b and →
ellipsoid of revolution, Equation 1.18 becomes :
N⊥ 0
0
Ma
Hda




N⊥ 0   Mb 
 Hdb  = −  0
 tr(N ) = 2N⊥ + Nq = 1 .
Hdc
0
0 Nq
Mc










Thus, the energy of the demagnetizing field is:

(1.19)
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1
Ed = µ0 V (N⊥ Ma2 + N⊥ Mb2 + Nq Mc2 ) .
2

(1.20)

→
−
−
→
−
−c ) .
M = MS (sinθ sinφ →
a + sinθ cosφ b + cosθ →

(1.21)

→
− −
−
In the (→
a , b ,→
c ) base (see Figure 1.7), the magnetization vector can be expressed as:

It leads to:
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1
Ed = µ0 MS2 V (N⊥ sin2 θ + Nq cos2 θ) .
2
Since 2N⊥ + Nq = 1, Equation 1.22 becomes:

(1.22)

1
1
(1.23)
Ed = µ0 Nq MS2 vV + µ0 MS2 V (1 − 3Nq ) sin2 θ .
2
4
In this equation, the shape anisotropy is given by the sin2 θ term. There will thus
be an easy-axis shape anisotropy as soon as Nq < 1/3 (prolate ellipsoids) and there is no
shape anisotropy contribution for magnetic spheres (Nq = 1/3).
In uniformly magnetized ellipsoids, if the magnetization lies along a principle direction,
then the demagnetizing field is also uniform and given by:
−
→
−
→
Hd = −N M ,

(1.24)

where N is the demagnetizing tensor which is defined by [Sko1999]:
(

Nq = N
N⊥ = 1−N
2

.

(1.25)

.
The energy of the demagnetizing field then becomes:
→ −
→
−
→ −
→
1 Z −
1
Ed = µ0 M N M dV = µ0 V M N M ,
2
2
where V is the volume of the ellipsoid.
The simplest case is the spherical one for which:
1
,
3
so that the energy of the demagnetizing field of a sphere is given by:

(1.26)

N⊥ = Nq =

(1.27)

1
Ed = µ0 V MS2 .
6

(1.28)

Table 1.2 summarizes the values of N for finite rods magnetized parallel to the axis.
In this work, nanowires exhibiting some aspect ratio (length/diameter) larger than 10
have been investigated. For such objects, the demagnetizing factor N is expected to be
smaller than 0.0172. The magnetization thus tends to be magnetized along the long axis
of nanowires exhibiting such aspect ratios.
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Aspect ratio (Length/diameter)
0
1
2
5
10
20
50
100
500
1000

N
1
0.27
0.14
0.04
0.0172
0.00617
0.00129
0.00036
0.000014
0.0000036
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Table 1.2: Demagnetizing factors N for finite rods magnetized parallel to long axis.
Adapted from [O’H2000].
When nanowires exhibit large aspect ratio so that they can be approximated by an
−c as the infinite axis (see Figure 1.7), the demagnetizing
infinitely long cylinder with →
tensor thus becomes:
N=

 1
 2
 0

0 0
1
0 
 .
2
0 0 0


(1.29)

For spherical coordinates (see Figure 1.7), the energy of the demagnetizing field becomes:


1
1
1
Ed = µ0 V MS2 sin2 θcos2 φ + sin2 θsin2 φ = µ0 V MS2 sin2 θ .
2
2
4

(1.30)

Finally, the shape anisotropy governed by the energy of the demagnetizing field, tends
to align the magnetization along the longer axes in absence of an applied magnetic field
(Ed is minimum for θ = 0).

a

a





M




c


b

Figure 1.7: Definition of the θ and φ angles for an infinite cylinder.

1.3.4

Magnetic domain formation

Many magnetic materials do not exhibit any magnetization if no external magnetic field
is applied. Weiss attributed this “absence” of magnetism to the formation of domains
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in polycrystals: domains are magnetized in different directions so that the average net
magnetization is almost zero (see Figure 1.8).

+

(a)

-

(b)

Figure 1.8: Schematic domain structures for (a) cubic and (b) uniaxial anisotropy.
Adapted from [Sko1999].
1.3.4.1

Micromagnetic lengths
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The formation of domains is in fact governed by the minimization of the total energy E:
E = EZ + Ed + EM C + Eex .

(1.31)

The competitions between the energies which come into play are characterized by two
micromagnetic lengths: the exchange length lex and the wall width parameter δ (see
Figure 1.9).
Exchange energy
prevalence

Competition
Exchange energy / Anisotropies

Magnetostatic energies
prevalence

nanomaterial

bulk material

size
atom

Cristal cell

Monodomain state

Domain formation
Play of the nano-objects shape

 Competition between Eex et Eforme
Exchange
length:

lex 

A
0 M S2

~1-10nm

 Competition between Eex et EMC
Wall width
parameter:



A
K

~10-100nm

Figure 1.9: Schematic of energy competition in nanomaterials. The domain fomation
is governed by the exchange length lex which accounts for the competition between the
shape anisotropy and the exchange energy. The size of the domain walls is given by the
wall width parameter δ.
The formation of magnetic domains stems from a competition between the exchange
energy which tends to maintain spins aligned together and the demagnetizing energy
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which prevents the formation of magnetic surface and volume charges. The role of the
demagnetizing energy is illustrated by the pole avoidance principle which states that the
magnetic surface and volume charges have to be minimized while the magnetic flux tends
to be closed. The exchange legnth is the minimal length which is required so that the
direction of the magnetic moments can change. It defines the threshold below which
atomic exchange interaction prevails on the magnetostatic fields [Sko1999]:
s

lex =

A
.
µ0 MS2

(1.32)

The exchange length is typically of order of few nanometers (see Table 1.3).
The second micromagnetic length is the wall width parameter δ which accounts for
the competition between the exchange energy and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The
wall width parameter characterizes the wall width which separates magnetic domains and
is expressed as:
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s

δ=

A
,
K1

(1.33)

where A is the exchange stiffness constant which is related to the exchange interactions
through:
S 2 a2 JNν0
,
(1.34)
2
with Nν0 , S, a and J respectively the number of nearest-neighbour atoms per unit volume,
the electronic spin of the atoms, the distance between spins and the exchange interaction.
A is a macroscopic measure of the stiffness of coupling in the spin system and its value
is comprised between 1 × 10−11 J/m and 2 × 10−11 J/m for most ferromagnets [O’H2000,
Sko1999].
A=

Monoatomic domain wall

Domain wall

δB

Figure 1.10: Schematics of a 180° domain wall. (a) a monoatomic domain wall, (b) a
Bloch wall.
There are different kinds of domain walls. In materials with cubic anisotropy, the
< 100 > direction is the easy axis, 90° walls may be formed. However in systems exhibiting
a uniaxial anisotropy, the magnetizations of the neighbouring domains are opposite and it
gives rise to 180° domain walls. Some typical 180° walls are the Bloch and Néel walls. The
Bloch wall corresponds to a rotation of the magnetic moments outside of the magnetization
plane (see Figure 1.10) while the Néel wall is characterized by a rotation of the magnetic
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moments inside the magnetization plane. It must be noted that Néel walls mainly concern
surface geometry. As for Bloch walls, in the case of uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy
and of infinite wall, their width is given by the Bloch wall width:
s

δB = π

A
,
K1

(1.35)

Table 1.3 gives the δB values for compounds such as transition metals or rare-earth
magnets.
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Material
Fe
Co
Ni
SmCo5
N d2 F e14 B

δB (nm)
40
14
82
3.6
3.9

lex (nm)
1.5
2
3.4
4.9
1.9

Table 1.3: Values of δB for some transition and rare-earth metals [Sko1999].
1.3.4.2

Domain formation in nanowires

The situation is complex in nanowires as different configurations may arise depending
on whether the anisotropy axis is along the nanowire axis or perpendicular to it. The
nanowires which have been investigated crystallize in the hexagonal compact phase with
−c along the geometrical axis. When their radii are large enough, a Bloch wall
the axis →
may be expected to arise as described in Figure 1.11.
The value of the threshold between monodomain and multidomain configurations in
nanowires is defined from both the exchange length lex
√ and the domain wall parameter
δ. Indeed, the wall energiy per unit area γ is γ = 4 A K1 under the hypothesis that
K2 can be ignored [Sko2002, Sko1999]. Considering the domain configuration shown in
Figure 1.11, the wall energy is γ2RL where R and L are respectively the radius and the
length of the nanowire. The gain of magnetostatic energy within this configuration may
be assessed to half the single domain energy, that is µ0 MS2 V /8. It implies that domain
formation is favored for nanowires whose radius exceeds the critical single domain radius:
RSD =

2
2
64lex
64lex
=
πδ
δB

(1.36)

Uniaxial anisotropy K

Figure 1.11: Schematics of a possible magnetization configuration for large nanowires
exhibiting an uniaxial anisotropy along their geometrical axis.
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Magnetism in single domain particles

As seen before the demagnetizing energy tends to divide a magnetic material into magnetic
domains. However when the dimensions of the material are strongly reduced, there is a
limit below which the particle is too small to contain a domain wall: the particle is said
to be in a “single-domain state”. The magnetization reversal of single-domain particles
are - in many cases - well described by the Stoner-Wohlfarth model which is presented
in Section 1.3.5.1. This model describes the reversal process as a coherent rotation of all
moments in unisson. Nevertheless, other reversal modes are possible and are detailed in
Section 1.3.5.2.
Furthermore, a competition between the anisotropy energy Eanisotropy = KV (V is the
volume of the particle) and the thermal energy Ethermal = kB T may occur and destabilize the magnetic order in the material. The physical limit is given by the case of a
single-domain magnetic particle. In this section, a ferromagnetic single-domain particle
is considered i.e. a particle carrying a macrospin. The magnetic order sets in below the
Curie temperature TC . When KV  kB T , the ferromagnetic order cannot be disturbed
by the thermal energy. The ferromagnetic regime can be approximated by the StonerWohlfarth model which is only valid for T=0K. When KV is of order of kB T , the magnetic
order is destabilized by the thermal energy which gives rise to magnetic fluctuations: this
is the superparamagnetic regime which is well described by the Néel-Brown (NB) model.
Note that both Stoner-Wohlfarth (SW) and Néel-Brown models are only valid for the
limit of single-domain particles insofar as the exchange coupling is able to suppress magnetic inhomogeneities and the magnetization reversal process arises only from coherent
rotation of the magnetization vector.
1.3.5.1

The Stoner-Wohlfarth model (T=0K)

The Stoner-Wohlfarth model is the simplest micromagnetic model which describes magnetization reversal in single-domain particles. This model is based on the following hypothesis: the magnetization is uniform in the particle. The exchange interaction is thus
constant and has no role in the minimization of the total energy. This is why the only
considered energy contributions are:
1. The Zeeman energy EZ which describes the interaction between the magnetic moments and the applied magnetic field H and is given by: EZ = −µ0 MS Hcos(φ − θ),
where MS is the saturated magnetization of the particles and φ−θ the angle between
→
−
−
→
H and the magnetization M (see Figure 1.12).
2. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy EM C which is given by: EM C = KM C sin2 θ,
−
→
where KM C is the anisotropy constant and θ the angle between M and the easy axis
→
−
z.
3. The shape anisotropy energy Eshape which is given by: Eshape = Kshape sin2 θ0 , where
−
→
Kshape is the anisotropy constant and θ0 the angle between M and the longer axis
→
−0
z .
In the particular case of a sphere, the shape anisotropy is zero and the anisotropy is
reduced to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. But for all other kind of ellipsoids, the
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shape anisotropy has to be taken into account and the demagnetizing field thus plays a
role in the magnetic behaviour of the single-domain ellipsoid.
Note that when the easy axis of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is parallel to the
longer axis of the ellipsoid, one has θ = θ0 . The discussion is restricted to this case since it
corresponds to nanowires synthesized via the polyol process which have been investigated
→
−
−
(see Figure 1.12: →
z = z 0 ).

φ
θ
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Figure 1.12: The Stoner-Wohlfarth geometry: definition of θ and φ
The free energy E of a magnetic single-domain ellipsoid is:

E = EM C + Eshape + EZ = (KM C + Kshape )sin2 θ − µ0 MS Hcos(φ − θ) V .
h

i

(1.37)

The anisotropy energy Ksin2 θ includes both shape and magnetocrystalline anisotropies
which may be expressed as follow:
• The magnetocrystalline anisotropy EM C = 21 µ0 MS HM C V sin2 θ ≡ − 14 µ0 MS HM C V cos(2θ)
since constants can be neglected in the total energy expression. HM C is designated
MC
as the anisotropy field and is worth HM C = 2K
.
µ0 MS
• The shape anisotropy is Eshape = 12 µ0 MS2 V (N⊥ cosθ2 + Nq sin2 θ) ≡ − 41 µ0 MS2 V (Nq −
N⊥ ) cos(2θ) where N⊥ and Nq are the demagnetizing factors.
In order to write the expression of the adimensional Stoner-Wohlfarth energy η, we introduce the following reduced variables (provided that N⊥ 6= Nq ):
• h=

H
(Nq −N⊥ )MS

• hM C =

,

HM C
(Nq −N⊥ )MS

.

This leads to the following expression of the adimensional energy η:
1
η = − (1 + hM C )cos(2θ) − h cos(φ − θ) .
4

(1.38)

The Stoner-Wohlfarth model allows to describe the influence of the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy via HA and the role of the shape of the particle via 4N = Nq −N⊥ = 21 (3N −1).
→
−
The hysteresis cycle as a function of the angle φ between H and the easy axis can be
calculated. Figure 1.13 shows that the value of the coercive field is strongly affected by
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→
−
the angle φ. Note that when the particles are aligned along the magnetic field H , the
coercive field is the sum of two contributions, one from the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
HM C and another one from the shape anisotropy Hshape :
HC = HM C + Hshape =

2KM C 1
+ (1 − 3N )MS ,
µ0 MS
2

(1.39)

where KM C is the anisotropy constant, MS the saturation magnetization and N the
demagnetizing factor. N = 1/3 for spheres and N = 0 for infinite cylinders. Some more
accurate values of N as a function of the length and the radius of the cylinder are given
in Table 1.2.
1

0.8
0.6

0.2
M/MS
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0.4

0

-0.2

Phi=1°

-0.4

Phi=10°

-0.6

Phi=45°

-0.8

Phi=89°

-1
-2

-1

0
h(in MS/2 units)

1

2

Figure 1.13: Hysteresis cycles in the Stoner-Wohlfarth model for different values of φ
(hM C = 0) in the case of infinitely long cylinders. The hysteresis cycle is square when
the magnetic field is applied along the easy axis. It is closed when the magnetic field is
applied perpendicularly to the easy axis (φ = 90°) .
Figure 1.13 describes the case of a single particle. But the detection limit of magnetometry techniques such as SQUID or VSM implies to work on a collection of objects. The hysteresis cycles of randomly oriented particles have been calculated within
the Stoner-Wohlfarth model by taking into account the contribution of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Note that it is only valid for uniaxial anisotropy. First it underlines
the effect of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy on the hysteresis cycles (see Figure 1.14).
Secondly, Figure 1.14 shows that the remanence of randomly oriented particles is
0.5 MS . This value strongly depends on the dimensionality of the system. The value of
the remanence for randomly oriented particles is different when the particles are dispersed
on a surface or in a volume:

Mr = M̄ =

MS

R π/2

cosθdθ

R π/2

dθ

0

0

=

2MS
π

f or 2D distribution of easy axis,

(1.40)
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Mr = M̄ =

MS

R π/2
0

cosθsinθdθ

R π/2sinθ
0

dθ

=

MS
2

f or 3D distribution of easy axis.

(1.41)

1
0.8

0.6
0.4
M/MS

0.2

0
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Figure 1.14: Hysteresis cycles of randomly oriented particles in the Stoner-Wohlfarth
model for different values of hM C . The considered particles are infinitely long cylinders
and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is supposed to be uniaxial.
Furthermore, the original Stoner-Wohlfarth model only takes the uniaxial shape or
uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropies into account. However as shown on Figure 1.14,
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy may have large effects on the hysteresis cycles. Therefore depending on the studied system, the other anisotropies such as the magnetocrystalline, the magnetoelastic or the surface ones have to be included. The generalization of the Stoner-Wohlfarth model has been developed in three dimensions by Thiaville
[Thi1998, Thi2000] and applied to an arbitrary effective anisotropy.
1.3.5.2

Other reversal modes: curling and buckling

In single-domain particles, the reversal process is not necessarily uniform and cannot be
always described by the Stoner-Wohlfarth model. Other reversal modes such as curling
or buckling may occur and ease the reversal process. These two non-uniform modes lead
to lower coercive fields than in the Stoner-Wohlfarth model. In these modes, the angle
between the individual magnetic moments and the cylinder axis varies from a magnetic
moment to another (see Figure 1.16). They are observed in structures exhibiting a radius
larger than the coherence radius Rcoh . Figure 1.15 summarizes the different possible
reversal modes depending on the radius values.
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Coherent reversal

Incoherent reversal
(ex: curling)

Rcoh  3.65lex

Reversal with
domain wall propagation
size

RSD  64l / 
2
ex

θ a θa

θ a θb

Rcoh (Co)  7,5 nm

RSD (Co)  18 nm
multidomain

monodomain

Figure 1.15: Magnetization reversal modes in nanowires. RSD is the single-domain radius
below wich the magnetization is monodomain. Rcoh is the coherence rasius below which
the magnetization reversal is expeted to be coherent.
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1

In the case of spheres, the value of Rcoh is [Sko1999]:
Rcoh =

√
24 lex ,

(1.42)

where lex is defined in Equation 1.32.
In the case of cylinders, the value of Rcoh becomes [Sko2000]:
Rcoh = 3.65 lex .

(1.43)

Equation 1.43 implies that the exchange length lex imposes the size limit below which
the rotation is coherent. The curling mode (see Figure 1.16 (a)) is more frequently met
in practice and is detailed below.
The magnetocrystalline anisotropy is here not taken into account. If the reversal
process was coherent, the expected coercive field would be given by Equation 1.39. In a
curling process, the exchange energy is increased but the magnetostatic energy is reduced
as less magnetic moments point out of the easy axis at any step of the reversal process.
The coercive field thus becomes:
HC =

c(D)A
2KM C
+
,
µ0 MS
µ0 MS R2

(1.44)

where A is the exchange stiffness and R = Rx = Ry refers to the two degenerate axes
of the ellipsoid. c(D) is a parameter which depends on the value of D and thus on the
shape of the particle. For instance, c = 8.666 for spheres (D = 1/3) and c = 6.678 for
needles (D = 0). As in the case of the Stoner-Wohlfarth model (see Equation 1.39, a
shape anisotropy contribution to the coercivity can be extracted for a curling process and
is expressed as:
HC =

c(D)A
.
µ0 MS R2

(1.45)
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a)

b)
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Figure 1.16: The (a) curling and (b) buckling nucleation modes in cylinders. Adapted
from [Sko1999].
Figure 1.17 gives an overview of the dependence of Hshape as a function of the radius
of the ellipsoid. When the radius becomes larger than Rcoh , the contribution of the shape
anisotropy to the coercivity decreases. Therefore it is crucial to synthesize particles as
thin as possible as soon as one aims to obtain large coercivities. Incoherent rotation as
well as domain wall lie at the root of large decrease of coercivities.

Hshape

curling
coherent
rotation

0

1

2

3

R/Rcoh

Figure 1.17: The shape anisotropy contribution to the coercivity for a prolate ellipsoid.
Adapted from [Sko1999].
Finally it must also be precised that - besides coherent rotation and curling- a third
mode of magnetization reversal may be observed [Sko1999, O’H2000]. This mode is named
buckling (see figure 1.16 (b)) and occurs when the length L of ellipsoids exceeds 9.2R and
the radius R satisfiess the relation: R < 4lex . This mode is characterized by a sinusoidal
modulation of the magnetization in the z-direction.
1.3.5.3

Superparamagnetism (T > 0 K) in the Néel-Brown model

The Stoner-Wohlfarth model applies at T=0K and thus neglects the thermal fluctuations.
When the thermal energy Ethermal = kB T is small compared to the anisotropy energy
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Eanisotropy = KV , the Stoner-Wohlfarth model can be applied to single domain particles.
However, when the size of the particle is so small that the thermal energy Ethermal = kB T
becomes equivalent to Eanisotropy = KV , the Stoner-Wohlfarth model can no longer be
applied [Dor1981, Kno2008]: this is the superparamagnetic limit.

E

(a) H=0

E

KV
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Figure 1.18: Diagram representing the energy profile as a function of θ, the angle between
−
→
→
−
M and H defined in Figure 1.12 for: (a) H = 0, (b) H < 0 and (c) H > 0 when H < µ02K
.
MS
Let us consider a uniaxial single domain particle exhibiting a total magnetic anisotropy
KV sin2 θ where θ is the angle between the magnetization and the easy axis. When an
→
−
external magnetic field H is applied along the easy axis, the total energy is:
E = KV sin2 θ − HMS V cosθ ,

(1.46)

where MS is the saturation magnetization at the considered temperature. E exhibits a
and there exists only one stable state. When H < µ02K
,
single minimum for H > µ02K
MS
MS
there are two minima (θ = 0 and θ = π). When there is no applied field, the energy
barrier from θ = 0 to θ = π is the same as the one from θ = π to θ = 0 and is worth
(4E)H=0 = KV (see Figure 1.18(a)). However when a positive (negative) magnetic field
is applied, the symmetry of the energy barrier is lost and the barrier energy 4E − from
θ = 0 to θ = π (from θ = π to θ = 0) becomes smaller than the one 4E + from θ = π to
θ = 0 (from θ = 0 to θ = π) [Dor1981, Fru2005] (see Figure 1.18(b) and (c)):
HMS
= KV 1 ±
2KV


(4E)±
H

2

.

(1.47)

In order to take into account the role of the temperature, the probability f (θ)dθ to find
the magnetization along the angle θ is introduced [Dor1981]:
1
E
exp(−
) sinθ ,
C
kB T
with the following condition of normalization:
f (θ) =

Z π
0

which leads to:
C=

Z π
0

(1.48)

f (θ) dθ = 1 ,

exp(−

E
) sinθ dθ .
kB T

(1.49)
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When E is much larger than kB T , f (θ) is finite only close to the minima of E. In
this case (see Figure 1.19), the only possible states of magnetization correspond to these
minima. In the case of H = 0, they are equiprobable. The probability that the magnetization jumps from one of these states to another is thus zero. It implies that a set
of particles without any interaction between each other exhibits zero net magnetization
in the absence of an applied field. However when E becomes equivalent to kB T , f (θ)
is larger around the energy minima and the magnetization can fluctuate around one or
several states corresponding to energy minima. The magnetization is consequently given
by the average of cosθ over the measuring time τm . It means that the measuring time τm
affects the value of the measured magnetization. It can vary from large values (typically
100s) for magnetometry measurements down to small ones for techniques like Mössbauer
(about 10−8 s). Thus if τm is much larger than the fluctuation time τ , the system reaches
a thermodynamical equilibrium during the measurement: the particles are in a paramagnetic state. However if τ  τm , the fluctuations are very slow compared to the measuring
time so that one can measure quasi-static properties: the particles are in the blocked
regime.
f(θ)
KV/kBT=100
H=0

KV/kBT=10
H=0

KV/kBT=3
µ0HMS/2KV=0.1

0

π/2

π

θ

Figure 1.19: Probability f (θ) to find the magnetization oriented along θ as a function of
E
and H (adapted from [Dor1981]).
kB T
Two models are used to describe the superparamagnetic behaviour of fine particles.
First, the Néel model considers that the magnetization follows an Arrhenius law with a
characteristic relaxation time τ [Dor1981, Kno2008]:
KV
,
(1.50)
kB T
It must here be emphasized that the value of τ0 is generally approximated to 10−9 s
[Bea1956] but this value can largely vary from one material to another. Indeed, τ0 depends on some characteristics of the material. The general expression of τ0 is detailed in
[Dor1981].
The temperature associated to the transition between the two regimes is called the
blocking temperature and is noted TB . Some precautions have thus to be taken since the
τ = τ0 exp
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value of the blocking temperature TB depends on the measuring time. Moreover the value
of TB is related to the value of the energy barrier which implies that TB increases with
increasing particle size. The value of TB is expressed as:
TB =

τ
KV
ln
kB
τ0




(1.51)

.

Some results about the Néel model are summarized in [Fru2005, Sha1994] and lead to
the expression of the coercivity for a measurement performed during a time τ :


s
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HC (T, τ ) = HC (T = 0K) 1 −



kB T
τ
ln( ) ,
KV
τ0

(1.52)

From this formula, it is possible to deduce [Fru2005] that for a fixed time scale τ , HC
becomes null for T > TB . This is the superparamagnetic limit: below TB the system is
ferromagnetic and between TB and TC it is superparamagnetic.
In the case of uniaxial particles, the average magnetization is oriented along the field
direction when a magnetic field is applied. When the magnetic anisotropy is weaker than
the Zeeman energy, the average magnetization of the particles can be written as [Dor1981]:
< M >= MS L(

µ0 MS HV
),
kB T

(1.53)

where L(x) is the Langevin function, defined as:
1
.
(1.54)
x
The resolution of this self-consistent equation depending on approximations is described
in [Dor1981, O’H2000, Kno2008].
The second model (the Brown model) is based on stochastic processes and the Gilbert
equation and is obtained by adding a term describing the random forces which are applied
to the system. The hypothesis on the random forces acting on the system are similar to
the ones of the Brownian motion. The results are similar to those of the Néel model
[Dor1981].
L(x) = coth(x) −

1.3.6

Specific properties of nanowires

Most investigated nanowires have been those electrodeposited in porous membranes [DeL2009,
Dar2004, San2003]. The great advantage of such samples is the perfect alignment of the
objects. In addition, the diameter, the length and the distance between the objects can
be tuned from few tens nanometers up to hundreds of nanometers.
As detailed in the previous sections, the magnetic properties of nanowires are governed
by their shape and magnetocrystalline anisotropies. The aim of this section is therefore
to give an idea about the role of the diameter which governs the delocalized reversal
mode, of the shape and of the imperfections which lead to localized reversal modes and
of the interactions between nanowires which affects the magnetization state inside the
nanowires.
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Role of the diameter

The diameter d of the nanowires is a crucial parameter which governs the configuration
of the magnetization. It has been shown in Section 1.3.5.2 that the diameter of nanowires
govern their magnetization reversal modes. For diameters larger than RSD (see Equation
1.36), the magnetic state is divided into lateral magnetic domains and the magnetization
is reversed by domain wall propagation.
When the diameter is reduced down to a value smaller than 2 RSD , the single-domain
state becomes energetically favorable. For values of radius smaller than the coherent
radius Rcoh , the reversal mode is coherent and can be treated in the framework of the
Stoner-Wohlfarth model (see Section 1.3.5.1). Neverthless, very few synthesis techniques
(mainly pure chemical ones) allow to obtain nanowires with a radius smaller than Rcoh
[Sou2008, Sou2009a, Soul2009].
In fact, much more studies have been performed on nanowires whose radius is comprised between Rcoh and RSD . It principally concerns electrodeposited nanowires in porous
membranes. For values of radius smaller than the coherent radius Rcoh , the reversal mode
is governed by the curling mode. It has been proved that one can find -for prolate
spheroids- a third nucleation mode (besides coherent rotation or curling) if the aspect
ratio L/d is larger than 500 [Aha1997].
Aharoni showed that in the case of curling, the coercive field HC varies linearily with
1/d . However, for very small diameters close to the threshold 2 Rcoh of the transition from
curling to coherent reversal, thermal fluctuations may account for a decrease of HC with
decreasing diameters. This has been experimentally observed [Zen2002]. The length of
nanowires also plays onto the coercivity value as it was found that for a constant diameter
d, the coercivity value rapidly increases with increasing length values and is close to a
maximal value for aspect ratios L/d superior to 5 [Zen2000, Zen2002, Zhe2000].
1.3.6.2

Role of the shape and of the imperfections: localization of the reversal
modes

Coherent rotation and curling are delocalized modes meaning that the reversal nucleation
is extended to the whole volume of the nanowire. However, the situation might be much
more complex as illustrated in many studies.
For instance, the role of the diameter has been studied for hexagonally ordered 100 nm
period nickel nanowire arrays [Nie2001]. As shown in Figure 1.20, the hysteresis cycles
are deeply modified when the nanowire diameter varies from 55 nm down to 30 nm. When
the diameter is 55 nm, the sample does not show any preferential magnetic orientation:
the remanence is worth only 30% and the coercivity 600 Oe when the magnetic field
is applied along the nanowires axes. However, when the diameter is reduced down to
30 nm, the sample clearly exhibits an easy and a hard magnetic axes: the remanence is
increased up to 98% and the coercivity up to 1200 Oe when the magnetic field is applied
along the nanowires axes. Nevertheless, for diameters of 30 nm, micromagnetic simulations [Nie2001] proved that neither the Stoner-Wohlfart model nor the curling mode can
explain the hysteresis shape. In this case, a butterfly-type arrangement of the magnetization at the nanowires tips could account for such hysteresis cycles. Further micromagnetic
simulations suggested that the magnetization reversal starts at the nanowire’s extremities. Then at both ends of the nanowire, two 180° head-on-domain walls nucleate and
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propagate through the nanowire. This has been confirmed by R. Hertel who performed
micromagnetic simulations on 40nm diameter Ni nanowires [Her2002].
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Figure 1.20: SQUID hysteresis loops for hexagonnaly ordered nanowire arrays with a
pitch of 100 nm and pore diameters of (a) DP ≈ 55 nm, (b) DP ≈ 40 nm, (c) DP ≈ 30 nm.
From [Nie2001].
In a general way, the cylindric shape of nanowires leads to the formation of a vertex at
the end of nanowires to minimize the demagnetizing energy. A recent study [Wan2009] on
a single 60nm Fe single nanowire combining MFM imaging and micromagnetic simulations
confirmed the presence of such a vertex and showed that magnetic moments at the end of
a nanowire first reverse at the nanowire’s extremities with a curling mode and then reverse
in the whole nanowire through domain wall propagation. Therefore, the extremities of
nanowires play the role of nucleation point of the magnetization reversal. However, it
was also showed that when the magnetic field direction deviates from the nanowire axis,
a coherent rotation of the magnetic moments is observed [Esc2007].
The shape of nanowires and the deviation from the ellispoidal shape are the main,
but not the only, origins of the reversal localization [Zen2002, Sko2002]. Polycrystallinity,
wire-thickness fluctuations, defects or impurities can be reasons for reversal localization
even for nanowires whose radius is smaller than Rcoh [Sko2002, Zen2002].
1.3.6.3

Role of the interactions between the nanowires

As detailed in 1.3.3, the dipolar interaction plays a crucial role in the magnetization
configuration and especially for nanowires. The stray field, originating from the dipolar
interaction, may affect the magnetization of the surrounding nanowires, for instance by
decreasing the coercivity and the remanence. The effects of the magnetostatic interactions between nanowires have been mainly investigated for arrays of nanowires such as
nanowires electrodeposited in porous membranes. For instance, the results from [Nie2001]
and presented in Figure 1.20 indicate that an increase of the nanowires diameter from
30 nm up to 55 nm and and thus an increase of the packing density lead to a decrease of
both remanence and coercivity because of the increase of magnetostatic interactions between nanowires. Some micromagnetic simulations performed by R. Hertel on hexagonal
arrays of 40 nm amorphous nanowires (pitch of p = 100 nm), in accordance with the arrays
of Ni nanowires investigated by K. Nielsch et al. [Her2002] (see Figure 1.20 (b)), showed
that the coercive field decreases with an increasing number N of nanowires and is of order of 100 mT for N = 16, in agreement with the experimental value (µ0 HC = 110 mT)
reported in [Nie2001].
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It has also been shown [Vaz2004] that the pertinent parameter to characterize the
interaction between nanowires is the ratio of the diameter d over the distance between
the centers of the objects D (D = p + d/2). In agreement with the results presented in
Figure 1.20, Figure 1.21(a) underlines the role of the packing density (through the increase
of the diameter d) in the magnetization reversal. Figure 1.21(b) indicates that both the
remanence and the coercivity decrease with increasing value of the ratio d/D. EncinasOropesa et al. expressed the effects of the dipolar coupling as a function of the porosity
density P . Indeed, the effective anisotropy field HEF is the sum of two contributions
[Enc2001]:
HEF = 2πMS − HU (in CGS)

(1.55)
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where 2πMS is the self-demagnetizing field and HU an additional uniaxial anisotropy field
which comes from the dipolar coupling and favors an easy axis perpendicular to the wires.
The additional uniaxial anisotropy field HU can be expressed as [Enc2001]:
HU = 6πP MS

(1.56)

For instance, with P = 0.1 we have HU = 0.3 × 2πMS which is far from being negligible.
Moreover, this model predicts that for P=1/3, the total effective anisotropy field HEF is
zero and therefore, the nanowires behave as if they were magnetically isotropic which has
been experimentally confirmed in [Enc2001] via magnetic and ferromagnetic resonance
experiments.

Figure 1.21: (a) Hysteresis loops as a function of the nanowire diameter for Ni nanowires
separated 105 nm having diameters of 35 nm ( ), 44 nm ( ), 53 nm (•) and 83 nm (◦).
(b) Dependence of coercivity [membranes prepared in oxalic ( ) and sulphuric ( ) acids]
and reduced remanence [oxalic (◦) and sulfuric membranes ( )] as a function of the ratio
diameter to interwires distance d/D. From [Vaz2004].
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Furthermore, it has been recently shown [Kho2009] that the resonance frequency of
N i90 F e10 in zero external field can be tuned from 8.2 to 11.7GHz by preparing the sample
with different remanent state. Indeed, the resonance frequency in zero external field is
linear with the remanent magnetization in sofar as the dipolar field is itself linear with the
remanent magnetization. This is clearly due to the magnetostatic interactions between
the nanowires.
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A recent in-field MFM study [Wan2008] probed the role of the dipolar field in the magnetization reversal evidencing a switching field distribution in arrays of Co nanorods. The
experimentally measured switching field distribution compared to the intrinsic switching
field distribution (that is to say without taking into account the dipolar effects) indicates
that the magnetization of some nanowires reversed without any negative applied field.
It implies that the switching field distribution divides into two components: an intrinsic
one which depends on the intrinsic properties of the nanowires (in particular their geometrical dimensions, their structure or their defects) and an extrinsic one which comes
from the dipolar interactions between the objects. The dipolar field acting on a given
nanorod at a random magnetization state has been assessed to Hdip = 1.55 M/MS (in kOe)
[Wan2008, Wan2009].
The role of dipolar interactions has also been recently revisited for granular hard magnetic materials [Dob2009]. For such materials -in the case where the grains are weakly
coupled- the demagnetizing field of a given grain is proportional to the spontaneous magnetization MS not to the sample magnetization M . It implies that the self-demagnetizing
field has to be considered as a contribution to the coercive field.

1.4

Oxidation of magnetic nanostructures: the Exchange Bias effect

The size reduction of systems presenting an interface between two compounds may lead to
interfacial effects. Such systems can be for instance magnetic bilayers or magnetic particles
in a matrix. One well-known example is the Exchange Bias effect which stems from the
exchange coupling between the magnetic moments of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
layers at an interface. Metallic nanostructures are indeed known to oxidize when they
get in contact with air creating an interface between a metallic core and an oxide shell.
In 1956 two engineers from the General Electrics, Meiklejohn and Bean, studied fine Co
particles (diameter around 20 nm) embedded in their native antiferromagnetic oxide CoO
[Mei1956]. They observed a shift of the hysteresis cycle on the field axis (∼ 1kOe) which
they attributed to the interfacial exchange coupling between the ferromagnetic moments
of the metal core and the antiferromagnetic moments of the oxide shell.

1.4.1

The Exchange Bias effect: phenomenology

In order to describe the principle of this exchange coupling, let us consider an interface
between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic layers (see Figure 1.22). The Curie temperature TC of the ferromagnet is assumed higher than the TN of the antiferromagnet.When
the temperature is above TN , the antiferromagnet is in a paramagnetic state and has
therefore no influence on the ferromagnet (see Figure 1.22(a)). The bilayer is then cooled
down below TN under a magnetic field and thus becomes ordered (see Figure 1.22(b)).
At the interface between the magnetic moments of the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic layers, there is an exchange coupling which can be expressed via an Heisenberg
hamiltonian:
~F M S
~AF M ,
H = −Jint S

(1.57)
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~F M and S
~AF M are rewhere Jint is the interfacial coupling constant. The parameters S
spectively the spins in the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic layers. This exchange
coupling leads to an horizontal bias of the hysteresis cycle which can be positive or negative depending on the sign of Jint . After saturation, if the magnetic moments of both
the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic layers are parallel at the interface, the bias is
negative.

FM

(a)

TN<T<TC

AFM
Field Cool

FM

T<TN

(b)
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Figure 1.22: Naive principle of the exchange bias effect. Adapted from [Nog1999]
In Figure 1.22, the two intersections of the hysteresis cycle with the axis M = 0 are
referred to as H − and H + (see Figure 1.22). The interfacial constant Jint is a key parameter
of the FM/AFM interfacial coupling. If Equation 1.57 seems to be a good starting point,
the magnetic anisotropies of both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic layers also plays a
role. If the magnetic anisotropy of the antiferromagnetic layer is smaller than the one of
the ferromagnetic layer, the magnetic moments of the antiferromagnetic layer will reverse
first while the magnetic moments of the ferromagnetic layer remain “frozen”. However in
most cases, the anisotropy of the antiferromagnetic layer is much larger than the one of the
ferromagnetic layer so that the magnetic moments of the ferromagnetic layer reverse while
the direction of the magnetic moments in the antiferromagnetic layer remain unchanged
(see Figure 1.22(c)). In this configuration, the exchange coupling at the interface hinders
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the magnetic moments reversal. Therefore the magnetic field which has to be applied to
reverse the magnetic moments of the ferromagnetic layer is stronger than if there was no
interfacial exchange coupling (see Figure 1.22). It implies that H − < −HC . When the
bilayer is saturated in the opposite way (see Figure 1.22(d)), the nearest ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic moments at the interface are in opposite directions. The magnetic field
which has this time to be applied to reverse the magnetic moments of the ferromagnetic
layer is smaller than if there was no interfacial exchange coupling (see Figure 1.22 (e)).
It implies that H + < HC .
It is customary to define this bias along the field axis as an exchange field HE . The
exchange and coercive fields are respectively defined by:
HE =

H+ + H−
,
2

(1.58)

HC =

H+ − H−
.
2

(1.59)

Note that the exchange coupling appears below a temperature lower than TN but not necessarily equal to TN . This temperature is referred to as the Exchange Bias Temperature
TEB . It is noted TEB to avoid confusion with the blocking temperature of superparamagnetism, usually written TB . It means that HE appears only below TEB and the AFM
moments can be considered as blocked for T < TEB while between TEB and TN , the
moments are ordered antiferromagnetically but they fluctuate altogether.
The temperature dependence of the exchange field HEB has been extensively studied
[Nog1999, Sta2000].
On the other hand, the temperature dependence of the coercivity is rarely studied
although it can exhibit a variety of behaviors depending precisely on the anisotropy of the
AFM layer [Nog1999]. As a matter of fact, it can be difficult to clearly distinguish the role
of the exchange coupling from the role of the material microstructure in the temperature
dependence of the coercivity [Nog1999]. It is first important to specify that in the case
where the AFM anisotropy is much larger than the FM anisotropy, no influence on the
coercive field HC should arise from the exchange coupling. The FM and AFM moments
are indeed decoupled.
However, it has been shown that, in the case of exchange-biased systems whose AFM
layer exhibits a small anisotropy, a coercivity peak can arise around the blocking temperature [Nog1999]. To understand it, let us now consider that the AFM anisotropy is
equivalent to the FM anisotropy. Below TEB when the system is warmed up, the AFM
anisotropy can become smaller than the FM anisotropy around TEB . In this case, the FM
and AFM moments are no longer decoupled. Therefore, when the FM moments rotate,
they can drag the AFM moments irreversibly which leads to a slow down of the FM
moments reversal. The direct consequence is an increase of the coercivity. Above TEB ,
the AFM moments are no longer blocked so that they have no more effect on the FM
moments reversal and thus on the coercivity. That is why a coercivity peak around TEB
is experimentally observed for such systems (see Figure 1.23). However, we will show in
Chapter 5 that the coercivity of magnetic nanowires can be strongly affected by the AFM
moments even above TEB .
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Figure 1.23: Exchange fields HE and coercivity HC versus temperature for an F eF2 /F e
bilayer after field cooling [Nog1999].

1.4.2

The Exchange Bias effect: modelling

Most of the recent studies of the exchange bias mechanism have been performed on thin
film systems [Ber1999, Nog1999, Nog2005, Rad2008] since they permit a good control
of the thickness and textures. If the Exchange Bias effect can be qualitatively understood, there is still a lack of quantitative prediction. Most models developed overestimate
the value of the exchange field HE . To check the proposed models, many efforts have
been made to synthesize model systems where the dimensions, the structure or even the
roughness of the system can be controlled. A phenomenological modelling for thin films
geometry is reported in [Nog1999].
In this phenomenological model , it must be stressed that the following hypothesis are
implicit [Rad2007]:
1. The FM layer rotates rigidly as a whole
2. Both FM and AFM layers are in a single domain state
3. The AFM/FM interface is atomically smooth
4. The AFM anisotropy is so large that the AFM moments remain fixed while the FM
ones rotate
5. The uniaxial AFM anisotropy is in plane (in the case of a bilayer).
Let us now consider a Co thin film (ferromagnetic) whose thickness is tCo and which
is covered with a CoO layer (antiferromagnetic) exhibiting a thickness equal to tCoO
(see Figure 1.24). From the qualitative explanations considered above, the energy per
unit surface E/S can be expressed as follows as soon as the magnetic moments of the
ferromagnetic core rotate coherently:
E
= −µ0 H MCo tCo cos(θ − β) + KCo tCo sin2 (β) + KCoO tCoO sin2 (α) − JIN T cos(β − α) ,
S
(1.60)
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where H is the applied field, MCo the saturation magnetization, KCo the anisotropy
constant of the FM core, KCoO the anisotropy constant of the AFM shell and JIN T
the interface coupling constant. β, α and θ are respectively the angles between the
magnetization M and the FM anisotropy axis, the AFM sublattice magnetization (MCoO )
and the AFM anisotropy axis, and the applied field and the FM anisotropy axis (see
Figure 1.24). Note that the AFM and FM anisotropy axes are usually assumed to be
collinear. The anisotropy constant K includes both the magneto-crystalline and the
shape anisotropies.

MCoO
MCo

KCo, KCoO
α

β
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Figure 1.24: Geometry of the core-shell structure for a cylinder
Since the anisotropy of the ferromagnetic layer is supposed to be negligible compared
to the one of the antiferromagnetic layer, the energy per unit area E/S becomes:
E
= −µ0 H MCo tCo cos(θ − β) + KCoO tCoO sin2 (α) − JIN T cos(β − α) .
S
The hypothesis n°4 leads to:
α≈0.

(1.61)

(1.62)

Moreover, if the magnetic field H is applied along the geometrical axis of the nanowire,
then:
θ =0.

(1.63)

Thus the equation becomes β − dependent and minimizing the equation leads to the loop
shift:
JIN T
.
(1.64)
MCo tCo
Thus, it appears that the exchange bias field HE depends on the interface coupling
constant JIN T . When JIN T is approximated to the ferromagnetic exchange, the deduced
value for HE is much larger than the experimental values [Jun1994].
HEbil =
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Moreover, the value of the exchange field is inversely proportional to the thickness of
the ferromagentic layer tCo . Recently, M. De La Torre Medina et al. [DeL2009] et al.
showed that in the case of nanowires, HE is also inversely proportional to the diameter
d of the non-oxidized wire core. This study concluded that the measured exchange bias
energy in oxidized nanowires is about four times smaller than the energy in planar bilayers
if d is considered as the ferromagnet thickness.
Of course, the model presented above is crude and does not exactly correspond to the
experimental realities. That is why to account for such a mismatch between the predicted
and experimental values of HE , researchers focused on systems allowing to probe a key
parameter. For instance it appears reasonable that the interface is not smooth (contrary
to the interfaces in Figures 1.22 and 1.24). The roughness of the interface gives rise to
a decrease of uncompensated spins at the interface [Tak1997] which may explain a lower
value of HE . Malozemoff postulated a random nature of exchange interactions at the
interface since the roughness creates lateral variations of the exchange field which applies
on the FM and AFM moments [Mal1987]. This model, known as the Malozemoff random
field model, conducts the antiferromagnetic layer to break into domains.

Figure 1.25: Exchange field
(filled
circles) and coercivity (open circles) versus MnFe


thickness measured on Ta 200Å /NiFe(400Å)/MnFe [Mau1987(2)].
Another reason can stem from the formation of domains in the antiferromagnetic
[Mau1987, Née1967, Mal1974] or ferromagnetic [Sal1976, Zak1971] layers which lower the
exchange coupling at the interface. A model has been proposed by Mauri [Mau1987] who
postulates that the antiferromagnetic moments are no longer rigid and develop domain
walls parallel to the surface which leads to a reduction of the exchange field.
Other origins like non-colinearity of the spins of the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic layers [Bro1970, San1974], grain size distribution [Nis1996] or even random
anisotropy of the AFM layer [Ram1997] have also been proposed. Unfortunately, although these models suit well to a specific system, they do not account for the others.
Furthermore, Meiklejohn and Bean showed that the exchange field HE vanishes when
the CoO layer thickness decreases down to a certain threshold [O’H2000]. This loss
of exchange coupling has also been evidenced in NiFe/FeMn bilayers where the exchange field vanished for a thickness of the antiferromagnetic layer FeMn lower than
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50Å [Mau1987(2)](see Figure 1.25). This effect corresponds to the limit of weak antiferromagnet:
KAF M tAF M  JIN T ,

(1.65)

where KAF M and tAF M are respectively the AFM layer anisotropy and thickness. This
condition gives rise to a value of the AFM thickness tcAF M below which no exchange bias
may be observed [Mau1987(2)]:
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tcAF M =

JIN T
.
KAF M

(1.66)

In this limit, the FM and AFM layers respond in unison to the applied field and the
AFM moments are driven away from their preferred axis. The main consequence for
such system is the disappearance of the unidirectional anisotropy of the AFM layer. In
single domain particles or in thin films corresponding to the weak antiferromagnet limit,
the hysteresis cycle should correspond to a coherent rotational process similar to the one
of the Stoner-Wohlfarth model. However, the coherent rotation will be dictated by two
processes: the coherent rotation between the FM or the AFM ones. It implies that the
coercivity will be given by the harder of both processes. One can thus expect that the
coercivity obeys to:
HC ≤

2KF M tF M
µ0 MF M tF M

and HC ≤

2KAF M tAF M
,
µ0 MF M tF M

where MF M , tF M and tAF M are respectively the magnetization and the thickness of the
FM layer and the thickness of the AFM layer.

1.4.3

The exchange Bias effect: applications

What is the most remarkable in the Exchange Bias effect, is that it allows for a ferromagnetic material to get an easy direction instead of an easy axis for its magnetization.
Moreover, antiferromagnets exhibiting a very large anisotropy can be considered as magnetically neutral. Consequently, applications for the Exchange Bias effect take advantage
of these two features.
A possible application is the enhancement of coercivity for small magnetic particles
[Nog1999]. This is crucial in the case of small particles which are submitted to superparamagnetic fluctuations. The Exchange Bias effect therefore allows to increase the blocking
temperature TB of the particles. The enhancement of coercivity for small particles due
to the exchange Bias effect has been studied for permanent magnets [LuB1962] and high
density recording media [Gan1992].
Nevertheless, thin films attracted the attention of industrials and researchers because
they allow to control very closely the growth of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic layers.
Several applications based on the pinning of the ferromagnetic moments by the antiferromagnetic layer are used notably for fabricating magnetic recording media [Gla1972] or
domain stabilizers in recording heads [Dev1997, Tan1984]. However the most promising
route to apply the Exchange Bias effect has been opened by the Giant MagnetoResistance (GMR) effect. Exchange Bias is used in Spin Valves [Nog1999, Koo1996]. Usually,
a spin valve is constituted of two ferromagnetic layers separated by an non-magnetic
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layer (see Figure 1.26). If one of the ferromagnetic layer is in contact with an adjacent
antiferromagnetic layer, the ferromagnetic magnetization of this layer will be pinned by
the antiferromagnetic layer. It means that the magnetization of this ferromagnetic layer
will not be affected when the magnetization of the other ferromagnetic layer is reversed
[Die1991b, GruPat].
It must also be noted that some exchange Bias applications such as perpendicular
magnetic recording media or read heads can also be devised from ferro-ferri systems
[Bon1988, Oli1997].

Figure 1.26: (a) Schematic configuration of a spin-valve (basic layout) (b) measured
magnetization curve of a spin-valve (c) measured MagnetoResistance curve of a spin-valve
[Koo1996].

1.5

Experimental methods to study magnetic nanoobjects

Many experimental techniques have been developped to explore nanomagnetism. There
are two main experimental approaches to probe the properties of materials. The first
one consists in studying the properties of materials in the direct space. Of course, in
the nanomaterials field, it requires observation techniques with high spatial resolution.
Some huge progress have been made during the last decade, and here we focus on two
techniques recently developed: the Spin-Polarized Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (SPSTM) and the electronic holography. These techniques allow to obtain a mapping of the
magnetization at the nanoscopic scale. However, there are two main limitations to this
approach:
1. Very small nanoparticles whose characteristic size is below the spatial resolution of
the techniques can not be investigated
2. The provided information is only local. It is not sure that the information obtained
for a piece of the sample is valid on the whole sample.
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A third technique known as the micro-SQUID technique consists in fabricating a microsized SQUID around a nano-object. This technique allows to obtain the magnetic response
of a single nano-object in an applied-field.
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The second approach consists in studying the properties of materials in the reciprocal
space. The associated techniques provide an access to a global information. However,
if the nano-object do not have the same sizes or orientations, the information will be
averaged over the size and orientation distributions. This approach allows to study both
the static and dynamic magnetic properties of the material.
Note that this description of the experimental techniques used to probe nanomagnetism is not exhaustive and focuses on recently developed techniques suited to the study
of nano-objects whose characteristic size is below 50 nm. In fact, each experimental
technique presents some advantages and some limitations. Therefore, the choice of the
experimental technique mainly depends on the characteristics of the sample. The techniques related to the direct space are very useful to probe the magnetic properties of
individual nano-objects. The SP-STM technique and the Electron Holography both allow
to probe the magnetic properties of very small nano-objects thanks to very good spatial resolution. When the aim is to study some arrays of nano-objects or some collective
behaviours, the techniques related to the reciprocal space are well-adapted since they provide an information on the whole sample. Nevertheless it implies that the objects should
be monodisperse and with the same orientation so that one has not to take some size and
orientation distributions into account.

1.5.1

Experimental techniques in the direct space.

1.5.1.1

Spin-Polarized Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (SP-STM).

The SP-STM acts as a classical STM but the tip is covered with a magnetic material such
as Fe. This magnetic material allows to polarize the conducting electrons. As a matter
of fact, for non-magnetic tip, like in copper, half of the spins are “up” and the other half
“down”. For a tip covered with a magnetic material such as Fe, the conducting electrons
at the Fermi level are polarized.




The SP-STM combines both the spatial resolution of the STM technique ∼ 0.2 Å
and its sensitivity to surface magnetization. Very recently, the SP-STM technique has
been tuned to probe magnetic excitations in nanostructures. This process is based on the
spin transfer torque so that the magnetization of the sample may be influenced by the
injection of polarized electron current. The Inelastic Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy
(ISTS) has been successfully applied to probe the inelastic spin-torque effect in bulk Fe
or in Co thin films [Bal2008], to investigate magnon dispersions and life times in thin Mn,
Co and Ni films with an accuracy comparable to neutron inelastic scattering techniques
[Gao2008] or even to determine the magnetic anisotropy of single Co and Fe atoms or
clusters on Pt(111) substrate [Bal2009]. This recent technique is very well suited to
magnetic nanostructures since it allows to study some magnetic systems out of reach with
other scattering techniques such as Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS) or Brillouin Light
Scattering (BLS).
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1.5.1.2

Electron Holography (EH).

Electron Holography (EH) is a recent development of Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM). The EH technique is based on the measurement of the phase shift of the electronic
wave after interacting with a static electromagnetic field (in this case, the electromagnetic field generated by the sample). The difficulty of this method consists in separating
the electrostatic contribution from the magnetic contribution to the phase shift of the
electronic wave. This very promising route to probe magnetic nanostructures has been
developed in France by E. Snoeck and C. Gatel in CEMES in Toulouse and by A. Marty
and P. Bayle in Grenoble. For instance, they succeeded in mapping the magnetization of
nanodumbbells whose thickness of the central bar is smaller than 20 nm [Zig].
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1.5.1.3

The Magneto-Optic Kerr-Effect.

The Magneto-Optic Kerr Effect (MOKE) gives an access to changes of both polarization
and orientation of light by magnetic moments. This effect was discovered by John Kerr in
1877 and can be classified following the direction of the magnetization. If the transmitted
wave is measured, the effect is called the Faraday effect. However, in most magnetic
materials, the absorption is too large to study the transmission of light. That is why the
reflected wave and thus the Kerr effect are most often measured. The Kerr effect mainly
depends on the geometry of the magnetization. Indeed, there are three main cases:
1. The polar Kerr effect where the magnetization is perpendicular to the surface of
reflection and parallel to the incident plane.
2. The longitudinal Kerr effect where the magnetization lies in the plane of incidence.
3. The transverse Kerr effect where the magnetization is perpendicular to the plane of
incidence but parallel to the reflecting surface.
These three techniques allow to obtain imaging of magnetic domains.
1.5.1.4

Micro-SQUID.

The micro-SQUID technique was developed by A. Benoit and applied to magnetism by W.
Wernsdorfer and B. Barbara fifteen years ago in order to measure the magnetic response
of a single nanoparticle in an applied magnetic field. The idea consists in depositing a
single nano-object on a micro-sized SQUID. This device gives an access to the magnetic
properties of a single and isolated nanoparticle. After a decade of improvements and developments, the micro-SQUID technique is currently used to study clusters of a few nanometers such as 3nm Co nanoparticle embedded in a niobium matrix [Jam2001, Thi2002] for
instance.

1.5.2

Experimental techniques related to the reciprocal space.

1.5.2.1

Neutron scattering.

Neutrons, thanks to their magnetic moment, are a powerful tool to probe magnetism in
condensed matter. Neutrons have the following properties:
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1. Neutrons easily penetrate thick materials because they are massive and electronically neutral.
2. Neutrons can interact totally differently with atoms whose atomic number is very
close or even with different isotopes from the same atom species (see Figure 1.27).
This is a great difference with X-Ray whose interaction with atoms is proportional
to the square of the atomic number Z. It means that a large contrast can be observed
between magnetic atoms like Fe, Ni or Co even though their atomic number Z is
very close.
3. The neutron wavelength, comprised between 0.4Å and 20Å, gives access to both the
interatomic lengths in crystals and the correlations between particles, polymers or
molecules.
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4. The neutron energy, comprised between 0.5 meV and 500 meV, allows to probe the
excitations in both solids and liquids.
5. Neutrons carry a magnetic moment (spin) and consequently interact with the magnetic moments of the atoms. This property of neutrons lies at the root of their
success in magnetism. In 1949 C.G. Shull and J. Samuel Smart performed neutron
diffraction on MnO crystals in the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and gave the
first proof of the existence of the antiferromagnetic order, which had been proposed
by Louis Néel in 1932.
In fact, the main limitation to neutron scattering is the low intensity of the beam. As a
matter of fact, the neutron flux is about 1015 neutrons.cm−2 .s−1 . This value is about
nine orders of magnitude lower than the one of the third generation of synchrotron
(1024 photons.cm−2 .s−1 for SOLEIL, 2005). From this limitation, neutron scattering thus
requires large enough samples and long counting times.

Figure 1.27: The neutron scattering length as a function of the atomic number.
Despite this limitation, neutron scattering remains a powerful tool to probe magnetism
and different kinds of spectrometers are devoted to magnetic studies. Elastic neutron
scattering studies can be performed such as neutron diffraction which gives an access to
both the nuclear and magnetic structures or Polarized Small Angle Neutron Scattering
(PSANS) which allows to determine the interactions between magnetic nano-objects. As
for inelastic neutron scattering, “Triple Axes” spectrometers of “Time-of-Flight” spectrometers probe the lattice (phonons) and magnetic (magnons) excitations in the matter.
Finally, neutron scattering is a good way to get access to both structural and dynamical
magnetic properties provided the sample is well-adapted.
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X-Ray scattering

X-rays are an electromagnetic field. This is why a magnetic interaction between X-Rays
and the magnetic moments carried by the electrons in magnetic materials was expected
in addition to the charge interactions. The first experimental proof was given in 1972
thanks to Bergevin and Brunel who performed magnetic X-rays magnetic scattering in
NiO crystals using a commercial X-ray tube source in Grenoble [Ber1972]. The magnetic
diffraction intensity was assessed to be six orders of magnitude lower than the charge
scattering intensity, making such studies hard to be performed. The interest in the topic
declined until 1985 when Gibbs et al. performed X-rays magnetic scattering on the rareearth metal holmium, taking advantage of the high X-rays brilliance generated by the
synchrotron source of the Brookhaven National Laboratory [Gib1985].
The main techniques which came out of the X-rays magnetic scattering are the Xrays Magnetic Linear Dichroïsm (XMLD) and the X-rays Magnetic Circular Dichroïsm
(XMCD) spectroscopies. These both spectroscopies come from the X-rays Absorption
Near Edge Structure (XANES) spectroscopy which is dependent to the polarization of
X-rays. This feature lies at the root of XMLD and XMCD.
To sum up, XMLD allows to determine the spin order through charge order. Indeed,
when the spins are ordered, the spin-orbit coupling is characterized by preferential charge
order linked to the spin order. This technique is particularly suited to the determination
of ferromagnetic and especially of antiferromagnetic spin direction.
As for the XMCD spectroscopy, it characterizes the difference in the absorption of right
and left circularly polarized X-rays by magnetic moments. It allows to determine both
spin and orbital magnetic moment of the atoms. Moreover, magnetic circular dichroïsm
can lead to a magnetization mapping via the XMCD-PEEM technique (lateral resolution
∼ 20 nm). This technique allowed for instance to investigate three-dimensional magnetization structures of Fe islands with hexagonal shapes and with thickness and lengths
respectively up to 250 nm and 2.5 µm on Mo(110) buffer layers [Her2005]. Moreover, it
allows to perform imaging of antiferromagnetic structures [Dür2009, Mig2009].
Finally, magnetic X-rays scattering and neutron scattering are complementary techniques. However, magnetic X-ray scattering is better suited to the investigation of surfaces.
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Magnetic nanowires
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In the zoology of magnetic nano-objects, nanowires are particulary interesting even
though most experimental works have focused on magnetic nanospheres. The reason is
the difficulty to synthesize well-crystallized anisotropic nano-objects. This part of the
study is devoted to magnetic nanowires via a bottom-up process known as the polyol process. Chapter 2 describes the polyol process and shows that among the synthesis routes,
the polyol process has turned as a good way to synthesize anisotropic magnetic nanoobjects - especially nanowires- which are very well crystallized and exhibit aspect ratios
as high as 30. This should confer to these objects both large shape and magnetocrystalline
anisotropies.
In Chapter 3, the magnetic characterization of these objects at room temperature
is presented and compared to the Stoner-Wohlfarth model. It is shown that nanowires
randomly oriented exhibit coercivities up to 4.5kOe which is lower than the predicted
value but much larger than magnetic nanowires synthesized via other routes. Moreover,
the coercivity and the remanence are much better when the nanowires are aligned.
Then, the role of the shape of the objects in the magnetization reversal process is analyzed using micromagnetic simulations performed via the N mag software. The numerical
results are compared to the experimental data and discussed in Chapter 4. It notably
underlines the crucial influence of both the aspect ratio and the shape of the tips.
Furthermore, if these nanowires exhibit very good magnetic properties, their manipulation can conduct to a natural oxidation which strongly affects their properties. Chapter
5 details the magnetic properties of the objects from room temperature down to low
temperature (∼ 2.5 K) when the oxide shell modifies the magnetization reversal through
the Exchange Bias effect. The experimental results are of prime interest since they give
evidence of the fundamental role of the superparamagnetic fluctuations of the CoO antiferromagnetic grains of the oxide shell in the Exchange Bias effect and in the magnetization
reversal.
Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the possibility of using these objects for the fabrication
of efficient permanent magnets. Such magnets could take advantage of the large shape
anisotropy of the nanowires which is almost temperature independent and compete commercialized permanent magnets.
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Chemical synthesis and dispersion of
magnetic nanowires
The polyol process allows to synthesize anisotropic magnetic objects. The principle is
based on the reduction of metallic salts in a dialcohol solution. The nano-objects are
collected from the dialcohol solution. In order to study the collected objects, it is possible
to dry and press the objects into pellets or to disperse them and put them into form in
another medium. The synthesis process is first described before presenting the fabrication
of the different investigated samples.

2.1

Synthesis of nanowires

The polyol process has been developed by F. Fiévet et al. [Fig] and consists in dispersing
metal precursors (hydroxide, acetate, oxide...) in a polyol solution (usually an α−diol) and
then in warming without exceeding the polyol boiling point (∼ 230 K). Polyols are used as
solvents because they can act as reducing and polar solvents and also because of their high
boiling temperature which allows to solubilize a large number of metal salts and to reduce
the latter in a large temperature range. This process has been substantially improved
for the past six years thanks to the works of two PhD students, Diane Ung [UngPhD]
and Yaghoub Soumare [Sou2009b] under the supervision of Guillaume Viau and JeanYves Piquemal, in the Laboratoire ITODYS (Université Paris Diderot). They succeeded
in synthesizing anisotropic nano-objects and especially Co80 N i20 and Co nanowires as
detailed below.
The experimental protocol is relatively simple: the metal cobalt and nickel precursors
are dissolved in a sodium hydroxide solution of polyol (metal concentration of 0.08 M)
and then reduced by heating the polyol solution. The proportion of cobalt and nickel
carboxylates depends on the kind of desired objects. For instance, if the aim is to synthesize Co50 N i50 nano-objects, Co and N i salts will be mixed in equal proportion. Indeed,
the cobalt/nickel ratio measured by Energy-Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy in the final
metal particles is very close to the ratio in the starting medium. A small amount of
ruthenium chloride (RuCl3 ) is added to seed the medium (the Ru/Co molar ratio is fixed
equal to 2.5%). In some experiments a mixture of oleic acid (OA) and trioctylphosphine
(TOP) is added to the solution at different times of the reaction in order to coat the surface of the nanowires with surfactants. This makes further wires dispersion easier. The
53
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surfactant/metal molar ratio is 1 in every case.
The mixture is then heated at 170°C with a controlled temperature ramp. The solution turns to black progressively when the reduction occurs. After 30 min at 170°C the
reduction is complete and the solution is cooled down. The magnetic powder is recovered
by centrifugation, washed with absolute ethanol and dried under vacuum.
What should be underlined here is that after metallic salts dissolution and during the
temperature ramp, two phenomena occur at the same time: the reduction of metallic ions
in solution and the precipitation of a non-reduced intermediate solid phase which is in
equilibrium with metallic species in solution. The growth of nanostructures is initiated
from the metallic germs formed after the reduction of solvated species. The general
mechanism indicates that several reactional parameters play a role in the formation of
metallic particles. These parameters which allow to control the shape and the size of the
nano-objects are listed below:
• The nature of the metallic precursors (proportion of cobalt and nickel)
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• The basicity of the solution (0.1M)
• The optional addition of a nucleating agent (RuCl3 )
• The nature of the polyol (butanediol, propanediol,...)
• The temperature of reaction and the temperature ramp (100°C − 200°C)

Figure 2.1: Evolution of Co1−x N ix nano-objects as a function of x and the basicity of the
solution. From [UngPhD, Sou2009b].
The main advantage of the polyol process, except that it easily provides several grams
of nano-objects, comes from the richness of the parameters which control the reaction.
This allows to obtain a large variety of nanoparticles shapes and dimensions. For example,
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the basicity of the solution and the proportion of metallic species are essential to obtain
different nano-objects shapes, as detailed in Figure 2.1. The polyol process thus provides
a great variety of shapes. Figure 2.1 shows the state of the art in 2005. The great
progress which occured just before the beginning of my work has been the synthesis of
individual Co80 N i20 nanowires. Then during this study, another breakthrough has been
the synthesis of individual Co nanorods by Yaghoub Soumare, Jean-Yves Piquemal and
Guillaume Viau. The other major advantage of these objects is their monodispersity in
size so that there is little need to take any size distribution into account in the analysis
of the magnetic measurements.
During my PhD work, I took part in a few sample syntheses under the supervision of
Yaghoub Soumare. I realized then, that in spite of the simplicity of this chemical route,
the quality of the synthesized nano-objects clearly stems from the good execution at the
right time of the successive steps of the process.
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2.2

Characterization of the nano-objects.

Figure 2.2 shows some examples of the variety of shapes provided by the polyol process.
This process allows to synthesize nanowires (Figure 2.2 (c) and (d)) but also nano-objects
with hybrid shapes like nanodiabolos (Figure 2.2 (a)) or nanodumbbells (Figure 2.2 (d)).
(b)

Figure 2.2: TEM images of nano-objects synthesized via the polyol process: (a)
Co nanowires, (b) Co50 N i50 nanodiabolos, (c) Short Co nanorods and (d) Co80 N i20
nanowires. Adapted from [Sou2009a, Sou2008, Ung2007].
During my PhD work, I focussed on Co80 N i20 and Co nanowires which allows to
compare the magnetic properties of nanowires exhibiting diffeent aspect ratios. In the case
of Co80 N i20 , the mean diameter, dm , is in the range 7–10 nm and the standard deviation,
σd , is very small, with a ratio σd /dm = 10%. The mean length, Lm , is always found in the
range 200–300 nm. The length distribution is broader with a standard deviation generally
higher than 25% of the mean length. In the case of Co nanowires, the mean diameter
is in the range 10 − 30 nm and the mean length in the range 100 − 250 nm, depending
on the experimental parameters (metal precursor, [N aOH] and temperature ramp). The
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standard deviation of the nanowires diameter distribution is also generally less than 10%
of the mean diameter. The dimensions of the Co80 N i20 and Co nanowires are summarized
in Table 2.1.
Dimension
Diameter d (nm)
σd /dm
Length L (nm)
σL /Lm

Co80 N i20
7 − 10
10%
200 − 300
25%

Co
10 − 30
10%
100 − 250
25%
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Table 2.1: Dimensions of the Co80 N i20 and Co nanowires
I also focussed on Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells which exhibit a more hybrid shape due to
large caps at the tips of these objects. Their general shape is represented in Figure 2.3.
It is defined by four characteristic lengths [Ung2005b]: l, the mean length of the central
column, d, its diameter and D, the diameter of the caps and t their thickness. The total
length of these objects, l + 2t, is 54 nm with a standard deviation of 17 nm. As for the
diameter of the central column d,it is worth 13.5 nm with a standard deviation of 1.9 nm.
The diameter of the caps D is 38 nm with a standard deviation of 4.2 nm.

Figure 2.3: General scheme describing the hybrid shapes of the Co50 N i50 particles.
Adapted from [Ung2005b]
A remarkable feature of these nanowires is their excellent crystallinity. First, in order
to understand how Co and Ni are distributed in the nanowires, some EELS (Energy
Electron Loss spectroscopy) analysis have been made on Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells where
the proportions of Co and N i are equal. The results are shown in Figure 2.4 and confirm
that the two metals are partially segregated. Previous studies showed Ni enrichment
at the surface compared to the core of spherical bimetallic CoN i particles prepared by
the polyol process [Via1996]. This composition gradient was attributed to a difference
in the rate of reduction of the two metals. In fact, the formation of hybrid particles
with intermediate N aOH concentrations requires a mechanism with two well separated
growth steps. The central column is thus formed in a first step that involves mainly the
cobalt, and in a second step the caps which involve mainly the nickel. This feature is
also transposed to Co and Co80 N i20 nanowires. It implies that both Co nanowires and
the central column of Co80 N i20 nanowires are expected to crystallize in the hexagonal
−c along the geometrical axis while the tips of Co N i
compact phase with the axis →
80
20
nanowires tend to crystallize in the cubic phase.

2.2. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE NANO-OBJECTS.
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Figure 2.4: EELS analysis of a Co50 N i50 dumbbell-like particle: (a) bright field TEM
image; (b) mapping of Ni; and (c) mapping of Co. Adapted from [Ung2005].

The powder X-ray diffraction patterns for Co1−x N ix show mainly the metallic hcp
phase with the fcc phase as a minor phase. The proportion of the fcc phase never exceeds 7% and is generally zero in the samples prepared with surfactants. The XRD line
broadening analysis reveals anisotropic crystallites. The crystallite size was calculated
using the Scherrer formula. The average values for the hcp [002] and [100] directions
are L002 = 20 nm and L100 = 5 nm, respectively, showing a preferential growth along the
−c axis. This anisotropy is more pronounced in the wires prepared with
crystallographic →
surfactants. The XRD pattern of wires prepared in the absence of surfactants shows that
the (101) line is always slightly broader than the (100) line (Figure 2.5 (a)). It is well
known that the presence of stacking faults in the hcp phase has the consequence of broadening the (101) line [War1990]. Calculations allow the density of faults in the hcp phase
(δ) to be determined [Cha2003]. It is noteworthy that the wires obtained with an addition
of one equivalent of TOP (Trioctylphosphine) and OA (Oleic acid) do not present any
faults in the hcp phase, δ = 0 (Figure 2.5 (b)).

Figure 2.5: XRD patterns of Co80 N i20 nanowires prepared in a 0.15 M NaOH solution in
1,2-butanediol (a) without addition of surfactants (x = 7%; δ = 0.16; L100 = 5 nm; L002 =
18 nm); (b) adding one equivalent of oleic acid + one equivalent of trioctylphosphine at
the end of reaction (x = 0%; δ = 0; L100 = 5 nm; L002 = 24 nm)

Finally, High Resolution Electron Transmission Microscopy (HRTEM) shows very well
crystallized wires exhibiting the hcp structure with the crystallographic c-axis parallel to
the wire long axis in agreement with XRD analysis shown in Figure 2.6 for Co nanowires.
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Figure 2.6: High-resolution image of a single cobalt rod in [1 1 2 0] zone axis and corresponding numerical diffraction pattern [C. Gatel].
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2.3

Preparation of the samples: dispersion of the
nanowires

As explained above, the high boiling point of the polyol (∼ 230K for butanediol) is
required for the reduction of metallic species in solution. However, this high boiling
temperature prevents the substitution of the polyol by another more adequate solvent for
the dispersion of the nanoparticles. Therefore it implies to collect the nanowires from
the polyol solution by centrifugation and to wash them several times with ethanol. The
samples obtained are thus a powder of nanowires.
To carry the neutron scattering experiments, the samples need to fulfill the conditions
quoted in introduction and reminded here:
1. A large quantity of nanowires to get enough scattering signal.
2. Chemically identical and monodisperse objects to perform the scattering study on
arrays of identical objects.
3. Same orientations of the nanowires to prevent their properties from being averaged
following the orientation distribution. They also have to be sufficiently separated
from each other to prevent them from interacting.
The first two conditions are fulfilled by the polyol process which provides several grammes
of monodisperse and chemically identical nano-objects. A large amount of nanowires
provided is precisely the advantage of the polyol process over other synthesis routes such
as electrodeposition in porous membranes. One of the objectives was to separate the
collected nanowires from each other and to disperse and align them in a matrix. This
challenge is also crucial to improve the magnetic properties of the samples. (see Section
1.3.5.1). Two different strategies were implemented:
1. The particles were dispersed in a polymer solution (polystyrene or polymethyl
methacrylate dissolved in toluene or dimethylacetamide) and the material solidified under a magnetic field while the solvent was evaporating. The nanowires are
expected to align along the magnetic field direction.
2. The particles were dispersed in liquid toluene or dimethylacetamide where they are
in principle to rotate. A magnetic field of 1T was then applied during the freezing
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of the solution. Once the solution was frozen, the orientation of the particles was
also frozen.
After dispersing the particles, we use Ultra-Sounds technique to separate the nanowires
as some of them may be aggregated. The choice of solvent plays a key role in the success
of these strategies and depends on the investigated nanowires. As a matter of fact, some
acetate groups are grabbed at the surface of Co80 N i20 nanowires whereas surfactants such
as laurate are present at the surface of Co ones. The choice of solvent is determined by
the chemical groups at the surface of the objects and is thus different from one kind of
objects to another one. When I began my PhD work, toluene was used to disperse every
kind of objects. However, it was observed that the objects dispersed in toluene used to
settle after about ten minutes. If it was not a problem for the second strategy since
it takes only few minutes to apply a magnetic field and to freeze the toluene solution,
it was a clear limitation of the fabrication of composite polymer films made with such
objects since many hours are required to dry the polymer solution. After many attempts,
I found that the dimethylacetamide was a suitable solvent for the dispersion of Co80 N i20
nanowires since the mixing of these nanowires with dimethylacetamide has been stable
for many weeks. Unfortunately I did not find any solvent which allows a good dispersion
of Co nanowires.
The other key factor to align the nanowires is the homogeneity of the magnetic field.
Indeed, as long as the sample is liquid, an inhomogeneous magnetic field creates a field
gradient that moves the objects from the center to the edges of the sample cell. The
polymer solutions were dried in teflon moulds measuring 80mm × 70mm. These moulds
allowed to make 40mm×40mm polymer films. In order to make the polymer solutions dry
in a oven, a system made of 2cm × 2cm N d2 F e14 B permanent magnets of 1T and of F e
bars was constructed (see Figure 2.7). This device allowed to contains the 80mm × 80mm
teflon moulds.

H

Figure 2.7: Device made of N d2 F e14 B permanent magnets and of F e bars.
Simulations performed with Finite Element Method Magnetics (FEMM) software gave
an access to the homogeneity degree of the induced magnetic field by this set-up (see
Figure 2.8). It proves that the magnetic field is very homogeneous in the central part of
the mould. This is confirmed by the profiles (extracted from the color cuts of Figure 2.8)
shown in Figure 2.9. The homogeneity of the magnetic field is about 2%.
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Nd2Fe14B
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Figure 2.8: Magnetic field induced by the device of permanent magnets shown in Figure
2.7. The color lines (a), (b) and (c) define the sections giving the profile of the magnetic
field for different position (see Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9: Magnetic field induced in the device of permanent magnets as a function of
the position. The profiles (a), (b) and (c) refer to Figure 2.8.
The last crucial parameter to fabricate polymer films made with aligned nanowires is
the concentration of nanowires in the host matrix. As a matter of fact, the higher the
concentration, the more probable is the agglomeration of the nano-objects. At the same
time, if the concentration is too low, the sample will not suit to neutron scattering. Some
volumic concentrations between 1% and 10% have been tested.

2.4

Conclusion

Finally, the polyol process is a pure chemical route which allows to synthesize very thin
nanowires (d < 15 nm) so that a coherent magnetization reversal mode can be expected
(see Section 1.3.5). Such nanowires are also very well crystallized which could help preventing from magnetic inhomogeneities. These nanowires have been dispersed and aligned
in different matrixes (solvent, polymers). Magnetic characterizations of these samples are
presented in Chapter 3.

2.4. CONCLUSION
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Furthermore, the relative good monodispersity of these objects allows to study their
dispersion and their magnetic properties via Small Angle Neutron Scattering techniques.
The results are presented in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 3
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Magnetic characterization of the
nano-objects at room temperature
The aim of the magnetometry measurements, performed at room temperature and presented here, is to determine whether the samples exhibit easy or hard magnetic axes.
Vibrating-Sample Magnetometer (VSM) is well adapted to study the magnetic properties
of samples depending on their orientation. Section 3.1 first presents the hysteresis cycles
of nanowires powders. Then Section 3.2 characterizes the magnetic properties of samples with aligned nanowires. Finally Section 3.3 compares the magnetization of aligned
nanowires with the Stoner-Wohlfarth model which is related to magnetization reversal
mode via coherent rotation.

3.1

Magnetic characterization of nanowires powders

The hysteresis cycles of randomly oriented Co and Co80 N i20 nanowires and Co50 N i50
nanodumbbells have been investigated. The investigated objects are presented in Figure
3.1 and their corresponding total lengths and diameters of the central column are provided
in Table 3.1.
Diameter d (nm)
Length L (nm)
Coercivity µ0 HC (T)
predicted µ0 MS (T)
predicted K1 (J/m3 ) at RT [O’H2000, Ono1979]

Co
15
150
0.52
1.76
5 × 105

Co80 N i20
7
240
0.36
1.53
3.9 × 105

Co50 N i50
15
55
0.15
1.19
2.3 × 105

Table 3.1: Dimensions and coercivity of randomly oriented Co80 N i20 nanowires, Co
nanowires and Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells. The corresponding predicted saturated magnetization and magnetocrystalline anisotropy of such objects are also indicated.
The hysteresis cycles, measured on non-oriented powders at room temperature, are
presented in Figure 3.2. The coercive fields HC are respectively 0.52 T, 0.36 T and 0.15 T
for Co nanowires, Co80 N i20 nanowires and Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells. Several reasons may
explain that the coercivity decreases with increasing proportion of N i:
63
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1. The saturated magnetization MS , which contributes to the shape anisotropy of
nanowires (see Section 1.3.5.1), is much larger for Co (µ0 MS = 1.76 T) than for N i
(µ0 MS = 0.62 T).
−c along the
2. Co is mainly present in the central colum and crystallizes with the axis →
geometrical axis (see Figure 2.6) which contributes to maintain the magnetization
along the geometrical axis. N i, on the other hand, is mainly present at the tips
of the objects and crystallizes in the cubic phase so that magnetization reversal is
made easier from the tips.

Co

Co80Ni20
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(a)

(b)

200nm

(c)

Co50Ni50

Figure 3.1: TEM images of (a) Co80 N i20 nanowires, (b) Co nanowires and (c) Co50 N i50
nanodumbbells.
The other feature of these hysteresis cycles which needs to be clarified is the difference
between the remanence of Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells and the one of Co and Co80 N i20
nanowires. Indeed, Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells exhibit remanence of MR /M (H = 2T) =
0.5 whereas Co and Co80 N i20 both exhibit remanence of MR /M (H = 2T) = 0.67. It
has been shown in Section 1.3.5.1 that within the Stoner-Wohlfarth model, 3D-systems
exibits a remanence of 0.5 MS . The remanence of Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells is therefore
in agreement with the Stoner-Wohlfarth model. The experimental value measured for Co
and Co80 N i20 nanowires is higher than the one expected for randomly oriented objects.
This may be attributed to the fact that the external magnetic field H = 2T provided by
the VSM is not large enough to saturate the Co and Co80 N i20 nanowires.
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1

M/M(m0H=2T)
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Figure 3.2: Hysteresis cycles at 300K of randomly oriented nano-objects: Co nanowires,
Co80 N i20 nanowires and Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells measured with a VSM.
The hysteresis cycles of similar nanowire powders were then measured with a SQUID
(Superconducting Quantum Interference Device) which provides magnetic fields up to
H = 5T (see Figure 3.3). This time, the remanence MR /M (H = 5T) ≈ 0.5 is in
agreement with the Stoner-Wohlfarth model which confirms that saturation of Co and
Co80 N i20 nanowires requires large magnetic fields.
1
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0.5

M/MS
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Figure 3.3: Hysteresis cycles at 300K of randomly oriented nano-objects: Co and
Co80 N i20 nanowires measured with a SQUID (magnetic fields up to 5T).

3.2

Magnetic characterization of aligned nanowires

Simulations presented in Section 1.3.5.1 showed that both the remanence and the coercivity depend on the relative orientation of the nanowires. Therefore, I tried to disperse
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and align nanowires in a host (solid or liquid). This section presents the magnetic characterization of the different investigated samples.

3.2.1

Nanowires aligned in a polymer matrix

3cm

Figure 3.4: Photography of a polystyrene film made with a Co80 N i20 nanowire volumic
concentration of 5%.
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In order to produce solid samples at room temperature, I first tried to disperse and align
nanowires in a polymer matrix. A polymer was disolved in a solvent in order to obtain a
polymer solution. Then nanowires were added to the polymer solution and the mixture
solidified under a magnetic field (see the device presented in Section 2.3) while the solvent
was evaporating. The nanowires are expected to align along the magnetic field direction.

H // wires
Easy
Axis
H  wires
Hard
Axis

-2

-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

m0H (T)

1

1.5

2

Figure 3.5: Magnetization of Co80 N i20 nanowires dispersed in PMMA with the magnetic
field applied along the nanowires and perpendicular to the nanowires axis at T=300 K.

During my PhD work, I made attempts with different polymers (principally poly(methylmethacrylate
(PMMA) and polystyrene) and different solvents (toluene, dimethylformamide,...) (see
Figure 3.4). The best results were obtained for Co80 N i20 nanowires with toluene and
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PMMA. The corresponding hysteresis cycle is presented in Figure 3.5. Due to a partial
alignment of the particles, the magnetic characteristics have been improved compared to
those of non-oriented nanowires. The sample clearly exhibits easy and hard magnetic
axes. The remanence has increased to 0.85MS in Co80 N i20 nanowires with their easy axis
→
−
aligned along H compared to 0.67MS for powder samples (see Figure 3.2). Similarly, the
coercive field has increased from 0.36T to 0.48T (see Figure 3.2).
However, as precised in Section 2.3, toluene is not an appropriate solvent for the
dispersion of both Co and Co80 N i20 nanowires since the particles demix after about ten
minutes whereas many hours or days are required to dry the polymer solution. At the end
of my PhD, I found that dimethylacetamide (DMAC) allows a good dispersion of Co80 N i20
nanowires and that the solution remains stable during many weeks. Unfortunately I did
not have enough time to make successful attempts.
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3.2.2

Nanowires aligned onto flat surfaces

In order to have better aligned nanowires in solid forms, some drops of toluene solution containing some Co nanowires onto flat surfaces (Si substrates) were dried under
a magnetic field. Figure 3.6 (a) shows that the deposited Co nanowires tend to form
some microscopic structures looking like some cigars and Figure 3.6 (b) illustrates that
the wires can be aligned with an external magnetic field inside these microstructures.
The magnetization curve of the Co nanowires deposited on Si substrates under an external magnetic field applied during the evaporation of the solvent was measured at 300 K.
A coercivity µ0 HC = 0.55T and a remanence to saturation ratio M r/M s = 0.9 were
obtained (see Figure 3.7). The rather high value of this ratio confirms the Scanning
Electron Microscope images presented in Figure 3.6 and indicates that the alignment of
the nanowires on the surface is good. If these samples provide a good alignment of the
nanowires, they unfortunately do not exhibit enough quantities of matter to be studied
via neutron scattering.

a)

b)

Figure 3.6: Scanning Electron Microscope images of Co nanowires deposited under a
magnetic field onto a Si substrate: a) at the microscopic scale, the objects form some
microstructures with cigar shape, b) Co nanowires are rather well aligned inside these
microscopic structures
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Figure 3.7: Magnetization curve of Co nanowires deposited on a Si substrate with an
external magnetic field

3.2.3

Nanowires aligned in a frozen liquid solution

In order to fabricate samples exhibiting a better alignment of nanowires, I conceived a
third process. The idea consisted in dispersing the nano-objects in liquid toluene where
they are freeer to rotate than in a polymer solution. Then a magnetic field of 1T was
applied during the freezing of the solution . The magnetization was measured at 140 K
which is below the freezing point of toluene (Tf = 180 K) (see Figure 3.8). I performed
the magnetic measurements on a SQUID since the VSM did not allow to perform measurements at low temperature.

Coercivity µ0 HC (T) at T = 140 K

Co80 N i20
0.65

Co
0.9

Co50 N i50
0.42

Table 3.2: Coercivity of the investigated Co80 N i20 and Co nanowires and Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells.
The square shape of the hysteresis loops suggests that the particles are well aligned in
the solid toluene matrix. The characteristics of the sample are significantly improved: the
coercive field is increased to 0.42 T for Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells, to 0.65 T for Co80 N i20
nanowires and to 0.9T for Co nanowires (see Table 3.2), compared to respectively 0.15 T,
0.36 T and 0.52 T for powder samples. Of course, the temperature of measurement (140 K)
can be expected to increase the coercivity. However, in Section 5.1.2, it will be seen that
T = 140 K is not a temperature which necessarily provides larger coercivities than room
temperature due to the oxidation of the nano-objects. Moreover, the increase of remanence
up to 0.87 MS for Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells, up to 0.95 MS for Co nanowires and up to
0.974 MS for Co80 N i20 nanowires indicates that these objects are very well aligned in the
frozen toluen matrix. Therefore, the nanowire alignment has significantly enhanced the
anisotropy effects as it is shown in the next section for Co and Co80 N i20 nanowires. This
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process, however, requires to work at low temperatures to freeze the particle solvent which
may be an handicap for other studies such as neutron scattering.

1

Co50Ni50 nanodumbells
Co80Ni20 nanowires
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Figure 3.8: SQUID measurements on Co and Co80 N i20 nanowires dispersed and aligned
in a frozen toluene under an external magnetic field of 1 T. The measurements were made
at 140 K.

3.3

Modelling the magnetization of aligned nanowires
with the Stoner-Wohlfarth model

To extract quantitative information about the ordering of the particles in the frozen
solution, the Stoner-Wohlfahrt model [O’H2000] has been considered. It has been shown
in Section 1.3.5.1 that the shape of the hysteresis cycles strongly depends on the relative
orientation of the nanowires. Therefore I performed similar simulations to characterize the
orientation distribution of the objects in the frozen toluene solution. The contributions
of both the magnetocrystalline and shape anisotropies are also expected to be deduced
from these simulations.
The Stoner-Wohlfarth model is well suited since nanowires are a limiting case of very
elongated ellipsoids, almost monodisperse and with excellent crystallinity. Moreover , the
diameter of the wires is sufficiently small to ensure that they are in a single domain state
[O’H2000, Sel2000]. Three magnetic energies are considered: the magnetostatic energy,
the magnetocrystalline energy, and the Zeeman energy. The free parameters of the model
are the angular distribution of the wire directions, which is assumed to be the gaussian
and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy field.
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m0H(T)
Figure 3.9: SQUID measurements on Co nanowires dispersed and aligned in a frozen
toluene under an external magnetic field of 1 T. The measurements were made at 150 K
and 5 K.
The Stoner-Wohlfarth model is only valid for T=0K that is to say when there are
no thermal fluctuations. The question arises whether this model can be applied at T ≈
140 K. The diameter of the objects is such that the Curie temperature is close to bulk Co
(TC = 1390 K). Measurements are performed at TC /10 which ensures that the exchange
energy is not weakened by temperature effects. Furthermore, to ensure that the StonerWohlfarth model can be applied at T ≈ 140 K, the energies into play have to be assessed.
The thermal fluctuations are characterized by an energy Eth = kB T which is of the order
of Eth ≈ 2 × 10−21 J at T ≈ 140 K. The shape anisotropy energy of a nanowire of diameter
and length 100 nm (V ≈ 8 × 10−24 m3 ) is of the order of Esh = 41 µ0 MS2 V ≈ 5 × 10−18 J
and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of EM C = KCo V ≈ 5 × 10−18 J. The ratio between
the total anisotropy energy and the thermal fluctuations is therefore:
Esh + EM C
≈ 5000.
Eth

(3.1)

It means that thermal fluctuations at T = 140 K can be neglected for such nanowires
so that the Stoner-Wohlfarth model can be applied. Moreover, this calculation indicates
that the contribution of the shape and magnetocrystalline anisotropies are of the same
order of magnitude for such nanowires.
This is experimentally confirmed by Figure 3.9 which shows the hysteresis cycles of
aligned Co nanorods in toluene solution at T = 150 K and at T = 5 K. No major
difference between the magnetic behaviour at T = 150 K and at low temperature is
observed. The coercivity loss of 10% from T = 5 K to T = 150 K mainly stems from the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy temperature dependence (see Figure 6.6).
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between the hysteresis loops of Co and Co80 N i20 nanowires
aligned in a frozen toluene solution at T = 140 K and simulations using a Stoner-Wohlfarth
model. The free parameters are the orientation distribution (σθ = 10° for Co80 N i20
nanowires and σθ = 15° for Co ones) and the contribution of the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy to the coercivity (µ0 HM C = 0.3 T for Co80 N i20 nanowires and µ0 HM C = 0.42 T
for Co ones).
The magnetization measurements of both Co and Co80 N i20 nanowires (presented in
Figure 3.8) have thus been modeled within the Stoner-Wohlfarth model. The comparison
between the experimental data and the simulations is shown in Figure 3.10. The experimental hysteresis cycles have first been modeled by considering a gaussian distribution
of the nanowire orientation. The value of σθ (half-width at half maximum) has been
adjusted to fit the remanence (see Figure 3.10, purple curve for Co nanorods). The fit of
the remanence led to σθ = 10° and σθ = 15° for respectively Co80 N i20 and Co nanowires.
However, there is a large mismatch between the modelled and experimental values of the
coercivity (see figure 3.10, comparison between the purple and dashed blue curves). For
the moment, in the model, the onlycontribution to the anisotropy is the shape one. That
is why, in order to correct this micmatch, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy has been
taken into account which allows to well fit the experimental data (see Figure 3.10, green
and pink curves for respectively Co and Co80 N i20 ).
The experimental hysteresis cycles have thus been modeled with a reasonable accuracy
by considering a dispersion of the nanowire orientation of σθ = 10° (half-width at half
maximum) and σθ = 15° for respectively Co80 N i20 and Co nanowires and by introducing a
magnetocrystalline anisotropy field µ0 HM C = 0.3 T for Co80 N i20 nanowires and µ0 HM C =
0.42 T for Co nanowires. This leads to the conclusion that the observed coercivity µ0 HC =
0.65 T for Co80 N i20 nanowires (µ0 HC = 0.9 T for Co nanowires) is the sum of the two
equivalent contributions: a magnetocrystalline anisotropy µ0 HM C = 0.3 T (respectively
µ0 HM C = 0.42 T) which is very close to the value for bulk hexagonal cobalt and a shape
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anisotropy which contributes to µ0 Hshape = 0.35 T (respectively µ0 Hshape = 0.48 T) to
the coercive field. The contribution of the shape anisotropy is rather disappointing since,
for perfectly aligned nanowires, one would expect µ0 Hshape = µ0 M s/2, which would be
0.75 T for Co80 N i20 nanowires and 0.9 T for Co nanowires. However the experimental
coercivities of these nanowires are much larger than the ones of nanowires synthesized via
other processes which barely exceed 0.1 T even for perfectly aligned nanowires in porous
membranes [Sel2000]. The large coercivities of these nanowires compared to the ones of
other systems is due to their very small diameter and to their high quality of crystallinity
which both favors a coherent rotation process.
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3.4

Influence of the interactions between nanowires

A remaining question concerns the interactions between the objects in suspension in the
solvent. Figure 3.6 shows that nanowires tend to form microscopic aggregates so that there
can be magnetic interactions between the objects when they are not enough separated.
The dried nanowires are covered with an oxide shell which is typically 1 − 2 nm thick
so that the distance between the ferromagnetic cores is of the order of 4 nm. Figure
3.11(a) indicates that the dipolar field of nanowires is very localized near their tips (in
a volume with a typical size given by the radius of the nanowires). It implies that when
the nanowires are side to side (see Figure 3.11(b)), the interaction between each other
can be neglected. Moreover when the nanowires are head to head (see Figure 3.11(c)),
the distance of 4 nm between the objects is large enough to consider that the interaction
between each other is weak (Hdipolar is of the order of 0.5 − 1 kG which is five to ten times
smaller than the coercive field). Nevertheless, if in Figure 3.11(c), the distance between
the objects is reduced down to zero, there will be formation of a longer nanowire. The
initial value of the diameter takes the coherent rotation for granted and the extended
length should provide both higher remanence and coercivity. Thus, it appears reasonable
to neglect the magnetic interactions between the objects in a first approximation.
(a)

(b)

(c)
weak
interaction
4nm

4nm

Figure 3.11: (a) Dipolar field of a nanowire with a diameter of 8 nm and a length of
100 nm.The dipolar field is localized near the tips of the nanowires, (b) when the nanowires
are side to side, the interaction between each other is weak, (c) when the nanowires are
head to head, they are enough separated because of the oxide shell and the solvents at
their surface to consider the interaction between each other as weak.
In order to put into evidence the influence of the dipolar interactions between nanowires
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on their hysteresis cycles, micromagnetic simulations have been performed on different kind of aggregates (see Figure 3.12) via the Nmag software [Fis2007, Nmag]. The
studied model nanowire is a 100 nm long, 10 nm diameter cylindrical wire (see Figure
3.12 (a)) which is representative of the experimental objects which exhibit an aspect
ratio around 10. The magnetic parameters used correspond to typical values for hcp
cobalt epitaxial thin films [Tan1961], saturation magnetization MS = 1400 kA.m−1 , exchange constant A = 1.2 × 10−11 J/m. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy has been set to
K1 = 2.5 × 105 J.m−3 . The distance between two
q nodes of the mesh (1 − 2 nm) has been
chosen smaller than the exchange length `ex = A/µ0 MS2 ≈ 2.2 nm.
a)

c)
100nm

d)
2d+p=20nm+p

10nm
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b)

2L+p=200nm+p

e)

2R+p=10nm+p

Figure 3.12: Representation of the different simulated aggregates. (a) The nanowires
which constitue these aggregates exhibit a diameter of 10 nm for a length of 100 nm. (b)
Chain of nanowires separated by a picth p which can be 3, 10 or 20 nm. Chains made of
2, 3 or 5 nanowires have been investigated. (c) Two chains of nanowires which are side to
side. The distance between nanowires has been set to 3 nm and aggregates of 4, 6 or 10
nanowires have been investigated. (d and e) Side and front views of nanowires which are
in staggered rows. The distance between the nanowires is 3 nm and the number of the
nanowires which constitute the aggregates is 3, 6, 9 or 15.
Moreover, TEM images showed that the distance betwwen nanowires in aggregates is
at least 3 − 4 nm because of the oxide shell and organic matter at the surface. That is why
the pitch p between nanowires has been set to 3 nm. In the case of chains of nanowires
(see figure 3.12 (b)), further simulations have been performed with p = 10 nm and 20 nm.
Figure 3.13 represents some examples of the simulated hysteresis cycles for an applied
field with an angle of 5.7° with the long axis of the nanowires. The coercive field and
the remanence of an isolated nanowire are respectively HC = 647.01 mT and MR /MS =
0.9948. The comparison between the hysteresis cycle of isolated nanowires (dark curve)
and the hysteresis cycles of the simulated aggregates indicate very slight changes in their
shape but also in the values of the remanence and the coercive field.
These simulations show that in the case of chains of nanowires (see Figure 3.12 (b)),
both the coercive field and the remanence are improved in very slight proportions (see
Table 3.4) so that there is no real difference with the case of a single nanowire. Major
changes occur when the nanowires are side to side (see Figure 3.12 (c)) or in staggered rows
(see Figure 3.12 (d) and (e)). Indeed, when the nanowires are side to side, the coercive
field is lowered to about 609.36 mT (see Table 3.5) which corresponds to a decrease of
only 6% compared to the case of isolated nanowires. No real change in the values of the
remanence is noticed. When the nanowires are in staggered rows, the coercive field is
lowered to about 634.5 mT (see Table 3.6) which corresponds to a decrease of only 2%
compared to the case of isolated nanowires. Once again, no real change in the values of
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the remanence is noticed.
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Figure 3.13: Hysteresis cycles of: (dark) an isolated nanowire (see Figure 3.12 (a)), (red)
a chain of 5 nanowires separated with a pitch of 3 nm (see Figure 3.12 (b)), (blue) 10
nanowires side to side separated with a pitch of 3 nm (see Figure 3.12 (c)) and (green)
15 nanowires in staggered rows with a pitch of 3 nm (see Figure 3.12 (d) and (e)). The
applied field is set with an angle of 5.7° with the long axis of the nanowires.
The different configurations correspond to the different possible geometries of aggregates of nanowires. The results of the simulations prove that no major changes are observed in the shape of the hysteresis cycles and in the values of the coercivity so that the
interactions between nanowires can be neglected in a first approximation. The stray field
is indeed localized near the tips of the nanowires. In 2D arrays of nanowires (see Section
1.3.6), the stray field between nanowires affects in large proportions both the remanence
and the coercivity for porosities of only 10% [Enc2001, Nie2001]. Nevertheless, the geometric configurations of chains or aggregates prevent the stray field between nanowires
from largely affecting their magnetization reversal.

p = 3 nm
p = 10 nm
p = 20 nm

2 nanowires
HC = 647.05 mT
MR /MS = 0.9948
HC = 647.04 mT
MR /MS = 0.9948
HC = 647.03 mT
MR /MS = 0.9948

3 nanowires
HC = 647.07 mT
MR /MS = 0.9949
HC = 647.05 mT
MR /MS = 0.9948
HC = 647.03 mT
MR /MS = 0.9948

5 nanowires
HC = 647.08 mT
MR /MS = 0.9949
HC = 647.06 mT
MR /MS = 0.9948
HC = 647.04 mT
MR /MS = 0.9948

Table 3.4: Values of the coercive field and the remanence for chains of nanowires (see
Figure 3.12 (b)).
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4 nanowires
HC = 609.33 mT
MR /MS = 0.9943

6 nanowires
HC = 609.35 mT
MR /MS = 0.9946

10 nanowires
HC = 609.36 mT
MR /MS = 0.9953

Table 3.5: Values of the coercive field and the remanence for nanowires side to side (see
Figure 3.12 (c)).
3 nanowires
HC = 634.48 mT
MR /MS = 0.9953

6 nanowires
HC = 634.49 mT
MR /MS = 0.9951

9 nanowires
HC = 634.51 mT
MR /MS = 0.9950

15 nanowires
HC = 634.51 mT
MR /MS = 0.9950
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Table 3.6: Values of the coercive field and the remanence for nanowires staggered in rows
(see Figure 3.12 (d) and (e)).

3.5

Conclusion

Powders of nanowires synthesized via the polyol process exhibit large coercivities (∼ 0.4 T
at room temperature). The values of coercivities are largely improved when the nanowires
are well aligned (∼ 0.9 T at 140 K). However, even if such values of coercivities are among
the largest ever measured for Co-Ni nanowires [Soul2009], the contribution of the shape
anisotropy is rather disappointing (about half the predicted value).
It can be argued that the discrepancy between the experimental and predicted contributions of the shape anisotropy comes from the detailled geometrical shape of the objects,
and particularly from the geometrical shape of their extremities. In order to put into evidence the role of the nanowire geometry in the magnetization reversal, micromagnetic
simulations have been performed with the Nmag software [Nmag, Fis2007] and have been
compared to the experimental data in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
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Micromagnetic simulations
The polyol process allows to synthesize anisotropic nano-objects of both different shapes
and aspect ratios. It has been shown that the objects provided by the polyol process
exhibit large coercivities. One reason stems from their large shape anisotropy. However
the contribution of the shape anisotropy to the coercive field is about half the predicted
value by a coherent reversal model. The aim of this chapter is therefore to understand
why there is such a discrepancy between the predicted and experimental values.
As detailed in Section 1.3.6, previous experimental studies coupled with micromagnetic
simulations [Nie2001, Her2002] showed that arrays of Ni nanowires with small enough
diameters (∼ 30 − 40 nm) do not exhibit any delocalized reversal modes (in particularly
curling) but localized ones characterized firstly by the nucleation of the magnetization
reversal in the extremities and secondly by the propagation of the magnetization reversal
via a domain wall. A systematic study [Uhl2004] of the magnetization reversal in Co and
N iF e nanolines of thickness 16 nm and of width ranging from 65 to 1130 nm showed that
nucleation governs the magnetization reversal and that the magnetization switching is
controlled by the ends of the nanolines. Therefore a small area of the nanolines governs
the magnetization reversal of the whole object.
The objective consists here in determining how the magnetization reversal and the
coercivity are affected by the detailed shape of the extremities and the aspect ratio of
such objects. To answer this question, micromagnetic simulations [Ott2009] have been
performed using the Nmag software [Fis2007, Nmag]. Then the micromagnetic simulations
have been compared with experimental data.

4.1

Relation between the shape of a nanowire and its
coercivity

In a first approximation, nano-objects synthesized via the polyol process behave as elongated ellipsoids. In the case of ellipsoids, if one assumes a coherent rotation of the magnetization, the shape anisotropy field is given by Ha = Ms .∆N where ∆N is the difference
between the long and short axis demagnetizing factors. For infinitely long ellipsoids
∆N = 1/2; for an aspect ratio of 5, ∆N is equal to 0.42. Thus in the case of 3d magnetic
materials such as Co, the shape anisotropy field should have values of the order of 0.9 T.
However, such high values are experimentally never observed [Sel2000]. The main reason
77
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for this discrepancy lies in the coherent rotation behavior assumption. The single domain
radius limit is of the order of 15 nm for Co (see Section 1.3.5). The case of nanowires
corresponds to an intermediate situation where the diameter of the wires is smaller than
the single domain limit whereas the length of the wires is significantly larger. Complex
magnetization reversal mechanisms such as curling or localized reversal modes are thus
likely to occur (see Section 1.3.5).
The numerical micromagnetic simulations presented here underline which parameters
are important in the shape of magnetic nanowires to provide the highest magnetic coercivity. The starting point are the different types of magnetic nano-objects which have been
synthesized via the polyol process by Guillaume Viau, Jean-Yves Piquemal and Yaghoub
Soumare during the last few years.
Following the experimental observations detailled in Chapter 2, the particles have been
divided in a few different possible types (see Table 4.1):
a. Ellipsoids, which are uses as reference objects,
b. Cylinders,
c. Cylinders with rounded edged,
d and e. Dumbbells (cylinders with spherical ends),
f and g. Diabolos (cylinders with conical ends),
Features
Ellipsoids

Long axis L , short axis D

Cylinder

Length L , diameter D

Capped cyl.

Half-sphere of diameter D at both ends

Dumbbell 1

Spheres of diameter 1.5D at both ends

Dumbbell 2

Spheres of diameter 2D at both ends

Diabolo 1

Cones of base 1.5D and length 1.5D

Diabolo 2

Cones of base 2D and length 2D

Table 4.1: Parameters describing the different objects. The length L of the objects is set
at 100 nm, the diameter D ranges from 5 to 28 nm.
For these different types of objects, aspects ratios ranging between 3.6 and 20 have
been considered (see Table 4.1). This aspect ratio is defined as the ratio between the length
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of the object L and its middle diameter D. The length was fixed to L = 100 nm which is
an average size for these objects. The aim was not to model specific objects but rather to
draw general trends which should help in the choice of appropriate shapes for the magnetic
properties optimization. In all the simulations, the wires were made of cobalt (M =
1400 kA/m) even though real systems are often CoN i alloys. This was necessary to be
able to quantitatively compare the different results and focus on geometrical aspects. Note
that the magneto-crystalline anisotropy has not been included to avoid mixing different
sources of coercivity. We only focus here on the influence of the shape anisotropy.
The micromagnetic simulation software which has been used is the Nmag package
[Nmag, Fis2007] to perform 3D simulations on the various types of nanowires geometries.
The meshes have been created using Netgen [Net]. The number of nodes ranged from
about 800 for the smallest aspect ratio (∼ 3.6) up to 5000 for the highest aspects ratios
objects (∼ 20). The use of a finer mesh did not change the results (as checked in a few
cases). This number of nodes was sufficient to give a value of the coercive field with
an accuracy better than 10 kA/m (10mT) which is well below the requirement for the
discussion.
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of the hysteresis loop as calculated in the Stoner-Wohlfahrt model
for an ellipsoid with an aspect ratio of 3.6 for different orientations of the applied field
with respect to the easy axis. The numerical micromagnetic calculations for the ellipsoids
(5.7°, 30°, 45°, 60°) agree perfectly with these analytical curves.
Some calculation of hysteresis loops have also been performed for various orientations
of the magnetic field with respect to the wires. Figure 4.1 shows the evolution of the
hysteresis cycles in the analytical Stoner-Wohlfahrt model in the case of an ellipsoid with
an aspect ratio of 3.6. The values of the coercive field vary little when the applied field
angle is between 30° and 60° whereas the shape of the hysteresis changes dramatically.
When the field is perpendicular to the object, the hysteresis cycle closes. As for the case
of magnetic fields applied along the nanowire geometrical axis, I considered an applied
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field making a finite angle of 5.7° (i.e. H parallel to the vector h = [1, 0.1, 0]) with respect
to the object easy axis. This is of the order of the best alignments of the nano-objects
that can be experimentally achieved and is thus closer to realistic conditions. By the way,
this also ensures a faster convergence of the calculations.
The role of the tip shape and the aspect ratio are discussed in the following subsections.
How do the shape of the tips and the aspect ratio of the object modify the hysteresis loops?
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4.1.1

Role of the tip shape

The Stoner-Wohlfarth model which assumes a coherent rotation of the magnetic moments
is only valid for ellipsoids with small enough diameters (typically of the order of the
exchange length). However real systems may exhibit other shapes as presented in Table
4.1. It can be guessed that a shape different from an ellipsoid may give rise to other
reversal processes of the magnetic moments even for radius smaller than the coherent
radius.
Figure 4.2 compares the hysteresis curves for the different types of particles when the
magnetic field is applied at an angle of 5.7°. The highest coercive fields are obtained for
ellipsoids or objects whose shape is close to elliposid (cylinders and capped cylinders). The
lowest coercive fields correspond to the Diabolo 2 and Dumbbell 2 objects which exhibit
large extremities. The hysteresis loop of the Diabolo 2 is more significantly rounded but
nevertheless the coercivity is higher than for Dumbbell 2 objects. This suggests that
the reversal mechanism is rather different between these objects. Note that the cases of
Dumbell 2 and Diabolo 2 respectively correspond to the real Co80 N i20 and Co nanowires
and is detailed in Section 4.2.

2D

1.5D

Figure 4.2: Hysteresis curves for the different types of objects when the field is applied
at an angle of 5.7° with respect to the easy axis. The curves correspond to objects with
R = 5 nm (aspect ratio of 10).
The link between high coercivities and the ellipsoidal shape of the objects is even more
obvious when the hysteresis loops are compared for different applied field directions. For
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objects such as the nanowires and the capped nanowires, the behavior is very close to
ellipsoids. The coercive field increases very quickly as the applied field direction decreases
from 30° to 0° (see Figure 4.3(a)). In the case of the Diabolo 2 and the Dumbbell 2 objects
(R=10nm), the coercive field does not really increase as the field is better aligned with
the wire but the cycles become simply squarer.
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Figure 4.3: Hysteresis curves for Cylinders, Diabolo 2 and Dumbbell 2 as a function of the
applied field direction. The curves correspond to
objects with R = 10 nm (aspect ratio of
Figure 6
10).
In order to understand the micromagnetic mechanism of reversal in these different objects, the 3D micromagnetic state of the different objects has been plotted just before the
−−→
−−−−→
magnetization reversal. The magnetic scalar potential φ is defined as Hdemag = −gradφ.
The demagnetizing field lines are thus perpendicular to the magnetic scalar potential isosurfaces. The case of the ellipsoid is provided as an illustration of the canonical case (see
Figure 4.4). At remanence, the magnetization is aligned along the ellipsoid long direction
and the demagnetization field is homogeneous. Since the demagnetizing field is homo-
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geneous, the φ isosurfaces are flat. During the reversal, the magnetization is tilted with
respect to the long axis, the demagnetizing field is still homogeneous, and the magnetic
potential isosurfaces are still flat. The magnetization reversal in the ellipsoid is perfectly
coherent. This explains the high coercivity of these objects.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: Demagnetizing field and magnetic potential of an ellipsoid. (a) at remanence,
(b) during reversal. The iso-surfaces indicate the magnetic potential iso-surfaces. The
demagnetizing field lines are perpendicular to these surfaces.
Figure 7

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.5: Magnetic state of a capped cylinder. (top) at remanence, magnetization and
Figure 8
demagnetizing field; (bottom) before reversal,
magnetization and demagnetizing field. (a)
At remanence, the magnetization is almost perfectly collinear; (b) the demagnetizing field
follows the one of a sphere in the tips and is very low in the rod. (c) Before reversal, the
magnetization rotates at the wire tip in a C-shape form; (d) the demagnetizing field is
close to the one of an ellipsoid. The magnetic potential iso-surfaces are almost flat.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 4.6: Magnetic state of a Cylinder. (top) at remanence, magnetization and demagnetizing field; (bottom) before reversal, magnetization and demagnetizing field. (a) At
Figure 9
remanence, the magnetization is almost perfectly
collinear except at the edges of the wire;
(b) the demagnetizing field is zero except at these edges. (c) Before reversal, the magnetization rotates at the wire tip in a C-shape form; (d) the demagnetizing field becomes
very high at on edge of the tip.

The case of the capped nanowires is very close to the ellipsoid (see Figure 4.5). At
remanence, the magnetization is collinear in the whole object. The demagnetizing field
is very low in the rod and reduced at the tips. It remains parallel to the wire axis (see
magnetic potential iso-surface). During the reversal, the demagnetizing field remains low.
The magnetization rotates in the tip in a C-shape form (Figure 4.5(c)). The magnetic
potential iso-surfaces are rather flat indicating that the rotation takes place in an almost
coherent way in the tips. This eventually leads to the flipping of the whole rod.
In the case of cylindrical objects, the sharp edges give rise to a “flower” state [Uso1994]
at the tips of the nanowires (see Figure 4.6(a)). The demagnetizing field is rather high but
remains very localized at these tips (see Figure 4.6(b)). During reversal, the magnetization
rotates in a C-shape form (see Figure 4.6(c)). The magnetic potential iso-surfaces are not
flat any more at the tip as in the case of the capped nanowires and the demagnetizing
field becomes very high at one edge of the cylinder (see Figure 4.6(d)). This seed point
is difficult to create because it costs locally quite a lot of energy. The coercivity of the
wires remains very high.
In the case of Diabolo 2 particles, the magnetization is in a “flower-vortex” state which
is strongly accentuated by the shape of the object (see Figure 4.7(a)). During reversal,
the magnetization develops in a full vortex state (see Figure 4.7(c)) similarly to a curling
process which eventually promotes the flipping of the magnetization in the rod. The
magnetic potential iso-surfaces remain almost perpendicular to the long axis during the
reversal. The symmetry of the object is kept during almost the whole reversal process.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.7: Magnetic state of a Diabolo 2. (top) at remanence, magnetization and demagnetizing field; (bottom) before reversal, magnetization and demagnetizing field. (a) At
remanence, the magnetization forms a flower state and a slight vertex is already present;
Figure 10
(b) the demagnetizing field has a rather complex
variation; at the connection between the
edge and the rod, the demagnetizing field is very low. (c) Before reversal, the magnetization forms a vertex; (d) the demagnetizing field remains almost along the wire long axis.
At the connection between the tip and the rod, it follows a rather complex shape.

In the case of dumbbell type objects, the magnetization is in a slight vortex state at
remanence (see Figure 4.8). The demagnetizing field is low because the object has only
rounded edges. The demagnetizing field follows the one of a sphere in the tips except at
the joint between the tip and the rod where it follows a complex profile. While the field is
reversed, the vortex fully develops inside the sphere but since the sphere is isotropic, the
vortex axis rotates with respect to the long axis of the nanowire. The symmetry is lost
during reversal and this promotes an easy reversal of the magnetization in the spherical
end. This then initiate the rotation of the magnetization in the rod. The demagnetizing
field remains low during the whole process.
Table 4.2 shows that the maximum demagnetizing field amplitude can hardly be related to the coercivity of the systems. High coercivities are achieved for systems in which
the demagnetizing field remains low (ellipsoids and capped cylinders) but also in cylinders in which the local demagnetizing fields reach the highest values (though only very
locally). On the other hand, the demagnetizing field remains rather low in the Dumbbell
system but the system exhibits only modest coercivities because a vortex state is naturally
formed. These different calculations illustrate the different magnetization reversal processes in various nano-objects and show that they can be qualitatively different between
objects which have globally rather similar shapes. A key parameter is therefore the shape
of the nanowires tips.
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(c)

Figure 4.8: Magnetic state of a Dumbbell 2. (top) at remanence, magnetization and
demagnetizing field; (bottom) before reversal, magnetization and demagnetizing field.
Figure 11
(a) At remanence, the magnetization is almost
parallel to the long axis though a slight
vertex is already present; (b) the demagnetizing field follows the one of a sphere in the
tip, but the sharp edge between tip and rod gives rise to a complex variation of the
demagnetizing field. (c) Before reversal, the magnetization forms a vertex tilted at 45°
with respect to the long axis. (d) The demagnetizing field is also tilted at 45°. Beware
that the (c) and (d) views are not from the same camera point of view, (c) is viewed along
the vertex kernel, (d) is viewed perpendicular to the vertex kernel.

Ellipsoids
Capped cyl.
Cylinder
Diabolo 1
Dumbbell 1
Diabolo 2
Dumbbell 2

Hc (kA/m)

Hdemag (kA/m)
at remanence

Hdemag (kA/m)
bef ore reversal

421
325
300
205
190
155
115

82
378
688
779
443
776
458

230
379
865
708
596
539
529

Table 4.2: Maximum magnitude of the demagnetizing field for the various types of
particles.

4.1.2

Role of the dimensions: diameter and aspect ratio

The role of the dimensions has been assessed for the different objects presented in Table
4.1. Figure 4.9 shows the evolution of the coercive field HC for different aspect ratios and
for a field applied at 5.7° with respect to the easy axis. Since the length of the objects
is set to 100 nm, the variation of the aspect ratio is equivalent to the variation of the
diameter.
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The ellipsoids will be used as the reference objects since they set the upper limit of the
shape anisotropy that can be achieved in the limit of the Stoner-Wohlfarth model. Figure
4.10 shows the evolution of the coercive field HC depending on the angle between the
applied field and the easy axis of the ellipsoid. The comparison between the simulations
and the analytical solution provided by the stoner-Wohlfarth model is in good agreement.
One can note that as soon as the angle of the applied field is not parallel to the object,
the coercive field drops very quickly.
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of the coercive field as a function of the aspect ratio for the different
types of objects. The magnetic field is applied at 5.7° with respect to the object easy axis.
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Figure 4.10: Evolution of the coercivity µ0 HC as a fonction of the angle between the
applied field and the easy axis for ellipsoids. The results from the simulations for an
ellipsoid with R = 14 nm (aspect ratio of 3.6) is compared to the analytical solution provided by the Stoner-Wohlfarth model. The green curve corresponding to an ellipsoid with
R = 7 nm (aspect ratio of 7.2) indicates that the coercive field increases with decreasing
values of the radius.
The cylindrical geometry (Table 4.1(b)) provides a rather good shape anisotropy which
ranges from 70% for low aspect ratios (3.6-5) up to 90% of the maximal theoretical
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coercivity for the higher aspect ratios. The capped cylinders (Table 4.1(c)) behave very
closely to normal cylinders and provide slightly improved performances. Figure 4.11 shows
the evolution of the coercive field HC depending on the angle φ between the applied field
and the easy axis of the object for various sizes of the nanowires and capped nanowires.
From Equation 1.43 and the parameters introduced in these simulations, the coherent
diameter of nanowires is 25nm. The shape of the curve HC (φ) (see Figure 4.11) is rather
similar to the shape of the curve HC (φ) corresponding to the ellipsoid (see Figure 4.10)
when the diameter is below 20nm which is almost in agreement with the predicted value of
the coherent radius. Moreover, from Figure 4.11, it appears that when the nanowires are
capped, the coercivity is slightly improved, especially for larger diameters (2R>20nm).
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Figure 4.11: Evolution of the coercivity µ0 HC as a fonction of the angle between the
applied field and the easy axis for nanowires (object of type b) and capped nanowires
(object of type c). The results from the simulations are compared for various values of
diameter.
The particles with small conical endings (Diabolos 1, Table 4.1(c)) and with small
spherical endings (Dumbbells 1, Table 4.1(d)) show a very significant drop of coercivity
with respect to the ideal case by about a factor 2 (see Figure 4.9).
The situation gets worse when the endings are increased in size (Diabolos 2, Table
4.1(f), and Dumbbells 2, Table 4.1(e)). The coercivity is only about a third of the maximal
theoretical value. For the highest aspect ratios, the situation improves for the particles
with small and bigger endings since the coercivity increases respectively to ∼ 70% and
∼ 50% of the maximal theoretical value.
Figure 4.12 shows the evolution of the coercivity HC as a fonction of the angle between the applied field and the easy axis for the objects with spherical or conical endings
depending on the values of the core diameter 2R (and consequently on the values of the
spherical endings 2R’). It clearly indicates that the coercivity is significantly lowered for
large endings. In particularly, for dumbbells with small (R’=1.5R) or large (R’=2R)
spherical endings, the coercivity is lowered for R0 > 18nm which corresponds to the coherent radius for a sphere (defined from the parameters introduced in these simulations).
Moreover, the larger the endings are (R’=2R), the lower the coercive field is, as shown
on Figures 4.9 and 4.12. It confirms that the extremities of these objects play the role of
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nucleation points which promote the magnetization reversal.
Finally the micromagnetic simulations presented here show that the wire tip plays a
key role in the reversal mechanism and on the magnitude of the coercive field and that
the aspect ratio plays a much lesser role as shown on Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.12: Evolution of the coercivity µ0 HC as a fonction of the angle between the
applied field and the easy axis for nano-objects with spherical extremities (objects of type
d and f) and with conical extremities (object of type e and g). 2R is the diameter of
the core and 2R’ the diameter of the spherical extremities or of the base of the conical
extrimities (see Table 4.1). The results from the simulations are compared for various
values of diameter.

4.2

Comparison with experimental data

In this section, the numerical results are compared with experimental measurements. The
following nano-objects are considered: Cylinders (Co nanorods on Figure 4.13(b)), Dumbbells (Co80 N i20 nanowires on Figure 4.13(c)) and Diabolos (short Co50 N i50 nanowires on
Figure 4.13(d)). The shape and the aspect ratio of these objects is rather different. The
Co nanorods are very close to cylindrical objects with an aspect ratio of ∼ 10 (L ∼ 200 nm,
D ∼ 20) whereas the Co80 N i20 nanowires are closer to small dumbbells with an aspect
ratio of ∼ 35 (L ∼ 240 nm, D ∼ 7 nm). Short Co50 N i50 nanowires have a global aspect
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ratio of ∼ 6 (L ∼ 60 nm, D ∼ 10 nm in the central part). The case of Co nanorods (see
Figure 4.13(a)) is discussed in Sub-Section 4.2.2. Indeed these objects can be considered
as cylinders in a first approximation which explains their high coercivity. In order to
explain the shape of their hysteresis cycles, it is however required to take the shape of
their tips into account (long Diabolos 2).

(b)

(a)

100
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(d)
(c)

Figure 4.13: TEM images of magnetic nano-wires synthesized in various conditions. (a)
Co nanorods; (b) Co nanorods of length 100 nm; (c) long (200 nm) and thin (7 nm)
Co80 N i20 nanowires with rounded tips; (d) Co50 N i50 dumbbells [Ung2005].

4.2.1

Qualitative comparison Figure 1

Direct comparisons with experimental results are not straightforward because in the simulations the intrinsic magneto-crystalline anisotropy is not taken into account. The
magneto-crystalline anisotropy of our nano-objects is of the order of 0.3 T at 300 K
[Mau2007]. Note also that this magneto-crystalline anisotropy is temperature dependent [Ono1980, Ono1979]. Thus we will only make relative comparisons of the coercive
fields of these different types of nanowires and not absolute comparisons of the Hc values.
The second issue is related to the interaction between wires. In the measured powders or
suspensions, the wires are clustered so that magneto-static interactions between wires are
taking place. However, direct magneto-static interactions between wires represent small
energies compared to the magnetic exchange energies in a single wire so that the bias introduced by the wires interactions can be neglected in a first approximation. Comparison
between the modelling of a single wire and real materials is not straightforward. So we
restrict our aim to interpret qualitatively some of the general trends in the behavior of
the nanowires.
In order to obtain an assembly of co-aligned wires, the nanowires were oriented in
a toluene solution following a procedure described in [Mau2007]. Freezing the toluene
solution required working at 150 K. The hysteresis loops are presented on Figure 4.14.
One can note that the measured coercivity goes up to 1 T which is a value higher than
what would be expected from a simple shape anisotropy contribution. Since the c-axis
of the wires is aligned along the measuring direction, the magneto-crystalline provides an
extra contribution to the coercivity. The coercive fields are 0.9 T, 0.65 T and 0.42 T for
Cylinders, Dumbbells and Diabolos respectively. If one refers to Figure 4.9, the expected
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coercive field for the different objects (Cylinders of aspect ratio 10, Dumbbells1 of aspect
ratio 35 and Diabolos2 of aspect ratio 6) one would expect coercive fields of 0.5 T, 0.4 T
and 0.25 T. The hierarchy is preserved even though the difference in the measured coercivity is much higher in the experimental data. This can be accounted for by the fact
that (i) the modeling of the shapes of the objects is not perfect and (ii) the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is likely to be smaller for Co50 N i50 compared to Co. If we make
this last assumption, it would correspond to a magneto-crystalline anisotropies of 0.4 T,
0.25 T and 0.22 T for Co , Co80 N i20 and Co50 N i50 respectively at 150 K. These values
are plausible.
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Figure 4.14: Hysteresis cycles at 150K of different types of oriented nanowires: Cylinders (Co nanorods), Dumbbells (Co80 N i20 nanowires) and Diabolos (short Co50 N i50
nanowires).
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Figure 4.15: Hysteresis cycles at 300K of different powders of nanowires (non oriented):
Cylinders (Co nanorods), Dumbbells (Co80 N i20 nanowires) and Diabolos (short Co50 N i50
nanowires).
Figure 13

Measurements on non-oriented powders at room temperature are presented on Figure
4.15. The measured coercive fields are 0.52 T, 0.35 T and 0.15 T for Cylinders, Dumbbells
and Diabolos respectively. These values follow qualitatively the numerical results (0.5 T,
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0.4 T and 0.25 T). Between the different types of nano-objects, a difference of coercive
field of the order 0.15 − 0.2 T is observed which is in agreement with the results of the
simulations.

4.2.2

Role of the tip shape on the hysteresis loop shape: example of Co nanowires

The magnetic measurements presented in Chapter 3 show that the hysteresis cycles of
Co nanowires exhibit a kink in the magnetization loop (see Figure 3.7 for instance). This
effect is observed only for Co nanowires. No such effect have been measured for Co80 N i20
nanowires or Co50 N i50 . It suggests that the shape of Co nanowires is at the origin of the
apparition of this effect.
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Figure 4.16: Geometry of Co nanowires: L = 100−150 nm, d = 10−15 nm, D = 30−50 nm
and t = 15 − 25 nm.
The geometry of Co nanowires is presented in Figure 4.16. In Section 4.2.1, Co
nanowires were considered as cylinders. However, TEM images showed that they have a
tip whose shape is described in Figure 4.16. To illustrate the investigated effect, some
magnetic measurements have been performed on two different batches of samples (see
Figure 4.17):
• Co nanowires aligned in a frozen butanediol solution. They have a diameter of
16 nm for a length of 153 nm. This sample is referred to as Sample 1.
• Co nanowires randomly oriented in a butanediol solution. They exhibit a diameter
of 18 nm for a length of 175 nm. This sample is referred to as Sample 2.
a) Sample 1

b) Sample 2

Figure 4.17: TEM images of Co nanowires from a) Sample 1 and b) Sample 2.
Figure 4.18 presents the hysteresis cycle of Sample 1 at T = 140 K and Figure 4.19
presents the hysteresis cycle of Sample 2 from room temperature down to T = 5 K and
shows that this effect is present at all temperatures.
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Figure 4.18: Hysteresis cycles of Co nanorods aligned in a butanediol solution at T =
140 K (Sample 1). One observes q kink in the loop below remanence.
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Figure 4.19: Hysteresis cycles of Co nanorods randomly oriented in a butanediol solution
from room temperature down to T = 5 K (Sample2).

In order to probe the role of the shape of the tip in the investigated effect, I performed
micromagnetic simulations with the Nmag software on objects with the geometry presented in Figure 4.16 and whose dimensions are given in Table 4.3. The hysteresis cycles
deduced from the simulations performed on these objects are presented in Figure 4.20.
The simulated hysteresis cycles are characterized by a similar effect to the one observed
in the experiments. This confirms that the shape of the tip plays a key role in the rapid
decrease of magnetization which starts as soon as the remanent state is reached. However,
these simulations show that, depending on the dimensions of the objects, this effect may
start above or below H = 0 T.
Further micromagnetic simulations are required to put into evidence the exact role of
each of the parameters L, l, d, D and t.
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simulations
Simul
Simul2
Simul3
Simul4
Simul5

L (nm)
200
160
220
160
160

l (nm)
150
130
190
130
130

d (nm)
15
20
20
20
20

D (nm)
30
30
30
60
40

t (nm)
25
15
15
15
15

Table 4.3: Dimensions L, l, t, d and D (see Figure 4.16) of the simulated objects.
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Figure 4.20: Hysteresis cycles calculated from the micromagnetic simulations performed
with the Nmag software on the objects presented in Figure 4.16 and with the dimensions
listed in Table 4.3.

4.3

Conclusion

In Chapter 3, it has been established that the contribution of the shape anisotropy to
the coercivity is about half the predicted value by the Stoner-Wohlfarth model (assuming
a coherent rotation). Micromagnetic simulations showed that the detailed shape of the
objects play a key role in the magnetization reversal and in the value of the coercive
field. These simulations put into evidence the crucial role of the endings of the objects.
Indeed, the endings of the objects act as nucleation points which help the magnetization
reversal and conduct to a decrease of the coercive field. The simulations are in qualitative
agreement with the experimental data and allow to explain the kink in the magnetization
at the remanence experimentally observed fo Co nanowires (conical endings). Moreover,
these simulations also put into evidence the role of the dimensions of the objects and
especially the role of the endings size.
Besides the effect of the detailed shape of the objects on the coerivity values, the
oxydation of the nanowires -due to their manipulation in the air- may affect their magnetic
properties via the formation of an interface between a Co ferromagnetic core and a CoO
antiferromagnetic shell. A study of the effects of the oxydation on the magnetization
reversal is presented in Chapter 5.
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Exchange bias in magnetic nanowires
Magnetic properties of metallic nanowires may be strongly affected by their oxidation.
Indeed when they get in contact with air, they may oxidize until passivation occurs and
thus be covered with a finite sized shell of oxide. The consequences are twofold: (i) the
moment of the objects will be reduced due to a decrease of the magnetic volume and (ii)
the hysteresis cycle can be biased due to the Exchange Bias effect (see Section 1.4). This
chapter focuses on the consequences of the exchange bias on the magnetic properties of
anisotropic nano-objects, principally nanowires. In particular, it will be shown that the
coercive field HC of the nanowires exhibits an unusual temperature dependence which has
not been reported until now. This temperature dependence of HC gives a new insight of
the exchange bias and shows that superparamagnetic fluctuations of the antiferromagnetic
CoO grains present at the surface of the nanowires play a key role in the flipping of
the magnetization reversal. The effect is first put into evidence for Co nanowires, then
a comparison with Co80 N i20 nanowires and Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells is discussed. As
shown in Chapter 2, the influence of N i principally plays on the shape of the particles.
Eventually, the role of the oxide thickness is investigated which gives a better overview
on the interaction between the ferromagnetic core and the antiferromagnetic shell.

5.1

Exchange Bias in oxidized Co nanowires

The phenomenon of Exchange Bias in oxidized Co nanowires is studied. Section 5.1.1
provides a neutron diffraction characterization of the CoO oxide shell. It notably allows
to determine the Néel temperature TN of the oxide shell. Then Section 5.1.2 presents the
modification of the hysteresis cycles with decreasing temperature. The main result is a coercivity drop from the Néel temperature TN down to the Exchange Bias temperature TEB
with decreasing temperature. Such a coercivity drop has not been reported in the litterature until now. To find an interpretation of this phenomenon, some magnetic relaxation
measurements have been performed and are exposed in Section 5.1.3. These measurements suggest an interpretation for the coercivity drop which has been experimentally
observed. This interpretation unravels the role of the superparamagnetic fluctuations of
the antiferromagnetic CoO grains in the magnetization reversal of the ferromagnetic Co
core. This interpration is eventually compared to micromagnetic simulations.
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Oxidation of the nanowires: characterization of the cobalt
oxide shell
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In order to perform magnetic characterizations, the nanowires are collected by centrifugation, washed several times with ethanol [Ung2005, Ung2007]. In this case, the wires
oxidize at their surface. After a few weeks the system reaches a stable magnetic state
via a passivation mechanism [Gal2005, Gan1993]. No change in the magnetic behavior
could be observed in wires at a 1-year interval which confirms that passivation sets in and
prevents the magnetic objects from corrosion.

Figure 5.1: HRTEM image of the tip of a Co wire showing the local structure of the Co
wire surrounded by a CoO shell (1.2 nm thickness). Performed by C. Gatel [Mau2009].
X-ray diffraction patterns, presented in Chapter 2 (see Figure 2.5), showed that the
nanowires were very well crystallized wires in the metallic hcp phase with the crystal−c − axis parallel to the wires axis but also suggest the presence of CoO
lographic →
oxide. In order to characterize the CoO shell around the nanowires, HRTEM (Highresolution Transmission Electronic Microscopy) was performed by Christophe Gatel from
the CEMES in Toulouse. The typical HRTEM image presented on Figure 5.1 shows a
wire with a mean diameter of 13 nm that consists of a core of metallic cobalt coated by
a thin oxide layer of CoO. The diffraction pattern calculated from the image of the Co
−c − axis
core was indexed as the [112̄0] zone axis of the hcp structure showing that the →
is parallel to the wire axis. The metal core is nearly single crystal since only few stacking
faults diffuse lines are observed perpendicular to the [0002] direction. The CoO oxide
layer is continuous all over the wire edges. Its thickness inferred from HRTEM images
is estimated to 1.2 ± 0.1 nm on the edge of the wires and to 1.4 ± 0.1 nm on the tips.
Diffraction patterns calculated on the edge and on the tip of the wire are indexed as the
[110] zone axis of the f cc structure with two distances of 0.212 nm and four distances
of 0.245 nm corresponding respectively to the (002) and (111) reflections of the F m3m
cubic cobalt oxide CoO [JCPD]. The crystallographic orientation relationships between
the native oxide and the metal are: CoO [1̄10] (111) // Co [112̄0] (0001) and CoO [1̄10]
(110) // Co [112̄0] (11̄00) on the tip and the edges, respectively. These relationships allow
to (i) minimize the mismatch between cobalt oxide and cobalt parameters on the edges:
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0.212 nm and 0.202 nm for the (200) oxide and (0002) cobalt distances, respectively, and
(ii) retain the hexagonal symmetry of the hcp Co (0001) plane in the CoO (111) plane on
the tip. The oxide layer appears monocrystalline both on the tip and on the edges but is
globally polycrystalline because of the different orientations on the wire facets. Therefore,
from the bulk measurement point of view, the CoO layer will be considered as disordered
and composed of crystallites of various sizes.
Moreover, the roughness of the interface between the Co core and the oxide layer
is smaller than 0.5 nm showing that we have very well defined interfaces, with very few
surface defects, of quality equivalent to thin films deposited by vacuum techniques.
Bulk CoO is an antiferromagnet with a Néel temperature TN = 293 K. In the form of
very thin film, the Néel temperature of CoO is only slightly changed: it has been shown
that CoO layers as thin as 1 nm on oxidized Co particles still present antiferromagnetic
order close to room temperature [Gan1993, Sku2003] and that the Néel temperature
in very thin epitaxial CoO layers can even be increased well above room temperature
[VdZ2000]. In the case of Co/CoO nanospheres, a TN of about 235 K was reported
[Ind2008].
I performed neutron powder diffraction experiments with G. André on the G4.1 spectrometer at the LLB-Orphée laboratory in order to determine TN (see Figure 5.2 (a)). It
has been shown that above TN , bulk CoO has the rocksalt structure [Sch1951]1 whereas
below TN there is a small trigonal and tetragonal distorsion [Ind2008, Jau2001, Tom2004].
Thus bulk CoO crystal structure becomes monoclinic (C2/m phase) when the antiferromagnetic order sets in. However we indexed the peaks following the cubic lattice diffraction pattern in a first approximation as it is usually done. At room temperature we observe
−1
the two nuclear peaks (111) and (200) at respectively 2.54 Å−1 and
 2.94Å . When the
3 1 1
1 1 1
temperature is lowered, three magnetic peaks appear: the 2 2 2 and 2 2 2 peaks at
respectively q2,a = 1.27 Å−1 and q2,b = 2.43 Å−1 from the AFM-II order and the (100)
peak at q1 = 1.47 Å−1 from the AFM-I order. The temperature dependence of the AFM-II
peaks intensity (see Figure 5.2 (b)) shows that the AFM order sets in around 230 K. This
is comparable to what has been observed in Co/CoO spherical particles [Ind2008]. The
(100) peak of the AFM-I order is barely visible. However Gaussian fits of the pattern
suggest that the (100) peak appears only below 150 K, contrary to what was observed in
[Ind2008]. In
above 250 K a very broad magnetic diffuse scattering is observed
 addition,

1 1 1
around the 2 2 2 position suggesting that AF correlations already exist at higher temperatures. Nevertheless, we consider that the Néel temperature of the CoO shell is around
TN = 230
 K,which is lower than the bulk value. Using the Scherrer formula, the width
of the 21 12 12 peak corresponds to a magnetic correlation length of 1 − 2 nm. This is in
agreement with the structure of the oxide shell. Note that neutron diffraction measures
an instantaneous picture of the AF ordering of the CoO shell so that it is not sensitive to
super-paramagnetic fluctuations (slower than 10−14 s) of the small CoO crystallites. The
measured TN temperature thus does not correspond to the blocking temperature of the
CoO crystallites.
Eventually, XRD and HRTEM allowed to detect the presence of an CoO shell around
the Co core and to characterize its structure. The use of neutron diffraction was here
crucial to determine that the transition temperature between the antiferromagnetic and
1

Note that the 2θ scale of Figures 9 and 10 are not correct.
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the paramagnetic phases of CoO is around 240 K either around 50 K below the bulk value.
It means that, if we except the loss of magnetization linked to the oxidation, the magnetic
properties of the nanowires may be affected by the oxide shell only below TN = 240 K
when the oxide is magnetically ordered.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Neutron diffraction pattern for oxidized Co nanowires for temperatures
between 50K and 300K [Mau2009]. The CoO peaks are indexed following the cubic
lattice diffraction pattern [Sch1951]. The three non-indexed peaks above Q = 2.89 Å−1
correspond

 to the Co structural diffraction peaks [Sou2009a, Sou2009b]. (b) Intensity of
1 1 1
the 2 2 2 CoO diffraction peak as a function of the temperature. The CoO shell orders
anti-ferromagnetically between 220 K and 250 K.

5.1.2

Exchange bias and coercive field

The nanowire powders were characterized by SQUID magnetometry. We considered two
different types of samples: (i) non oxidized Co wires, which were used as reference samples
and kept in their butane-diol synthesis solution, (ii) Co dried powders exposed to air which
led to a natural oxidation as reported in Section 5.1.1.
In order to probe the influence of the antiferromagnetic CoO shell on the magnetization
reversal of the ferromagnetic Co core, the samples have been cooled down to T = 5 K under
a magnetic field H = 5 T. Then hysteresis cycles have been measured while increasing the
temperature from 5 K to 300 K. Figure 5.3 (a) shows the hysteresis cycles at T = 200 K
for both oxidized and non-oxidized Co nanowires. Figure 5.3 (b) presents the evolutions
of the exchange bias field HEB and coercive field HC for these systems as a function of
temperature and magnetic history.
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In the case of non-oxidized samples, no exchange bias is observed and the coercive
field decreases monotonously from µ0 Hc ∼ 0.9 T at low temperatures to 0.5 T at room
temperature. In the case of oxidized Co nanowires, an exchange bias field HEB appears
below TEB ≈ 120 K. This exchange bias field reaches 0.2 T at low temperatures. The
most striking feature is that the coercive field HC dependence is not monotonous since
the coercive field decreases down to a minimum at TEB , then reaches a maximum at about
200 K, and finally decreases again when reaching room temperature. It thus appears that
HC is maximum at T ≈ TN ≈ 200 K.
1
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Figure 5.3: (a) Hysteresis cycles obtained from the Co and Co/CoO nanowires. (b)
Temperature dependence of the coercive field m0 HC (open symbols) and the exchange
bias field m0 HEB (filled symbols) for non oxidized Co (triangles) and oxidized Co (circles)
nanowires. The samples were cooled under B = 5 T and the measurements were performed
with an increasing temperature. The lines are guided for the eyes.
Below TEB , the increase of the coercive field with decreasing temperature, along with
the increase of the exchange bias field, is in qualitative agreement with previous studies
[Ber1999, Nog1999, Pen2000, Lun2004, Igl2008, Gru2007]. However, the fact that the
coercivity goes up upon warming between TEB and TN is unexpected. As we shall argue,
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this is due to the presence of superparamagnetic fluctuations of the AFM CoO grains.
For elongated systems, the main contributions to the coercivity of the system arise from
the shape anisotropy Ksh of the wires which is quasi temperature independent and from
the Co uniaxial magneto-crystalline anisotropy Kmc which decreases from 7 × 105 J/m3
at 5 K down to zero at 550 K [Ono1979, Ono1980]. Thus a monotonous variation of
the coercive field would be expected. The measurements presented here unambiguously
show that the temperature behavior of the coercive field is related to the Exchange Bias
phenomenon. The comparison of the measurements on non-oxidized and oxidized Co
wires (see Figure 5.3 (b)) indeed shows that the oxidation, and thus the Exchange Bias
mechanism, leads to a drop of the coercivity of about 0.15 T from TN down to TEB .
All reports on the Co/CoO system in the literature indicate that the coercive field
monotonously increases below TEB [Pen2000, Lun2004]. In a few reports, on some other
exchange bias systems, a maximum of the coercive field around the onset of the exchangebias temperature TEB is observed ([Nog1999] and references therein, [Nis1998, Eft2005]).
It should pointed out that these observations have been made on very low coercivity
systems where the coercive field increase is only of a few mT and is attributed to the
increase of the antiferromagnetic anisotropy around TEB . In the present case the effect is
in the opposite direction since a coercivity minimum is observed at TEB . As evidenced by
the temperature dependence of HC , the antiferromagnetic surface layer modifies the core
ferromagnetic magnetization up to almost TN , which is well above the onset of a static
Exchange Bias at TEB .
In order to have a deeper understanding of the coercivity, it is required to probe the
frequency temperature dependence of the superparamagnetic fluctuations of the antiferromagnetic CoO grains. Magnetization relaxation measurements have thus been carried out
to assert whether the observed exchange bias effects is concomitant with a slowing down
of the superparamagnetic fluctuations of the antiferromagnetic grains at the nanowires
surface.

5.1.3

Relaxation measurements on oxidized nanowires powders

To probe the influence on the antiferromagnetic shell on the magnetization reversal of
the ferromagnetic core, I performed relaxation measurements. When nanowires are nonoxidized and are purely ferromagnetic, their magnetization is expected to be constant in
time. Nevertheless, the CoO oxide shell is so thin that the related grains are expected:
(i) to carry some uncompensated moments [Roy2005, Roy2007] and (ii) to exhibit some
superparamagnetic fluctuations for a certain temperature range. The aim of the relaxation
measurements is to answer these questions.
The magnetization relaxation was measured at small positive fields (3 mT) after saturation under 5 T (see Figure 5.4 (a)). The time decay of the magnetization was fitted
using a phenomenological stretched exponential expression:
β

M (t) = Mc + M0 e(−t/τ ) ,

(5.1)

where Mc is the magnetization at infinitely long times (static part), M0 is the magnetic
moment of the fluctuating volume, τ is the relaxation time and β = 0.4 is a stretch factor,
indicative of a distribution of relaxation times in the sample. For single-size particles, we
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would have β = 1. The fact the β is for far off unity is strongly indicative of a broad size
distribution.
For monodisperse superparamagnetic objects with uniaxial anisotropy K, the temperature dependence of the relaxation time τ is related to the energy barrier 4E separating
the two stable states through the Arrhenius expression:
τ = τ0 e4E/kB T ,

(5.2)
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where the energy barrier is driven by the total anisotropy energy K and the volume V of
the particles:
4E = KV .
(5.3)
As shown in Figure 5.4 (b), the relaxation time τ is first very short above TN and then
increases quickly upon decreasing temperature down to 50 K where it finally levels off
down to the lowest temperature. The behavior of the relaxation time, characterized by
a progressive slowing down of the relaxation, and the broad temperature range between
TN and TEB suggest that the CoO layer is composed of a collection of antiferromagnetic
grains with a broad size distribution which will relax with a characteristic time controlled
by their respective energy barriers 4E. This is confirmed by the indicative value of 0.4
for β.
In the case of wide (almost flat) distribution of particle size and anisotropy barriers,
the behavior of the magnetization can be described phenomenologically by the relation
[Kne1962]:
M (t) = M0 − S(T ) ln (t − t0 ) ,
(5.4)
where S(T ) is called the magnetic viscosity. This dependence is well followed in the time
range t > 100 s (see Figure 5.4 (a)) in agreement with the limitation of this model. The
viscosity parameter is presented on Figure 5.4 (c). At low temperatures, the viscosity
S(T ) is low because most of grains are blocked and thus only a very small fraction of
the sample can relax. Upon warming, we observe a round maximum at 50 K and then a
steady decrease at higher temperatures. The broad size distribution of the antiferromagnetic grains means that, at a given temperature, larger grains will tend to order along
the ferromagnetic magnetization while smaller grains remain superparamagnetic. At low
temperatures, only the smallest grains will be superparamagnetic while the larger ones
are locked into one of their stable magnetization configuration; hence a longer relaxation
time in average and a smaller viscosity. At high temperatures, the global viscosity of the
system decreases due to the fact that only the few remaining large grains are contributing
to the relaxation [Paj2007].
From the temperature dependence of the viscosity S(T ), some quantitative information
can be extracted as follows. The viscosity S(T ) is related to the distribution of energy
barriers through:
S(T ) = kB T MS /4E m,T ,
(5.5)
where MS is the spontaneous magnetization of the CoO layer and 4Em,T is the mean
energy barrier of the remaining grains that still relax at a temperature T [Woh1984,
Gau1986, StP2001]. Larger grains, with higher energy barrier, are blocked while smaller
grains relax more rapidly than the time window of the measurement. The quantity 4E m,T
is equivalent to the inverse of a distribution function f (4Em ) with:
Z ∞
0

f (4Em )d4Em = 1 .

(5.6)
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The form of f (4Em ) can be either a flat distribution:
f (4Em ) = 1/W ,

(5.7)

where the two extrema are separated by W or a Gaussian-like distribution around a mean
activated energy kB T ∗ :
∗
2
f (4Em ) = A.e−(kB (T −T )/W ) ,
(5.8)
with

√
A = (1/ πW )(T ∗ /T ) .

(5.9)
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Figure 5.4: (a) M (t)/M (t = 0) as a function of time for oxidized Co nanowires under 3 mT
after saturation at 5 T. (b) Temperature dependence of the magnetization relaxation time
for oxidized Co nanowires extracted from the expression M (t) = Mc + M0 exp (−t/τ )β
with β = 0.4 kept fixed throughout. (c) magnetic viscosity S(T ), as a function of the
temperature, extracted from the expression M (t) = M0 − S(T ) ln (t − t0 ).
The best agreement is found for the latter model with kB T ∗ = 83 ± 1 K and a width
W = 35 ± 2 K as shown in Figure 5.4 (c). From the absolute values of the viscosity
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S(T ), normalized by the volume fraction of CoO present in the nanowire (assuming a
1.5 nm shell thickness), the spontaneous magnetization of the CoO shell is found to be
MS = 15.2 ± 0.1 emu/cm3 , a value much lower than the theoretical value. Indeed, it has
been estimated [Dut2008] that in CoO, a saturation magnetization of 224 emu/g results
if all Co spins in bulk CoO were to order ferromagnetically with a spin only moment
of 3mB ). It implies that the volume fraction which is “active” represents only 1 − 2%
of the total volume of CoO in the materials. A similar result trend was found in the
case of granular CoO layers [Gru2007] or powders [Dut2008]. Equating the obtained
mean activated energies kB T ∗ for both compounds with the usual expression for the
energy barrier (4E = KV ) leads to active volumes of the CoO grains which are in the
range of 1.6 − 2.4 nm3 if one assumes that the uniaxial anisotropy is K = 5 × 105 J/m3
[Gan1993, Mei1957].
To summarize, below TN , the antiferromagnetic moment fluctuations of the CoO freeze
progressively as the temperature is decreased [Sca2000]; leading to a low temperature rise
of the relaxation time and a maximum of viscosity below TEB . The physical origin of
the superparamagnetism can be attributed to a small fraction (∼ 7% as found from
the experiment) of uncompensated spins at the F M/AF M interface as recently shown
[Roy2005, Tom2006, Roy2007, Bla2008, Ind2008].

5.1.4

Exchange bias in nanowires: interpretation

The previous measurements underline the role of the superparamagnetic fluctuations of
the CoO grains in the magnetization reversal of the Co core. It allows to imagine that the
magnetic moments of the antiferromagnetic shell can couple with the magnetic moments
of the ferromagnetic core in spite of the superparamagnetic fluctuations of the former.
This gives the following insight into the way the exchange bias mechanism sets in:
• Usually, the different models proposed are static ones and overestimate the quantitative values of the exchange field. The following description of the phenomenon
(see Figure 5.5) is based on the key role played by the dynamical effects of the
superparamagnetic fluctuations of the antiferromagnetic grains which compose the
CoO shell. A dynamical AF M − F M coupling appears as soon as TN is reached
(∼ 230 K) even when the CoO grains are in a superparamagnetic state.
• Above TN , the paramagnetic state of the CoO grains impedes any influence on
the magnetization of the ferromagnetic core. Below TN , the relaxation time τ increases by one order of magnitude and, correlatively, the coercivity decreases (see
Figures 5.3 and 5.4). In this temperature regime, the average fluctuations of the
antiferromagnetic CoO grains become slow enough so that the magnetic moments
of the antiferromagnetic grains can couple with the nearest magnetic moments of
the ferromagnetic core, opening a relaxation channel for the ferromagnetic core.
This induces a significant drop of the coercivity with decreasing temperature as the
average fluctuations of the antiferromagnetic grains become slower in frequency.
• The exchange bias temperature TEB (TEB ≈ 120 K for Co nanowires) acts then as a
threshold where the average relaxation time of the antiferromagnetic CoO grains is
sufficiently long enough to trigger a static Exchange Bias mechanism. As long as the
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antiferromagnetic grains fluctuate fast enough, no net bias field can appear. Below
TEB , these fluctuations are slow enough so that the antiferromagnetic moments can
be considered as nearly blocked compared to the measurement time. At the lowest
temperatures, the AF M − F M coupling increases linearly and the exchange field
HEB increases as usually observed [Nog1999, Pen2000, Igl2008, Lun2004, Gan1993].
In parallel, the coercive field HC starts to increase again with decreasing temperature
below TEB due to a ferromagnetic core microstructure which is no longer sensitive
to the antiferromagnetic fluctuations.

This scenario reconciles the observation showing antiferromagnetic order [VdZ2000] as well
as F M − AF M exchange coupling [Sku2003] well above the blocking temperature TEB .
However, it remains to validate this interpretation via some micromagnetic simulations
providing quantitative information.
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Figure 5.5: Schematics of the magnetization and relaxation processes in the oxidized
nanowires. The solid line represents the temperature dependence of the coercive field of
the ferromagnetic metallic core with a local maximum around TN and a local minimum
at TEB , temperature below which a finite Exchange Bias is observed. The dashed line
represents the magnetic viscosity.

5.1.5

Exchange bias in nanowires: modelling

As described above, the magnetic behavior of nanowires is strongly influenced by the oxide
shell surrounding them. In order to qualitatively understand the role of the interactions
between a magnetic Co wire and its CoO shell, some micromagnetic simulations have been
performed with the Nmag micromagnetic modelling package [Fis2007] by Fatih Zighem.
The aim of these simulations is to show that the coupling at the interface between the
moments of the ferromagnetic core and those of the antiferromagnetic grains can lead
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to a drop of coercivity. Since it is not possible with the Nmag software to simulate
antiferromagnetic grains around a ferromagnetic core, the simulated objects have been
ferromagnetic cores coated with small ferromagnetic half hemispheres. Moreover, the
Nmag software does not allow to choose a material different from the one of the core
for the half-hemispheres. That is why these simulations only give qualitative information.
Depending on the temperature regime, the moments of the ferromagnetic half hemispheres
are either blocked (T < TEB ) or free to rotate (TEB < T < TN ).
10

nm

x =50 nm
x =25 nm

y

x =2 nm
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Figure 5.6: Typical mesh used for the micromagnetic calculations in presence of one
hemisphere placed at the edge of the wire.
The studied model object is a 100 nm long, 10 nm diameter cylindrical wire which is
representative of the experimental objects which exhibit an aspect ratio around 10 (see
Figure 5.6). The magnetic parameters used correspond to typical values for hcp cobalt
epitaxial thin films [Tan1961], saturation magnetization MS = 1400 kA.m−1 , exchange
constant A = 1.2 × 10−11 J/m. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy is neglected. The
distance between
two nodes of the mesh has been chosen smaller than the exchange
q
length `ex = A/µ0 MS2 ≈ 2.2 nm.
As stated above, the key ingredients are the nanometer size CoO particles which
compose the shell around the wire. For the simulations, 3 different regimes are considered:
• (i) below the Exchange Bias temperature T < TEB , the CoO particles are blocked
and a finite exchange bias field appears,
• (ii) between the Exchange Bias temperature and the Néel temperature TEB < T <
TN , the CoO particles are antiferromagnetically ordered but are subject to superparamagnetic fluctuations,
• (iii) above TN , the CoO shell is not magnetically ordered and there is no effective
interaction between the wire core and the shell.
In the high temperature regime T > TN , the simulation is straightforward and leads to a
coercive field of 471 mT when the field is aligned along the wire axis. Of course, in the
case of randomly aligned wires with respect to the field, the coercive field due to the shape
anisotropy is reduced by a few tens of mT due to the misalignment of the field with the
wires. It can be noted that in the experimental measurements, when the temperature is
decreased from room temperature to 220 − 230 K, the coercive field increases as expected
from the magneto-crystalline anisotropy linear temperature dependence of Co between
200 and 300 K [Ono1980] (Kmc ≈ 5 × 105 J/m3 at 300 K and ≈ 6.5 × 105 J/m3 at 200 K).
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Figure 5.7: µ0 HEB and µ0 HC measured on the hysteresis cycle calculated along the wire
axis in presence of more and more blocked particles around the wire. S is the total surface
in contact between the blocked particles and the wire. The particles are homogeneously
placed along the wire as we can see it in the insert.

In the low temperature regime, T < TEB , the wire can be considered as coated
with small particles, whose magnetic moments are blocked along the x direction. These
particles are modelled as half hemispheres (see Figure 5.6) and correspond to the blocked
CoO particles. However, because of some limitations due to the Nmag software, these
half-hemispheres are modelled as Co ones. When the temperature decreases the number of
blocked antiferromagnetic particles increases. Thus, in the simulations, a wire is modelled
as coated with an increasing number of such small blocked particles with a diameter of
4 nm. Figure 5.7 presents the evolution of the exchange bias field HEB as a function of
the total biased surface S around the wire. The total surface of the wire is 3100 nm2 .
It is shown that a few pinning points which represent only a small fraction of the wire
surface ( 7%) are sufficient to induce large exchange bias fields (∼ 0.2 T), which are of
the same order of magnitude as what is experimentally observed. Note however, that the
exchange at the interface was taken as AF M −AF M = 1.2 × 10−11 J/m which overestimates
the efficiency of the exchange bias field. Note also that the emergence of blocked grains
barely affects the coercive field. The coercive field is reduced from 470 mT without bias to
370 mT with 7% of biased surface. This qualitatively explains why at low temperatures,
when most of the antiferromagnetic grains are blocked, the coercive field is not fully
recovered in the oxidized wires compared to the non oxidized wires (see Figure 5.3 (b)).
It suggests that the CoO grains act as nucleation points which promote the reversal of
the wires and reduce the coercivity.
In the intermediate regime, TEB < T < TN , the situation is more complex. The relaxation measurements have shown that the CoO grains in the shell have a broad size
distribution range so that there is also a broad distribution of the antiferromagnetic fluctuation frequencies. It is presently impossible or at least very difficult to tackle numerically
such a complex problem in the dynamic regime. Nevertheless, in this intermediate regime,
it can be contemplated to give some insight of the role of fluctuating magnetic grains at
the surface of the wires provided some approximations are made. The first point to note
is that the characteristic reversal time of a 100 nm Co wire is of 4 ns, as obtained from
dynamic micromagnetic simulations using a damping constant α = 0.02.
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Figure 5.8: µ0 HEB and µ0 HC measured on the hysteresis cycle calculated along the wire
axis in presence of more and more blocked particles around the wire. S is the total surface
in contact between the blocked particles and the wire. The particles are homogeneously
placed along the wire as we can see it in the insert.
In the theory of superparamagnetism, the relaxation time τ is related to the energy
barrier 4E separating two stable states of a magnetic particle through the Arrhenius
expression: τ = τ0 exp (4E/kB T ). The energy barrier is essentially driven by the uniaxial
anisotropy energy K and the volume V of the particles: 4E = KV . The relaxation
constant τ0 is of the order of 10−9 s. In order to take the fluctuations of the antiferromagnetic grains into account, a constant anisotropy K = 5 × 105 J/m3 is introduced
[Mei1957, Gan1993]. The characteristic reversal time of 4ns thus corresponds to a volume
of the antiferromagnetic particles of the order of 10 nm3 . Smaller particles will fluctuate
much faster than the reversal time of the wire and their interaction with the wire is likely
to average out to zero. Bigger particles will fluctuate much slower and can be considered as static during the wire reversal. Thus one can make the assumption that the very
small CoO grains will not play a key role in this intermediate regime while the bigger
particles will behave as static objects with respect to the wire reversal so that static micromagnetic calculations may provide realistic account of the interactions between the Co
wire and the CoO grains. The second assumption made is that the CoO grains behave
mostly as nucleation points for the magnetic reversal of the wires. In order to model
the CoO grains as nucleation points, they were modelled as small ferromagnetic grains
with their magnetization free to rotate coupled to the Co wire with an exchange constant
A = 1.2 × 10−11 J/m.
The first step considered in assessing the role of the position of these nucleation points
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along the Co wire (see Figure 5.8). The calculation was performed with hemispheres of
volume 17 nm3 (2 nm radius), the surface S in contact with the ferromagnetic wire thus
being 12.5 nm2 . It was found that the addition of such an hemisphere at the surface
of the wire can induce a significant drop 4Hc in the coercive field (∼ 40 mT) when it
is placed close to the wire tip (4Hc represents the difference of coercive field between
the value obtained from the isolated wire (471 mT) and the value obtained from the wire
surrounded by particles). On the other hand, such nucleation points placed in the middle
of the wire do not induce any drop in the coercive field. The coercive drop can be almost
doubled to (∼ 70 mT) by simply putting a second symmetrical nucleation point. The
sensitivity to the nucleation point position can be explained by the distribution of the
demagnetizing field which is localized near the tips of the wire and close to zero in the
rest of the wire [Ott2009]. In the presence of an hemisphere located close to the tips of
the wire, the demagnetizing field interacts with the nucleation point. This promotes an
easier magnetization reversal and thus a smaller applied field. It is thus likely that it is
mostly the CoO particles located near the tips of the wires which are responsible for the
coercivity drop observed in the investigated systems.
The effect of the nucleation point volume or contact surface were also investigated.
Nucleation points of increasing contact surfaces with the Co wire were considered (from
3 to 28 nm2 ). Figure 5.8 (b) represents the drop in coercivity as a function of the contact
surface. It varies quasi-linearly from 12 to 60 mT for surfaces S varying from 3 to 30 nm2 .
The coercivity drop can be doubled if two particles are placed symmetrically at the end
of the wire. These calculated drops are of the same order of magnitude as the ones
experimentally observed. In the same way as before, large grains placed far from the
wires tips do not have any influence on the coercive field.
Contrary to the case of antiferromagnetic grains at the surface of a thin film, where
an increase of the coercive field is usually observed near the Exchange Bias temperature
[Gri2003, Lei2002], a drop of coercivity is observed in the nanowires when the antiferromagnetic grains interact with the wire. This is due to the 1D geometry which is very
sensitive to the antiferromagnetic grains which behave as nucleation points promoting a
magnetization reversal contrary to the case of thin films, where antiferromagnetic grains
usually behave as pinning centers which drag the magnetization.
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Figure 5.9: Typical hysteresis cycles calculated in the three temperature regimes. Solid
line: µ0 Hc = 471 mT , long dashed line: µ0 Hc = 360 mT , short dashed line: µ0 Hc =
365 mT and µ0 HEB = 145 mT.
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To make these micromagnetic simulations more understandable, Figure 5.9 presents
three typical hysteresis in the three different temperature regimes, for a magnetic field
applied along the wire. The solid line cycle corresponds to an isolated wire having no
interaction with the CoO particles (µ0 Hc ≈ 471 mT). The long dash cycle corresponds
to a wire coated with nucleation points (2 nm radius hemispheres) covering 7% of the
wire surface. The coercive field is reduced to 360 mT. The short dash cycle corresponds
to a wire coated with pinning points (2 nm radius hemispheres) covering 7% of the wire
surface. The coercive field is still reduced to 360 mT and a finite exchange bias field
appears µ0 HEB ≈ 145 mT.
These micromagnetic simulations underline the effects of the CoO grains position along
the wire and of their relative contact surface. These simulations have been performed for
the same shape and size of the Co nanowire. In order to get a deeper understanding of
the mechanisms into play, further experimental investaigations have been performed to
probe the effects of the nanowires shape, of the magnetic history and of the CoO shell
tickness.

5.2

Exchange Bias in nanowires: influence of the shape

In order to probe the role of the shape of the nanoparticles in the exchange bias mechanism,
three types of samples have been investigated: (i) Co nanowires, (ii) Co80 N i20 nanowires
and (iii) Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells (see Figure 2.2). Of course, the difficulty here is that the
shape of the particles is linked to the chemical composition of the particles (proportion of
Co and N i) so that some precautions have to be taken to interpret correctly the following
data. These three kinds of objects have been described in Section 2.

5.2.1

Temperature dependence of the exchange and coercive
fields

Figure 5.10 presents the evolutions of the exchange bias field HEB and coercive field HC
for these systems as a function of temperature and magnetic history. The characteristics
of HEB (T) and HC (T) are summarized in Table 5.1 and compared to the geometrical
dimensions of the investigated objects.

Co80 N i20
Co
Co50 N i50

d (nm) L (nm)
7
240
15
130
15
55

L/d
34.3
8.7
3.7

µ0 HEB (T)at5K µ0 HCmax (T) 4µ0 HC (T) 4HC /HCmax
−0.185
0.43
0.23
0.53
−0.082
0.6
0.15
0.25
−0.071
0.136
0.0125
0.09

Table 5.1: Summary of the some characteristics of µ0 HEB (T ) and µ0 HC (T ) versus the
dimensions of the different investigated nanoparticles. d and L are respectively the diameter and the length of the objects. 4µ0 HC represents the coercivity drop between
µ0 HCmax (T ∼ 200 − 230 K) and µ0 HC (TEB ).
The temperature dependence of HEB is first analyzed. It appears that the exchange
bias temperature TEB is about 130 K for Co80 N i20 nanowires whereas it is about 100 K
for both Co nanowires and Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells. Moreover, at T = 5 K, HEB is
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respectively −0.185 T, −0.082 T and −0.071 T for Co80 N i20 nanowires, Co nanowires and
Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells. TEB and HEB (5 K) are similar for the three kinds of objects,
probably due to the similar value of their diameters (see Section 1.4.2). However it must
be noted that from Equation 1.64 one would have expected a ratio between HEB (5 K) for
Co nanowires and Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells of about:
Co
MCo50 N i50
HEB
(5K)
=
= 0.67 ,
Co50 N i50
MCo
(5K)
HEB

(5.10)

since both objects exhibit the same value of diameter. In fact, the experimental value of
this ratio is:
Co
HEB
(5K)
≈ 1.15 .
Co50 N i50
(5K)
HEB

(5.11)

0.6
0.5
0.4

m 0HC, m 0HEB(T)
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Figure 5.10: Temperature dependence of the coercive field m0 HC (open symbols) and
the exchange bias field m0 HEB (filled symbols) for oxidized Co80 N i20 (circles) nanowires,
oxidized Co nanowires (squares) and oxidized Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells (triangles). The
samples were cooled under µ0 H = 5 T and the measurements were performed with an
increasing temperature. The lines are guided for the eyes.
The difference between the experimental and predicted values may be explained by
different factors: for instance the shape of the tip or the chemical composition of the core
and the oxide shell which may lead to different values of JIN T . As for the value of HE (5 K)
for Co80 N i20 nanowires, it is about twice larger than the one of the Co nanowires. This
can be qualitatively attributed to the fact that the antiferromagnetic layer represents 60%
in volume of the total wire for Co80 N i20 (< D >= 6.8 nm) and only 20% for the Co wires
(< D >= 15 nm).
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As for the coercive field HC , the three samples present qualitatively similar temperature dependence but in different proportions. The description of µ0 HC (T) for Co
nanowires has been made in Section 5.1.2. For Co80 N i20 nanowires the coercivity HC
exhibit a local maximum at T ∼ 230 K and then decreases with decreasing temperatures
down to TEB ≈ 130 K and finally increases again with decreasing temperatures below TEB .
The behaviour of HC (T) is thus very similar for Co and Co80 N i20 nanowires. The main
differences are the value of the exchange bias temperature TEB and of the temperature T ∗
corresponding to the local maximum HCmax just above the coercivity drop (∼ 200 K for
Co nanowires and ∼ 230 K for Co80 N i20 ones). The difference between the values of TEB
between these samples probably comes from the difference between the values of diameter
as explained above. As for T ∗ , the value of this temperature is linked to the Néel temperature TN when the CoO grains inside the oxide shell begin to order antiferromagnetically.
The presence of N iO inside the oxide shell certainly affects the value of the Néel temperature TN . Nevertheless, it is experimentally hard to distinguish the presence of N iO from
the one of CoO since both oxides have the same crystallographic structure (N aCl) and
their lattice parameter are very similar (a = 0.4258 nm for CoO and a = 0.4177 nm for
N iO). Nevertheless, the Néel temperature of bulk N iO (TN = 523 K) is larger than the
one of bulk CoO (TN = 293 K) so that one can indeed expect a higher value of TN for the
oxide shell of the oxidized Co80 N i20 nanowires. Another difference between the temperature dependence of HC of the Co and Co80 N i20 nanowires is the amplitude 4µH0C of
the coercivity drop. This coercivity drop is about twice larger in proportion for Co80 N i20
nanowires than for Co nanowires (see Table 5.1).
For the Co50 N i50 nanodumbbells, the coercivity HC exhibits a local maximum at
T ∼ 230 K and then decreases with decreasing temperatures down to T ≈ 130 K and
finally increases again with decreasing temperatures below T ≈ 130 K. For this sample
there is a slight difference between the exchange bias temperature TEB ≈ 100 K and the
temperature corresponding to the local minimum of coercivity T ≈ 130 K. Furthermore,
it must be pointed out that even if the temperature dependence of the coercivity for this
sample is similar to the ones of the other samples, the coercivity drop is here very slight
since its amplitude is worth about 4µH0C ≈ 0.0125 T either only 9% in proportion. The
proportion of the coercivity drops compared to the aspect ratio L/d of the corresponding
nano-objects underlines the role of the anisotropy in this effect. As a matter of fact, the
larger is the aspect ratio, the larger in proportion is the coercivity drop as indicated in
Table 5.1. Of course, some precautions have to be taken with this affirmation since the
shapes of the tips are very different from an object to another. Indeed in Section 5.1.5, it
has been shown that the superparamagnetic fluctuations of the antiferromagnetic grains
are most effective to reverse the magnetization when the grains are localized near the tips
of the objects.

5.2.2

Relaxation properties

I measured the magnetization relaxation of oxidized Co80 N i20 nanowires at small positive fields (3 mT) after saturation under 5 T (see Figure 5.11 (a)) and compared these
results to the one of Co nanowires. As it has been done in Section 5.1.3 for oxidized
Co nanowires, the time decay of the magnetization was fitted using a phenomenological
stretched exponential expression: M (t) = Mc + M0 exp (−t/τ )β , where Mc is the magneti-
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zation at infinitely long times (static part), M0 is the magnetic moment of the fluctuating
volume, τ is the relaxation time and β is a stretch factor, indicative of a distribution of
relaxation times in the sample. Figure 5.11 (b) compares the temperature dependence of
the relaxation time τ for oxidized Co80 N i20 and Co nanowires. Note that in both cases, β
is 0.4 which indicates that the relaxation time distribution and thus the oxide grain size
distribution is similar for both samples. As shown in Figure 5.11 (b), the temperature
dependence of τ is similar for both samples: the relaxation time τ is first very short above
TN and then increases quickly upon decreasing temperature down to 50 K where it finally
levels off down to the lowest temperature.
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Figure 5.11: (a) M (t)/M (t = 0) as a function of time for Co80 N i20 nanowires under
3 mT after saturation at 5T. (b) Temperature dependence of the magnetization relaxation
time for oxidized Co80 N i20 and Co nanowires extracted from the expression M (t) =
Mc + M0 exp (−t/τ )β with β = 0.4 kept fixed throughout. (c) magnetic viscosity S(T ), as
a function of the temperature, extracted from the expression M (t) = M0 −S(T )ln (t − t0 ).
Since β is 0.4 for oxidized Co80 N i20 nanowires, the distribution of particle size and
anisotropy barriers can be considered as almost flat so that the behavior of the magnetization can also be described phenomenologically by the relation [Kne1962]: M (t) =
M0 − S(T ) ln (t − t0 ), where S(T ) is the magnetic viscosity. The viscosity parameter is
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5.3

Exchange Bias in nanowires: influence of the magnetic history

Figure 5.12 presents the temperature dependence of the exchange bias field HEB and coercive field HC for oxidized Co80 N i20 nanowires as a function of magnetic history. In a first
series of measurements, the samples were field-cooled under 5T and the hysteresis cycles
were measured while increasing the temperature from 5 K to 300 K. A second experimental procedure consisted in measuring the hysteresis cycles with decreasing temperature.
0.5

μ0 HC

0.4

m0HC, m0HEB(T)
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compared on Figure 5.11 (c) for oxidized Co and Co80 N i20 nanowires. Its temperature
dependence is very similar for both samples so that the interpretation is the same as the
one presented in Section 5.1.3. The only difference is the value of kB T ∗ which is found
to be kB T ∗ = 55 ± 1 K for the oxidized Co80 N i20 nanowires whereas it was found to be
kB T ∗ = 83 ± 1 K for the oxidized Co nanowires (see Section 5.1.3). The value of W is the
same for both samples and is W = 35 ± 2 K. From the absolute values of the viscosity
S(T ), normalised by the volume fraction of CoO present in the nanowire (assuming a 1.5
nm shell thickness), the spontaneous magnetization of the CoO shell for oxidized Co80 N i20
nanowires is MS = 15.2 ± 0.1 emu/cm3 . This is the same value as the one deduced in the
case of oxidized Co nanowires. It implies that the volume fraction which is “active” also
represents only 1 − 2% of the total volume of CoO in the oxidized Co80 N i20 nanowires.
Finally, the relaxation measurements performed on oxidized Co80 N i20 nanowires indicate that the mechanisms which come into play in these oxidized nanowires are the same
as the ones proposed for oxidized Co nanowires and that the shape of wires nor their
composition does not affect the behaviour of the CoO shell.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison between the case where the temperature is increased (from a
field cooled state) (solid line) and when the temperature is decreased (dotted line).
The results are qualitatively the same apart from the fact that HEB is significantly
smaller and appears at lower temperatures, while the coercive field is larger but still
presents a marked minimum at TEB . Indeed, when the sample is field cooled without any
external magnetic field, the antiferromagnetic CoO grains do not exhibit any preferential
orientation. This explains why both HEB and the coercivity drop are smaller than when
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the sample is field cooled and the CoO grains oriented along the same direction. These
measurements indicate that the coercivity of the system strongly depends on the magnetic
history which would not be the case without exchange bias contribution.
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5.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, the effects of the oxidation on the magnetic properties of Co1−x N ix
nanowires have been investigated. It has first been shown that the AF ordering temperature of CoO oxidation shell is rather high (TN ∼ 230 K) compared to the bulk value
(TN ∼ 293 K). The exchange-bias field reaches values on the order of 0.2 T at low temperatures. A minimum of coercivity is observed around the blocking temperature TEB ∼ 100 K
which is unambiguously related to the exchange-bias mechanism. Magnetization relaxation measurements show that this effect finds its origin in the superparamagnetic fluctuations of the oxidized AFM CoO layer. This proves that the exchange-bias mechanism sets
in well above TEB . Such a dramatic effect on the coercivity properties was not observed in
previous studies because zero-dimensional systems spheres [Gan1993, Sku2003, Lun2004]
and two-dimensional systems thin films [Dev1997, Ful1972, Hou2000, Nog1999, Sku2003]
have a high degree of symmetry and low coercivities. On the other hand, in the 1D geometry of nanowires, the coercivity is dominated by shape anisotropy effects. The large drop
of coercivity can thus be due to blocked AFM particles which act as nucleation points
and promote the magnetization reversal of the wires. Therefore, the results presented in
this chapter underline the importance of the AFM superparamagnetic fluctuations in the
exchange-bias mechanism.
Furthermore, a complementary study has been led and allows to compare different
degrees of oxidation. This study is presented in Annexe and show surprising results for
slightly oxidized nanowires, in particularly large increase of saturation magnetization with
decreasing temperature, giant coercivity drop with decreasing temperature below 50K and
even a decrease of the exchange field with decreasing temperature.

Chapter 6
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Fabrication of permanent magnets
using magnetic nanowires
The magnetic characterizations at room temperature of nanowires synthesized via the
polyol process (presented in Chapter 3) indicate that these objects exhibit large coercivities. This allows to imagine using these nanowires as permanent magnets.
The efficiency of a permanent magnet is given by its maximum energy product (see
Figure 6.1). This energy product can be deduced from the B − H loop. B is here defined
as the magnetic induction which is expressed as:
B = µ0 (H + M ) .

(6.1)

From Figure 6.1, it is evident that large coercivities and a square M − H loop are
required to obtain high energy products . Of course, the energy product of a permanent magnet is not the only criterion for its use. The microstructure, the temperature
dependence, the shape, the mechanical properties or the cost also play a key role in the
choice of a permanent magnet depending on the desired application. For instance, the
commercialized Crovac magnets [O’H2000, VAC]- which are made of F e, Cr and Co- are
often employed when permanent magnets rolled into thin sheets are required for specific
applications. Therefore, since there exists a large range of possible applications in the field
of permanent magnets (electronic devices, cars, generators, motors, loudspeakers, wireless
devices, actuators...), one can wonder if permanent magnets made with such nanowires
could compete with other kinds of permanent magnets for some applications.
Today, commercialized permanent magnets are divided in four main families: ferrites,
AlNiCo magnets, bonded rare-earth magnets and sintered rare-earth magnets. Ferrites
are the most commercialized permanent magnets because of their low price in spite of
their limited performances. AlNiCo magnets are less and less sold because they are quite
expensive compared to their performances but find applications when excellent temperature stability is required such as in instrumentation. Rare-earth permanent magnets are
the most powerful ones but are very expensive and sensitive to corrosion.
In the 1960s, permanent magnets made with F e−Co ESD (Elongated Single Domain)
particles were commercialized under the name of Lodex [Deg2001]. The properties of ESD
particles came from their large shape anisotropy which is almost temperature independent.
However, the performances of Lodex at room temperature were limited and they were
superseded in the 1970s by rare-earth magnets [Deg2001].
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The first magnetic characterizations at room temperature of the nanowires synthesized
via the polyol process suggest larger coercivities for our nanowires than for Lodex (∼
1 kOe). Consequently, can magnetic nanowires be considered as efficient ESD particles?
Here the subject is revisited and the question is simply to know whether these nanowires
could find an application in industry.
First, the properties of Lodex permanent magnets are detailed in order to understand
why they could not compete with rare-earth magnets. Then the magnetic properties of
the nanowires and their high temperature behaviour are discussed before comparing them
to other commercialized permanent magnets.
M-H loop
B-H loop

MR
M
HC
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HCB
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Figure 6.1: The energy product of a hard magnetic material is defined as the larger
rectangle in the top left quarter of the B − H hysteresis loop [Deg2001].

6.1

Lodex: an example of permanent magnet made
of ESD particles

In 1942, permanent magnets prepared from pure F e or F e1−x Cox (0.3 < x < 0.35) powders, respectively designed under the name PF1 and PF2, were elaborated in France.
They were obtained after compacting and sintering the spherical particles (diameter comprised between 10 nm and 100 nm) in a reducing environment at around 400°C. Their
performances are presented in Table 6.1. Their commercialization was stopped because
of their low magnetocrystalline anisotropy (K1 ≈ 4, 7 × 104 J.m−3 ) [Deg2001].
ESD magnet
PF1
PF2
Lodex: isotropic Fe-Co
Lodex: Fe-Co anisotropic

BR
(T)
0.6
0.86
0.48
0.68

HC
(kA.m−1 )
38
32.5
78
80

HC
(Oe)
475
410
970
1000

(BH)max
(kJ.m−3 )
8.8
13
10
24

(BH)max
(MG.Oe)
1.1
1.65
1.24
3

Table 6.1: Magnetic performances of ESD permanent magnets (PF1, PF2 and Lodex)
[Deg2001].
However, a leading innovation arose in the United States in 1954 [Cra1967, Men1955,
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FaL1966]. It consisted in giving a very elongated shape to the F e or F eCo particles
(diameter around 20 nm for a length around 100 nm) and in aligning them (see Figure 6.2).
The elongated shape of the particles was obtained thanks to electrolytical deposition on a
mercury cathode. Then, annealing the material allowed to increase the shape anisotropy
of the needles and therefore increase the coercivity. It could even be improved further if
a small quantity of tin or lead covered the needles (HC ' 1 kOe). Their performances are
shown in Table 6.1.

Figure 6.2: Image of ESD Fe particles [Men1955].
At that time, the key advantage of these permanent magnets was their large shape
anisotropy leading to quite large coercivities. Nevertheless, the energy product of such
permanent magnets (∼ 3 MGOe) could not compete with the one of RE magnets (∼
50 MGOe) which were developed in the 1970’s (see Figure 6.3). Moreover, the use of
mercury to fabricate these permanent magnets hastened of such materials.

Figure 6.3: Magnetic performances of classical permanent magnets [Deg2001].
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Magnetic performances of nanowires and high
temperature behaviour

As detailed in Chapter 3, the nanowires synthesized via the polyol process exhibit very
interesting magnetic properties at room temperature, in particular a large coercivity.
Moreover, in nanowires, the large shape anisotropy mostly governs their magnetic properties. The key advantage of this feature is that the shape anisotropy is almost temperature
independent far below the Curie temperature TC . This suggests that these materials
may keep their coercivity at higher temperatures. Knowing that the coercivity of RE
magnets collapse above 250°C, such nanowires may compete with RE magnets at high
temperatures.

Magnetic properties at room temperature

From the magnetic characterizations of Co80 N i20 and Co nanowires presented in Chapter
3, the energy product of a material made of such nanowires at room temperature have
been assessed.
6.2.1.1

Co80 N i20 nanowires pressed powder: an assessment of the energy
product.

Dried powders were compressed using a manual press. The density of the pressed powders
was 4.4 g.cm−3 (i.e. 50% of Co bulk density). A typical hysteresis cycle is presented in
Figure 6.4. The sample exhibits a relatively high coercive field, HC = 286 kA/m =
3.6 kOe. The saturation magnetization of the powder is in the range of 8.2 × 10−5 –10.7 ×
10−5 Tm3 /kg (65–85 emu.g−1 ). If normalized by the bulk density of the material, one
obtains M = 581–758 kA/m (4πM = 7.3–9.4 kG). This is lower than the bulk values
for Co80 N i20 alloys M = 1230 kA.m−1 (4πM = 15.4 kG). This reduced magnetization is
attributed to superficial oxidation of the nanowires observed with high resolution TEM.
The Curie temperature TC of these nano-objects is expected to be relatively high since
the magnetization is reduced by only 10% at 240°C (see Figure 6.4). TC is thus at least
above 600°C. Further magnetic measurements at higher temperatures are presented in
Section 6.2.2.2.
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Figure 6.4: Magnetization VSM of a pressed powder sample T = 300 K. (Inset) Variation
of saturation magnetization with temperature.
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From these results, the energy product of material made of such nanowires is estimated.
A density of about half the bulk value can be reasonably used while keeping the shape
anisotropy properties. This would lead to a magnetization of about 7.5 kG for the bulk
material and the energy product would be of the order of BHmax = 3.5 kOe × 3.5 kG ≈
12 MGOe (95 kJ/m3 ). Such energy products are not competitive with high performances
of N dF eB permanent magnets at room temperature [Gut2000] but can be compared to
other kinds of permanent magnets.

Assessment of the energy product of Co nanowires

For Co nanorods, the measured saturation magnetization is 113 emu.g−1 close to 70% of
the bulk value. This can be explained by a partial oxidation of the wires as well as the
presence of organic residue in the sample. The coercivity of wires randomly deposited
on a substrate is as high as 5.2 kOe (414 kA/m) (see Figure 6.5). This value can be improved by aligning the wires. The coercivity of a frozen solution of aligned wires is as
high as 9 kOe (716 kA/m) at 140 K with a remanence of 0.95MS (see Figure 6.5). At
140K, the Co powders have thus an energy product of the order of 6 kG × 4.5 kOe ≈
27 MGOe (215 kJ/m3 ) which ranks them at the level of SmCo RE magnets (see Figure
6.3). Of course, such an assessment at 140 K probably overestimates the energy product expected at room temperature since saturation magnetization and coercivity usually
decrease with increasing temperature. Nevertheless, the magnetic measurements were
performed on oxidized nanowires and as shown in Chapter 5, the coercivity of such oxidized nanowires are equivalent at room temperature and at 140 K. It means that the
energy product of permanent magnets made of Co nanowires can theoretically be as large
as 25 MGOe (∼ 200 kJ/m3 ) at room temperature.
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Figure 6.5: Magnetization curve on Co nanorods randomly deposited on an Al substrate
(300 K data) and on Co nanorods aligned in liquid toluene and frozen at 140 K.
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Magnetic properties at high temperature
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In Section 3.3, it has been observed that about half of the coercivity came from the shape
anisotropy of the nanowires while the other half came from their magnetocrystalline one.
Since the shape anisotropy is almost temperature independent, a part of the magnetic
properties of the nanowires are expected to be preserved at high temperature. However,
several experimental studies [Car1958, Ono1979, Ono1980] gave evidence of a strong decrease of the magnetocrystalline anistropy at high temperature (see Figure 6.6) leading
to an inversion of its sign at around T = 515 K. Therefore, magnetic measurements on
the nanowires at high temperatures are presented in this section to consider their ability
to keep their coercivity at high temperatures.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6: (a) Temperature dependence of the uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy
constant Ku1 determined by Carr [Car1958], (b) Temperature dependence of the uniaxial
magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants, Ku1 and Ku2 , of hcp cobalt determined by Ono.
The different experimental results are compared to Carr’s relation and to Ono’s model.
Note that Carr’s model temperature dependence is only valid for T > 150 K where Ku1
exhibits a linear temperature dependence. [Ono1979, Ono1980]

6.2.2.1

Measurements on Co nanowires

Two kinds of samples have been investigated: Co nanorods pressed into pellets and Co
nanorods deposited on an Al substrate. The samples were measured in a SQUID under
reduced pressure of helium at high temperature.
First, the saturated magnetization and the remanent magnetization of the pressed
pellets are rather stable up to 550 K (see Figure 6.7). MS decreases by less than 1%. At
550 K, an increase of the magnetization is observed. It is explained by the decomposition
of remaining organo-metallic matter at the surface of the rods which causes the apparition
of added metallic Co. At higher temperatures (up to 800 K, the saturation magnetization
decreases only moderately ( 10%). However, the starting Co nanowires were characterized
as pure hcp Co but after the heating procedure the coexistence of hcp and fcc Co phases
was observed. The reason is a phase transition hcp → f cc which occurs at about 725 K
for bulk cobalt.
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As for the coercive field, it has a linear temperature dependence (see Figure 6.8). The
behaviour of the two samples are quite different. The coercive field at room temperature
of the measured pellet wass relatively low (HC ∼ 2.2 kOe) compared to the other pellets
usually studied (HC ∼ 5.2 kOe). The coercivity of the pellet decreases linearly from 300 K
to 500 K and drops sharply around 550 K. This suggests that the nanowires structure and
the shape anisotropy are lost as early as 550 K. A possible explanation could be the
sintering of the wires in the pellets at 550 K.
In the case of wires deposited on an Al substrate, the coercivity decreases but does
not drop sharply at least up to 600 K (see Figure 6.8). In this case, the nanowires are
quite well separated which prevents them from sintering at high temperature.
6
5
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Figure 6.7: Saturation magnetization and remanence as a function of temperature for a
pellet of Co nanorods.
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Figure 6.8: Evolution of the coercive field for Co nanowires pressed into pellets and
deposited as a layer on an Al substrate. The red line is a linear fit to the experimental
data of the nanowires deposited on an Al substrate. The red line is given by HC =
A × (1 − B × T ) with A = 8.6141 ± 0.32608 and B = 0.001386 ± 8.06337 × 10−5 .
These measurements at high temperature give us a first idea of the energy product
which could be expected at high temperature. The measurement of the pressed pellet
shows that at 800 K the sample can keep 85 − 90% of its saturated magnetization. The
measurements on the Al substrate indicate that the sample can keep 50% of its coercivity
at 500 K and 30% at 600 K. Thus the energy products would be at least of the order of
7.5 MGOe (60 kJ/m3 ) at 500 K and 4 MGOe (32 kJ/m3 ) at 600 K.
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Furthermore, the temperature dependence of the coercive field is probably related to
the temperature dependence of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy since both are linear.
In Section 6.2.2.3, the experimental temperature dependence of HC is compared to the
predicted one given in [Ono1979, Ono1980, Car1958]. It will allow to assess if the decrease
of the coercivity with increasing temperature only stems from the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy.
Measurements on Co80 N i20 nanowires

The case of Co80 N i20 is very similar (see Figure 6.9). The saturation magnetization is
rather stable up to 550 K. The coercive field also decreases almost linearly up to 550 K.
Even though this sample was not heated at too high temperature the coercive field was
reduced by about 40% at room temperature which proves that the nanowire structure
has been altered. It means that particular attention must be paid to the structural
modifications of the nanowires at higher temperatures. In other words, one of the main
challenge in order to fabricate permanent magnets made of such nanowires would consist
in dispersing them in a suitable matrix which prevents them from altering or sintering.
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Figure 6.9: Evolution of (a) the saturated magnetization of Co80 N i20 nanowires and
(b) the coercive field. The red line allows to fit the experimental coercivity from the
model developed in Equation . The red line is given by HC = A × (1 − B × T ) with
A = 6.27128 ± 0.25662 and B = 0.001446 ± 9.0568 × 10−5 .
6.2.2.3

Determination of the magneto-crystalline anisotropy temperature dependence

The magnetic measurements at high temperature allow to assess the contributions of the
shape anisotropy Hshape and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy HM C to the coercivity.
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In this section, the experimental results on Co nanowires are compared to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of bulk Co. From the theory of Zener [Zen1954], it has been predicted and experimentally confirmed [Car1958] that the uniaxial anisotropy constant K1
of Co varies as :

3T
K1 (T )
= 1−
K1 (0)
TC




M (T )
M (0)

!3

.

(6.2)

Since the Curie temperature of Co is TC = 1360 K, the temperature variations of the
magnetization can be neglected in the temperature range 300 K − 800 K and it thus leads
to the following dependence:
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K1 (T ) = K1 (0) × (1 − 0.0021 × T ) .

(6.3)

The magneto-crystalline anisotropy thus varies linearly with temperature and becomes
negative at 475 K. However, further investigations from F. Ono and O. Yamada [Ono1979,
Ono1980] led to the conclusion that the temperature dependence of the bulk Co magnetocrystalline anisotropy was linear only for temperature above 150 K as shown in Figure
6.6. Indeed, Equation 6.2 (Carr’s relation) was obtained from the Zener’s theory by considering the effect of the change of the parameter ratio c/a with temperature. W. J.
Carr made the assumption that the thermal expansion of c/a exhibited a constant coefficient. However as explained in [Ono1979, Ono1980], this assumption cannot be applied
at low temperature where a very small change in the values of a and c are expected. The
results obtained by F. Ono and presented in Figure 6.6 imply that the Co magnetocrystalline anisotropy has a linear temperature dependence for temperatures above 150 K with
KM C ≈ 6.5 × 105 J/m3 at T = 200 K and KM C ≈ 5 × 105 J/m3 at T = 300 K . It finally leads to an inversion of the sign of KM C at T ≈ 515 K and to a linear temperature
dependence above T = 200 K estimated to:
K1 (T ) = 9.5 × 105 × (1 − 0.00156 × T ) in J/m3 .

(6.4)

The slope of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy decrease with increasing temperature is
therefore slightly modified compared to Equation 6.2 .
The coercive field HC of nanowires is given by (see Section 1.3.5.1):
HC = 2(KM C + Kshape )/µ0 MS .

(6.5)

The shape anisotropy is supposed to be temperature independent, so that the coercive
field can be expected to follow a linear dependence as a function of temperature:

HC (T ) = Hshape + HM C (300K) × (1 − 0.00156 × T ) .
.

(6.6)
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This is what is experimentally observed in the range 300−500 K since the coercivities of
Co and Co80 N i20 nanowires follow the respective temperature dependencies (see Figures
6.8 and 6.9):
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(

HC (T ) = HC (0K) × (1 − 0.00138 × T ) ,
HC (T ) = HC (0K) × (1 − 0.00144 × T ) .

(6.7)

The measured temperature coefficients (0.00138 K−1 and 0.00144 K−1 ) are not too far
from the theoretical one (within 12%). This temperature dependence corresponds mostly
to the intrinsic magneto-crystalline anisotropy of Co. Thus, it is possible to extract the
contribution of the shape anisotropy to the coercivity from the measurement at 515 K
when the magneto-crystalline anisotropy is expected to vanish. The shape anisotropy
contribution is of the order of only 1.7 kOe and 2.6 kOe for respectively Co80 N i20 and
Co nanowires. This result is about half the value of the previous assessments obtained
by fitting room temperature hysteresis curves shown in Chapter 3 (3.5 kOe for Co80 N i20
nanowires [Mau2007] and 4.8 kOe for Co nanowires). However, the difference observed
here between the values obtained from the Stoner-Wohlfarth modelling at room temperature and from the magnetic measurements at 515 K comes from the fact that, in this
procedure, the wires are not aligned but randomly oriented. Indeed, for randomly oriented nanowires, the angular average reduces the contribution of the shape anisotropy to
the coercivity by a factor 0.5 using a simple Stoner Wohlfahrt model (see Section 1.3.5.1).
Finally, it appears that the temperature dependence of the Co magneto-crystalline
anisotropy is a real limitation to the performances of permanent magnets made with
these nanowires at high temperature. Indeed KM C not only vanishes at 515 K but becomes
negative above this temperature.

6.3

Comparison with commercial permanent magnets

From the measurements shown in this chapter, these materials seem to present some
potential for the fabrication of permanent magnetic materials. Their advantages and
limitations are detailed in this section and compared to the performances of commercial
permanent magnets.
First, the polyol process is a low temperature chemical process which does not need any
advanced metallurgical skills and which can easily be scaled to large volumes. Moreover,
the use of 3d transition metals such as Co provides high remanence and high TC .
In addition, the nanowires synthesized via the polyol process are very well crystallized. Consequently, their single crystal structure provides an extra magneto-crystalline
anisotropy. Most importantly, through their strong shape anisotropy, they provide a large
coercivity, almost temperature independent far below TC , so that these nanowires could
potentially be used as high temperature permanent magnets as AlN iCo magnets. At
room temperature, coercivities as high a 7.5 kOe ( 0.6 MA/m) were already achieved (but
not confirmed) and this value could be improved. The magnetization of the pressed powder is of the order of 12 kOe but it would be difficult to improve it without loosing the
nanowires structures. Thus at room temperature, the energy product of the nanowires is
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of the order of 20 MGOe which nearly rank them among at the level of SmCo RE magnets
(see Figure 6.10).
Unfortunately, the performances of these nanowires at higher temperatures are limited by the fact that the magneto-crystalline anisotropy of Co drops rather quickly with
temperature and vanishes at about 175°C. The nanostructure of the material is also temperature sensitive and seems to be lost above 300°C for the samples studied. However,
their performances at high temperature can all the same be considered as competitive
with the ones of AlN iCo or RE magnets (see Figure 6.11).

Figure 6.10: Remanence and coercivity of the usual permanent magnets materials at 20°C.
The values at 120°C are indicated as hashed surfaces (adapted from [Deg2001], [Mau2007]
and [Via2009]).
As shown in Figure 6.10, they could fill a gap between RE magnets such as SmCo
[Gut2000] and AlN iCo magnets [Cro1966]. RE magnets have higher coercivities but
they show stronger softening upon warming, while AlN iCo magnets exhibit much lower
coercivities in the whole temperature range of interest.
Material
Fe
Co
Ni

Price (€/kg)
0.065
30
13

Table 6.2: Price of F e, Co and N i (September 2009).
Besides, magnetic performances cannot be considered as the only criterion for the
choice of a permanent magnet. The cost of a permanent magnet combined with the
desired application is of course a key factor in the choice of a permanent magnet. Table
6.2 gives an estimation of the price of F e, Co and N i . F e is a very cheap material
which makes ferrite very attractive. To the contrary, the price of N dF eB is relatively
high (∼ 50€/kg) since N d is very expensive. As for permanent magnets made with CoN i
nanowires, an estimated price is about 30€/kg. This intermediate price for intermediate
performances between ferrites and rare-earth permanent magnets could justify its use for
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applications requiring good magnetic performances or temperature stability. Moreover
another advantage is that such nanowires can be dispersed in metals as well as in polymers.
Consequently, with these nanowires it is possible to produce some permanent magnets
exhibiting different shapes (thanks to some specific moulds), which is not possible with
rare-earth permanent magnets because they are very hard to manufacture. One can even
imagine to fabricate some micro-sized permanent magnets with nanowires in order to use
them in microelectronics.
50

NdFeB
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Figure 6.11: Temperature dependence of permanent magnets made with nanowires and
other kinds of permanent magnets.

6.4

Perspectives

These nanowires may have some potential for the fabrication of permanent magnets and
now lots of efforts have to be done in the metallurgical field so that they can be dispersed
in an appropriate material. That is why a collaboration has started with the Laboratoire
des Propriétés Mécaniques et Thermodynamiques des Matériaux (LPMTM) in Paris-XIII.
Their expertise in metallurgy would be useful to press the nanowires under a magnetic
field or to disperse the nanowires in a suitable metal under a magnetic field. For the latter
point, the idea consists in using tin or lead which both exhibit a low boiling temperature.
Besides, since it will not be possible to improve the magneto-crystalline properties of
Co, the most promising route to improve the magnetic performances of the nanowires
might be to consider the fabrication of similar materials based on iron which would both
provide a higher remanence (and thus a higher shape anisotropy) and a cheaper cost for
large scale applications. Such materials could then be competitive with bonded N dF eB
materials for room temperature applications or with SmCo5 for high temperature applications up to 250°C.
Finally, what could be also very useful concerning the use of these nanowires are their
dimensions. Their nanosize could lead to applications in microelectronics by using only
small quantities of them. For instance, another potential application of these materials
is their use in magnetic recording media. Their properties are already twice as good as
existing materials used for magnetic tape recording [Wan2007, Deg2001].
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Part II
Small Angle Neutron Scattering
(SANS) on magnetic nanowires
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Small Angle Scattering (SAS) is a technique developed by Guinier and Fournet in
the 1940’s and 1950’s [Gui1955]. Guinier first discovered SAS during X-Ray diffraction
measurements on metal alloys [Gui1939]. He observed a small deviation of the beam after
it interacted with structures larger than its wavelength. From this deflection of the beam,
he built up a theory which allowed to characterize the shape, the orientation and the
organization of particles dispersed in a continuous medium. This technique permits to
study colloidal particles (nano-objects, ferrofluids, ...), surfactant aggregates like micelles,
polymers, liquid crystals or even biological objects like proteins. It must be precised that
SAS includes three techniques based on three different radiations: Small Angle Light
Scattering (SALS), Small Angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS) and Small Angle Neutron
Scattering (SANS).
The following work consists in using the SANS technique to probe the magnetic properties of nanowires. Many works have been carried out on magnetic nanosphere but very
few have been devoted to more complex objects such as magnetic nanowires. The complexity of such anisotropic systems mainly stems from both the complexity of their nuclear
and magnetic form factors but also from the inhomogeneity of their demagnetizing field.
Two different systems have been studied during this work. “Aligned” powders made of
the magnetic nanowires presented in Part I have first been investigated. The second part
of the work has consisted in studying magnetic nanowires perfectly oriented in porous
alumina membranes.
In this part of the manuscript, Chapter 7 aims at theoretically treating the case of
SANS measurements on magnetic nanowires. In Chapter 8, I discuss the SANS results
on the aligned powders of magnetic nanowires. Finally Chapter 9 presents results on
perfectly ordered systems made of nanowires included in porous alumina membranes.
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SANS formalism applied to the
study of magnetic nanowires
Most magnetic nano-objects investigated via Polarized SANS measurements are nanospheres
[Löf2005]. Unfortunately, there has been no deep investigations on anisotropic magnetic
nano-objects such as nanowires. Until now, the only published paper [Gri2007a] about
Polarized SANS experiments on magnetic nanowires does not focus on polarized intensities but only on the magnetic field dependence of the general intensity and thus provides
no real information about the magnetism of the nanowires. Two reasons for this lack of
investigation on magnetic nanowires may be mentioned:
1. The SANS intensity for a general shape of particles depends on their relative orientations with respect to the incident beam.
2. The demagnetizing field is not homogeneous in nanowires making more complex the
determination of the magnetic form factor.
For the past three years, I have explored the possibility of studying magnetic nanowires
via polarized SANS in the Laboratoire Léon Brillouin. I have performed SANS experiments on the PAXE spectrometer and Polarized SANS experiments on the PAPYRUS
spectrometer. This chapter provides the general formalism of Polarized SANS and how it
applies to magnetic nanowires. It is illustrated with some simulations performed via the
SpectraProcessor software [Spe]. The technical details about neutron scattering and the
course of a SANS experiment are described in Annexes 11 and 12 .

7.1

Mathematical formalism of SANS

This Section describes the basics of the SANS formalism. It begins with the treatment
of non polarized SANS which leads to the structural characterization of the investigated
system. Then it illustrates how Polarized SANS is adapted to probe magnetism in nanostructures.

7.1.1

SANS geometry

In an elastic scattering process, the norm of the wave vector is conserved so that:
131
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→
−
→
−
2π
ks = ki = k =
,
λi

(7.1)

→
− →
−
where ks , ki and λi are respectively the scattered wave vector, the incident wave vector
→
−
and the incident wavelength. The scattering wave vector Q is defined by (see Figure 7.1):
→
− →
−
→
−
4π
Q = ks − ki =
sinθ .
λ


ks


Q
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(7.2)

2θ


ki
Figure 7.1: Geometry of any scattering event
From this formula, the accessible Q range strongly depends on the wavelength and
on the accessible θ range which both are imposed by the technical specifications of the
spectrometers (see Annexe 11). The SANS experiments presented in Chapters 8 and
9 have been performed on the PAPYRUS and PAXE spectrometers (see Annexe 12).
−1
−1
For the PAPYRUS spectrometer, the accessible Q range is 0.002Å < Q < 0.24Å .
−1
−1
For the PAXE spectrometer, the accessible Q range is 0.001Å < Q < 0.5Å . The
corresponding characteristic sizes ξ are summarized in Table 7.1 and given by:
2π
.
(7.3)
Q
Table 7.1 indicates that both the PAXE and PAPYRUS spectrometers are adapted to the
study of nano-objects whose characteristic sizes are in the range 3−300 nm. In particular,
they are adapted to the study of the nanowires presented in Part I.
ξ=

−1

Qmin (Å )
−1
Qmax (Å )
ξmin (nm)
ξmax (nm)

PAPYRUS

PAXE

0.002
0.24
2.6
314

0.001
0.5
1.25
628

Table 7.1: Qmin , Qmax , ξmin and ξmax for the PAXE and PAPYRUS spectrometers.

7.1.2

Non-Polarized SANS: structure and nuclear form factors

In Small Angle Neutron Scattering, the optical approximation is allowed so that this
technique in fact probes continuous medium. It is then convenient to introduce a scattering length density ρ(~r) which characterizes the scattering ability of the medium. The
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scattering length density is defined as:
ρ=

X c i bi
i

Vi

,

(7.4)

where ci , bi and Vi are the atomic concentration, the nuclear scattering length and the
atomic volume of the constituent i in the sample, respectively. Note that contrary to
X-rays, neutron scattering lengths bi are real constants and therefore do not present any
spatial dependence. More details are given in Annexe 11.
→
−
The scattering amplitude A( Q ) is expressed as [Rav2006, Gri2008]:
Z
−
→−
→ −
→
−
−
A( Q ) =
ρ(→
r )e−i Q . r d3 →
r ,
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V

(7.5)

−
where V is the sample volume and ρ(→
r ) the scattering length density of the sample.
In Equation 7.5, the temporal dependence of the scattering length density is not
taken into account. If this approximation is valid for X-Rays [Gla1982] since they exhibit
frequencies (∼ 1018 Hz) much larger than atomic vibrations (∼ 1012 Hz), it is not the case
for neutrons [Rav2006]. However only elastic scattering is here considered. Consequently
the lattice vibrations are neglected and the intensity measured in a SANS experiment is
the temporal average of the instantaneous intensity.
It is first shown that SANS is only sensitive to nuclear contrast and measures nuclear
form factors. Moreover, for assemblies of correlated particles , SANS experiments can give
access to the distribution of the particles via the measurement of the structure factor.
7.1.2.1

Particles with no spatial correlation: definition of the nuclear form
factor

In order to express the SANS intensity, it is convenient to consider the spatial average
−
hρi of ρ(→
r ) and its spatial fluctuations δρ(r) so that the scattering length density can be
written as:
−
−
ρ(→
r ) = hρi + δρ(→
r ).
(7.6)
→
−
This reduces A( Q ), defined in Equation 7.5, into:
Z
−
→−
→ −
→
−
−
A( Q ) =
δρ(→
r )e−i Q . r d3 →
r .
V

(7.7)

Equation 7.7 is fundamental since it clearly shows that SANS is only sensitive to the
contrast of the nuclear scattering length density. This allows to understand why SANS
experiments are particularly well suited to the study of particles dispersed in a continuous
medium.
The measured scattered intensity per unit volume becomes [Gri2008]:
→
− 2
→0
−
→ −
A( Q )
→
−
→
−
→ −
→
−
1 Z Z
−
−
r d3 r0 .
=
δρ(→
r )δρ( r0 )e−i Q .( r − r ) d3 →
I( Q ) =
V
V V V

(7.8)

The experiments presented in this manuscript were performed on particles dispersed in
solvents or included in alumina membranes. Therefore these systems can be modelled
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as particles of volume VP with a scattering length density ρP dispersed in a medium
exhibiting a scattering length density ρM . It implies that:
→
−
−
δρ(→
r ) = δρ( r0 ) = ρP − ρM ,

(7.9)

so that the scattered intensity per unit volume becomes:
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Z Z
→
→0
−
→ → −
−
→ −
→
−
→
−
→ −
→
−
(4ρ)2 Z Z
1
−
−
−i Q .(−
r − r0 ) 3 →
3 0
2
e
d rd r =
e−i Q .( r − r ) d3 →
r d3 r0 ,
I( Q ) = (ρP − ρM )
V
V
VP
VP
VP
VP
(7.10)
with
4ρ = ρP − ρM .
(7.11)

Let’s consider a system with N identical particles of volume VP . From the Born
approximation, when the scattering intensity is small compared to the total intensity,
scattering by a given center can be considered as independent from the other scattering
centers. It means the amplitude scattered by the N particles is the sum of the amplitudes
scattered by each one so that Equation 7.7 becomes:
XZ
→
−
A( Q ) = δρ
N

VP

−
→−
→ −
−
δρ(→
r )e−i Q . r d3 →
r .

(7.12)

Equation 7.10 thus makes appear the nuclear form factor FN (Q) of the particles defined
by [Gla2001]:
−
→−
→ −
→
−
4ρ Z
e−i Q . r d3 →
r .
(7.13)
FN ( Q ) =
VP VP
This allows to express the SANS intensity as:
→
−
→
− 2
→
− 2
V2
I( Q ) = P N FN ( Q ) = ΦVP FN ( Q ) ,
V
where Φ is the volume fraction of particles defined as:

(7.14)

N VP
.
(7.15)
V
Finally, Equation 7.14 provides an expression of the scattered intensity whose Q-dependence
only stems from the nuclear form factor. The nuclear form factor can be a priori calculated since it only depends on the shape of the particles via the geometrical form factor
F (Q):
Φ=

Z
→
−
F(Q) =

−
→−
→

−
e−i Q . r d3 →
r .

VP

7.1.2.2

(7.16)

Spatially correlated particles: definition of the structure factor

If the N identical particles are now spatially correlated, the scattered intensity per unit
volume becomes [Rav2006]:
→
− 2
Z
Z
→ →
−
→→
→−
A( Q )
−
→
−0 i−
→
−
1
→
−
−
−i Q .−
r 3→
Q . r0 3 0
I( Q ) =
=
ρ( r )e
d r
ρ( r )e
d r .
V
V
V
V

(7.17)
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The position j of each particle can be expressed as r = rj + u where rj and u are
respectively the mass center of the particles and the distance to the mass center. The
introduction of these quantities allows to rewrite the scattered intensity per unit volume
as:
→
−
1
I( Q ) =
V

*
X
j

−
→→
−i Q .−
rj

e

Z
VP

−
→−
→−
→ − X i−
→
−
ρ(→
u )e−iQ. u d3 →
u
e Q .rk
k

Z
VP

−
→−
→ −
−
ρ(→
v )ei Q . v d3 →
v

+

(7.18)

.

Let’s now consider that the correlations between the particles are identical so that the
average of the product is equal to the product of the averages [Gri2008]:
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→
−
N
I( Q ) =
V

*

N X
N
−
→ −
→ −
→
1 X
e−i Q ( rj −rk )
N j=1 k=1

+ Z
VP

Z

−
→ −
→ −
→
−
−
−
−
ρ(→
u )ρ(→
u )e−i Q .( u − v ) d3 →
u d3 →
v

!

.

(7.19)

VP

→
−
The last term of this expression can be recognized as VP2 FN ( Q ) of the particles which
→
−
has been previously introduced. The first term is defined as the structure factor S( Q )
and expressed as:
→
−
S( Q ) =

*

N X
N
−
→ −
→ −
→
1 X
e−i Q .( rj −rk )
N j=1 k=1

+

.

(7.20)

The structure factor is so-called because it stems from the spatial correlations between
the mass centers of the particles. Eventually, the scattered intensity may be written under
the following simple expression:
→
−
→
− 2 →
−
I( Q ) = ΦVP (4ρ) F ( Q ) S( Q ) .

(7.21)

Finally, the physical parameters which are relevant in SANS studies are the geometric
form of the particles, their spatial correlations and their chemical composition which are
→
−
→
−
respectively described by the geometrical form factor F ( Q ), the structure factor S( Q )
and the nuclear contrast 4ρ.

7.1.3

Polarized SANS: the magnetic form factor

One of the advantages of neutron scattering comes from the interaction with the magnetic
moments of the samples. The magnetic interaction between neutrons and the sample is
now discussed.
Neutrons and electrons are particles carrying a spin 21 and their magnetic moments
are defined as follows:
−−→
−
MN = −gN µN →
σ ,
−→
→
−
Electron : MS = −gµB S .

N eutron :

(7.22)

(7.23)
−
g = 2 and gN = −1.932 are respectively the Landé factors for electron and neutron. →
σ
→
−
and S are respectively the spin operators of neutrons and electrons. µB and µN are
respectively the Bohr and nuclear magnetons. They are defined as:
µB =

e~
' 9.274 × 10−24 J.T −1 ,
2me

(7.24)
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and

e~
' 5.051 × 10−27 J.T −1 .
(7.25)
2mN
Note that µN is 1836 times smaller than µB .
The aim is now to take the neutron spin state into account in the scattering. |ψi i
and |ψs i are respectively the incident and scattered wave functions of the neutron-sample
system , |σi i and |σs i are respectively the incident and scattered neutron spin states and
Pi,σi = Pi Pσi the probability that the neutron-sample system is in the |ψi i state and the
incident neutron in the spin state |σi i. The energies and wave functions of the initial and
final states for the neutron-sample system are listed below:
µN =
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→−
→
1 −
initial state |ψi i : ψi = √ ei ki . r φi
V

εi = E i +

p2i
,
2m

(7.26)

→−
→
1 −
p2
(7.27)
f inal state |ψs i : ψs = √ ei ks . r φs εs = Es + s .
2m
V
V is a volume normalizing the wave functions of the neutron. Note that it has no influence
on the final result (Van Hove formula). φi and φs are respectively the initial and final wave
−
−
functions of the sample. →
pi and →
ps are respectively the initial and final impulsion of the
→
−
→
−
p2S
p2
→
−
−
neutron and are defined by pi = ~ ki and →
ps = ~ ks . Ei , Es , 2mi and 2m
are respectively
the energies of the initial and final states of the sample and of the neutron. From the
energy and momentum conservation, the energy and momentum transfers are:

~ω = Es − Ei ,
→
−
→
−
→
−
~ Q = ~ ks − ~ ki .

(7.28)

(7.29)
→
−
The external magnetic field H defines the quantization z-axis. The neutron spin state
is given by its projection on the z-axis noted |+i or |−i. The neutron spin states |+i
and |−i respectively refer to neutrons polarized parallel and antiparallel to the applied
field axis z. When polarized neutrons are considered, one has to distinguish the different
possible scattering processes depending on the spin state. There are in fact four possible
scattering processes [Rav2006, Gla2001]:
N on spin − f lip processes : |+i 7−→ |+i ,
|−i 7−→ |−i ,
Spin − f lip processes :

|+i 7−→ |−i ,
|−i 7−→ |+i .

It appears that the spin degrees of freedom have to be taken into account in order to
calculate the partial differential cross section from Fermi’s golden rule [Gri2008]:
ks
d2 σ
=
dΩdE
ki

Vm
2π~2

!2
X
i,σi

Pi,σi

X

|hψs , σs |H| ψi , σi i|2 δ(Es − Ei + ~ω) ,

s,σs

where H is the interaction hamiltonian between the neutron and the sample.
Neutrons can in fact be subject to two kinds of magnetic scattering [Rav2006]:

(7.30)
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• A magnetic nuclear scattering coming from the interaction of the neutron with
nuclei carrying a spin. Apart at very low temperature (T  1K), these spins are
disordered so that it leads to incoherent scattering. Only few nuclei carry a spin.
The typical case is the one of the hydrogen nucleus which carries a spin 12 which leads
to huge incoherent scattering. This is why in most neutron scattering experiments,
one tries to get rid of hydrogen. A possibility is to substitute deuterium to hydrogen.
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• A scattering process coming from the dipolar interaction of the neutron with the
electronic magnetic moments of the atoms. This electromagnetic interaction allows
the study of the magnetic structure of solids.
If the nuclear spin scattering can be neglected, it is possible to show [Rav2006] that
the total scattering length b is the sum of a nuclear scattering with the nuclear scattering
length bN coming from the neutron-nucleus interaction and of a magnetic scattering length
bM coming from the electromagnetic interaction of the neutron with the spin and orbital
moments so that:
→
−
−
b = bN + bM = bN + 2→
σ .A ,
(7.31)
→
−
with the scattering amplitude for magnetic scattering A expressed as:
−→ →
−
→
− →
−
gN r0 →
−
σ M⊥ ( Q ) ,
A(Q) = −
2µB

(7.32)

−→ →
−
is the electron radius and M⊥ ( Q ) the Fourier transform of the sample
→
−
magnetization which is perpendicular to the scattering vector Q . It is important to
underline that only the component of the magnetization perpendicular to the scattering
→
−
vector Q contributes to the magnetic scattering.
To put into evidence the spin-flip and non-spin-flip processes, it is convenient to
introduce the Pauli-spin matrices:
where r0 =

e2
me c2

σx =

0 1
1 0

!

, σy =

0 −i
i 0

!

, σz =

1 0
0 −1

!

.

(7.33)

This allows to introduce the following relations:
σx |+i = |−i , σx |−i = |+i
σy |+i = i |−i , σy |−i = −i |+i


σz |+i = |+i , σz |−i = − |−i




(7.34)

It allows to calculate the scattering length densities for the four possible scattering processes:

→
−

h+| b |+i = bN − γ2µn rB0 M⊥z ( Q )




→
−


h−| b |−i = bN + γ2µn rB0 M⊥z ( Q )

(7.35)
−
→
− 
 h+| b |−i = − γn r0 M (→

Q
)
−
iM
(
Q
)
⊥x
⊥y

2µB 


−
→
− 

 h−| b |+i = − γn r0 M (→
Q
)
+
iM
(
⊥x
⊥y Q )
2µB
Since the neutron polarization is parallel to the z-axis defined by the applied magnetic
field, it is possible to obtain, from Equation 7.35, two rules for the magnetic scattering
[Brü2002]:
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−→ →
−
1. The spin-flip processes are observed for the component M⊥ ( Q ) which is perpendicular to the neutron polarization.
−→ →
−
2. The non-spin-flip processes are observed for the component M⊥ ( Q ) which is parallel
to the neutron polarization.
This leads to the definition of the magnetic form factor for a magnetic atom which refers
to the magnetic part of scattering [Gla2001]:
→−
→
−→ − i−
→
−
1 gN r0 Z →
−
σ .M⊥ (→
r ) e Q. r .
FM ( Q ) =
V 2
→
−
−→ −
FM ( Q ) is thus proportional to the Fourier transform of M⊥ (→
r).
The magnetic scattering length density is defined as:
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ηM =

e 2 γ X ci ⊥
M ,
2mc2 i Vi i

(7.36)

(7.37)

where ci and Vi are respectively the atomic concentration and the atomic volume of the
particle constituent. Mi⊥ (expressed in Bohr magnetons) is the projection of the magnetic
moment onto the plane perpendicular to the scattering wave vector. e2 γ/(2m2 ) is the
magnetic scattering length of 1 µB and is equal to:
e2 γ
= 0.27 × 10−12 cm .
(7.38)
2mc2
The definition of the magnetic form factor, given by Equation 7.36, can therefore be
extended to a magnetic particle by introducing the magnetic contrast density 4ηM :
ZZZ
−
→−
→ −
→
−
FM ( Q ) =
4ηM ei Q . r d3 →
r ,

(7.39)

4ηM = ηM (particles) − ηM (medium) .

(7.40)

V

with

Since the magnetic moments of the neutrons are sensitive to the magnetic moments
of the particle, the scattering function consequently depends on the polarization of the
neutrons. The spectrometer PAPYRUS on which the Polarized SANS experiments have
been performed allows to polarize the spins of the incident neutrons but does not permit
any analysis of the spins of the scattered neutrons. It is consequently possible to separate the scattered intensity of incident neutrons polarized |+i noted I + from the one of
neutrons polarized |−i noted I − [Gla2001, Rav2006]:
i
→
− h
→
−
dσ ++ dσ +−
+
= S( Q ) |FN |2 + (|FM |2 − 2P FN FM )sin2 α ,
I +( Q ) =
dΩ
dΩ

(7.41)

i
→
−
→
− h
dσ −+ dσ −−
+
= S( Q ) |FN |2 + (|FM |2 + 2P εFN FM )sin2 α .
(7.42)
I −( Q ) =
dΩ
dΩ
→
− −
→
where ε is the spin-flipper efficiency and α the angle Q , M . P is the polarization rate
and is defined by:

P =

n+ − n−
,
n+ + n−

(7.43)
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with n+ and n− are the neutrons respectively polarized |+i and |−i. P is generally worth
of the order of 0.95 during Polarized SANS experiments.
→
−
→
−
Making the sum and the difference of I + ( Q ) and I − ( Q ) gets an easier access to the
contribution of the magnetic form factor FM to the scattering:
→
− 2
→
− 2
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
I( Q ) = I + ( Q ) + I − ( Q ) ' S( Q ) × (2 FN ( Q ) + 2sin2 α FM ( Q ) ) f or ε ' 1 , (7.44)
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
4I( Q ) = I + ( Q ) − I − ( Q ) = S( Q ) × (−4P FN ( Q )FM ( Q )sin2 α) .

(7.45)
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→
−
→
−
The magnetic contrast 4I( Q ) is proportional to the magnetic form factor FM ( Q ).
→
−
A Polarized SANS experiment therefore aims at studying the magnetic contrast 4I( Q )
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
in order to access at FM ( Q ). Finally, it is possible to extract S( Q ), FN ( Q ) and FM ( Q )
via a Polarized SANS experiment which justifies the use of polarized SANS to extract
quantitative information about the magnetic properties of the sample.

7.2

SANS applied to magnetic nanowires

Section 7.1 showed that the SANS intensity depends on five quantities:
1. The nuclear contrast 4ρ which comes from the chemical composition of the sample.
As explained in Annexe 11, one great advantage of neutrons is to provide atomic
scattering lengths b which strongly vary from one element to another. It means that
the choice of solvents and particles is crucial to obtain large nuclear contrast.
→
−
2. The form factor F ( Q ) which is governed by the shape of the particles. To simplify
the problem, it is thus recommended to work on monodisperse particles so that it
is not necessary to take the size distribution into account. It also implies that for
a general shape of particles, the relative orientations of the particles have to be
considered. This is the reason why most SANS studies are performed on isotropic
particles such as nanospheres.
→
−
−→ →
−
3. The magnetic form factor FM ( Q ) which is linked to M⊥ ( Q ) and therefore provides
information on the magnetization of the sample.
→
−
4. The structure factor S( Q ) which underlines the spatial correlations between the
particles.
5. In the case of particles which are, for instance, antiferromagnetically coupled, there
can be a magnetic structure factor.
This section aims at applying the mathematical formalism developped in Section 7.1 to
magnetic nanowires. The nanowire geometry only plays a role in the expression of the
geometrical and magnetic form factors. Simulations performed via the SpectraProcessor
software [Spe] first illustrate the role of the cylindric geometry in the form factors.
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→
−
The geometrical form factor F ( Q )

The geometrical form factor has been defined in Equation 7.16. To express the geometrical
→
−
form factor F ( Q ) of nanowires, these particles are modelled as cylinders with a radius
R and a length L. Their relative orientation with respect to the incident wave vector
→
−
→
−
ki plays a key role in the determination of F ( Q ) (see Figure 7.2). In SANS, when the
→
−
detector is flat, it is possible to consider Q contained in the detector plane. It leads to
the following approximation:
→
−
→
−
Q ⊥ ki .
(7.46)
The geometrical form factor of a cylinder is thus expressed as :
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→
−
2J1 (Q⊥ R) sin( 12 Qq L)
. 1
,
Fcyl ( Q ) =
Q⊥ R
QL
2 q

(7.47)

where J1 (x) is the first-order Bessel function of the first kind. Qq and Q⊥ are respectively
→
−
the projections of the scattering wave-vector Q along the cylinder long axis and in a plane
perpendicular to the cylinder long axis. These quantities are defined in Figure 7.2:
(

Qq = Q sinβ
,
Q⊥ = Q cosβ

(7.48)

→
−
where β is the angle between the normal to the incoming wave-vector ki and the cylinder
long axis. Equation 7.47 shows that the influences of the radius R and the length L of
→
−
nanowires are well separated in the expression of the form factor F ( Q ).

Qz

Qy
Q//

Qx

z

Q

β
y

x
−
→
−→
−
−
−
Figure 7.2: Representation of Qq and Q⊥ in the detector axis (→
x ,→
y ,→
z ). The normal to
→
−
the incoming wave-vector ki makes an angle β with the cylinder long axis.
→
−
It implies that when the cylinder is aligned along the incoming wave-vector ki (β = 0),
the geometrical form factor becomes an Airy function depending only on the radius of
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the nanowire:

→
−
2J1 (QR)
Fcyl ( Q ) =
(7.49)
QR
→
− 2
Figure 7.3(a) presents the contribution F ( Q ) of this form factor to the SANS intensity
when the nanowire is along the incident beam. Note that the form factor of a cylinder
aligned along the incident beam is similar to the one of a flat disk. It means that in this
configuration, the length of the nanowires plays no role in the scattering.
→
−
When the cylinder is perpendicular to the incoming wave-vector ki (β = π2 ), the
geometrical form factor is this time simplified as a function depending only on the length
of the nanowire:
sin( 21 QL)
→
−
(7.50)
Fcyl ( Q ) =
1
QL
2
→
− 2
Figure 7.3(b) presents the contribution F ( Q ) of this form factor to the SANS intensity
when the nanowire is perpendicular to the incident beam. Besides, Figure 7.3(c) presents
→
− 2
the contribution F ( Q ) of the form factor to the SANS intensity when β = π/4. In this
configuration, the radius and the length of the nanowire both contribute to the scattering.
(a)

(b)

(c)

→
− 2
Figure 7.3: Simulations of F ( Q ) performed via the spectraprocessor software for a
nanowire with a diameter of 10 nm and a length of 100 nm depending on its orientation
→
−
→
−
to the incident beam: (a) β = 0 (aligned to ki ), (b) β = π/2 (perpendicular to ki ), (c)
β = π/4 .
The SANS intensity is thus strongly affected by the relative orientations of nanowires.
Equation 7.47 suits to cylinders perfectly aligned. However, during a SANS experiment,
nanowires may exhibit different orientations so that when the cylinders are disordered, one
has to take the distribution of orientations into account. For instance when the cylinders
are randomly oriented, the value of the geometrical form factor comes from an integration
over the Euler angles (β, ϕ)related to spherical coordinates :
Z
→
−
Fcyl ( Q ) =

0

7.2.2

2π

Z π"
2J1 (Q⊥ R)
0

Q⊥ R

sin( 1 Qq L)
. 12
QL
2 q

#2

sinβdβdϕ .

(7.51)

→
−
The magnetic form factor FM ( Q )

The expression of the magnetic contrast, presented in Equation 7.45, reveals as crucial
→
−
the role of α, the angle between the magnetization and the scattering vector Q , in the
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magnetic contribution to the scattering. The PAPYRUS spectrometer allows to apply a
→
−
magnetic field along or perpendicular to the incident wave vector ki . When the magnetization of nanowires is along the incident beam, α = π/2. When it is perpendicular to the
incident beam, α is defined in the detector plane and can vary from 0 to 2π.

→
−
Figure 7.4: Configuration of the applied magnetic field H on the PAPYRUS spectrom→
−
eter. H can be along (red) or perpendicular (dark) to the incident beam. When the
−
→
−
→
magnetization M is along the incident beam, α = π/2. When M is perpendicular to the
incident beam, α is defined in the detector plane.

These considerations on the direction of the magnetization allows to rewrite the magnetic contrast given by Equation 7.45 for two limit cases (without taking into account the
structure factor S(Q)):
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
−
→ →
4I( Q ) = −4P FN ( Q )FM ( Q )
f or M q ki
−
−
→
−
→
−
−
→ →
 4I(→
Q ) = −4P FN ( Q )FM ( Q )sin2 α f or M ⊥ ki



(7.52)

→
−
It indicates that the scattering depends on the angle α only when H is applied perpendicular to the incident wave vector. To illustrate the α-dependence of the magnetic contrast,
I performed some simulations via the SpectraProcessor software [Spe] on a nanowire with
a diameter of 10 nm for a length of 100 nm and exhibiting a magnetization similar to the
one of cobalt (M = 1400 kA/m) (see Figure 7.5). The influence of sin2 α is characterized
by the shape of an “butterfly” (see Figure 7.5(b)).

7.3. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES OF INVESTIGATIONS

(a)
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(b)
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→
−
Figure 7.5: Simulations of the magnetic contrast 4I( Q ) performed via the spectraprocessor software for a nanowire with a diameter of 10 nm and a length of 100 nm depending
−
→
on the orientation of its magnetization M to the incident beam: (a) α = 0 (aligned to
→
−
→
−
ki ), (b) α = π/2 (perpendicular to ki ) .

7.3

Conclusion and perspectives of investigations

Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 focussed on the crucial role of the relative orientation of the
investigated nanowires. If the nanowires are not perfectly aligned, one has to take into
account their orientation distribution. Nevertheless, the spatial correlations also play
a key role in their scattering. The spatial correlations are described by the structure
→
−
factor S( Q ) introduced in Equation 7.20. The structure factor may be hard to determine
depending on the dispersion of the particles in the medium. That is why I investigated
two different systems:
1. I first studied the nanowires synthesized via the polyol process and dispersed in a
→
−
dilute so that the structure factor can be approximated to S( Q ) = 1.
2. I then investigated some Co and N i nanowires which are perfectly aligned in a
porous alumina membrane. They present an hexagonal order which is almost perfect
→
−
so that the structure factor S( Q ) can be calculated.
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SANS measurements on aligned
nanowires in a solvent
In Chapter 7, we have shown that for anisotropic particles the scattering intensity I(Q)
→
−
depends on the orientation relative to ki . Therefore, the treatment of the data tends
to be complex in the case of randomly oriented nanowires. That is why the nanowires
presented in Part I have been dispersed in a liquid solution and aligned by applying a
magnetic field. The fact that the nanowires are dispersed in a solvent allows to neglect
the interparticles interactions so that S(Q) = 1.
However, many difficulties arose during the investigation of this system so that it
appeared hard to deduce quantitative information. In this chapter, the preparation of the
samples and the difficulties to study them are first detailed. Then qualitative results are
exposed and discussed.

8.1

Preparation of the sample: nanowires dispersed
and aligned in a solvent

The nanowires synthesized via the polyol process exhibit very interesting magnetic properties. In particular, their aspect ratios and their high crystalline quality confer to them,
respectively, large shape and magnetocrystalline anisotropies. Furthermore, because of
their small dimensions, their magnetization reversal process is relatively well modelled
within the Stoner-Wohlfarth model.
Unfortunately, Chapter 3 showed that it is difficult to fabricate solid samples with well
aligned nanowires. The best results were obtained with nanowires oriented in a toluene
solvent where they are freer to rotate. There are however four main difficulties to carry
through such a study:
1. When 0.9 g of nanowires is dispersed in 1 mL of solvent to obtain a volumic fraction of
10%, some solubility problems may arise. For lower volumic fractions, the scattered
signal is essentially coming from the solvent.
2. The chemical synthesis of the nanowires implies the presence of H atoms at their
surface, giving rise to a large incoherent scattering (see Section 7.1.3).
145
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3. Working in a solvent can make harder the use of a magnetic field. If the magnetic
field is not perfectly homogeneous, one can expect the particles to move from the
center to the edges of the sample cell.
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4. In a SANS experiment, it takes longer to apply a magnetic field and to cool the
sample down than in a magnetometer like a SQUID. Unfortunately, the nanowires
tend to aggregate in toluene and fall down within a few minutes. A good dispersion
of the particles is only provided by Co80 N i20 nanowires dispersed in a solution of
DMAC. In this case, the particles can remain dispersed in the solution during many
weeks. The origin of their good solubility in the solution of DMAC is attributed to
the presence of acetate groups at their surface.
From these remarks, I chose to investigate 0.9 g of Co80 N i20 nanowires dispersed in 1.3 mL
of DMAC contained in a Helma cell 1 mm thick. The corresponding volumic fraction
amounts to 8.5%. The nanowires dispersed in a solution of DMAC were put under a
magnetic field so that they could be aligned. The magnetic field was applied perpendicular
to the incident beam with an electromagnet allowing fields up to 0.9 T. The nanowires
→
−
are thus expected to be perpendicular to the incident wave vector ki (see Figure 8.1).

nanowires
solvent (DMAC)

Figure 8.1: Representation of the investigated sample. The nanowires are expected to
align along the magnetic field axis and therefore to be perpendicular to the incident beam.

8.2

Non-Polarized SANS measurements

Before focussing on Polarized SANS measurements to obtain information about the magnetism of these nanowires, it is first necessary to consider the non-polarized SANS intensity
which can provide information about the dispersion of the particles in the solvent. The
measurements have been performed on the PAPYRUS spectrometer for two Q-ranges: at
large Q with 0.08 nm−1 < Q < 2.4 nm−1 and at small Q with 0.02 nm−1 < Q < 0.62 nm−1 .
The incoherent contribution of the solvent was substracted.
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8.2.1
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Measurements at large Q

SANS measurements have been performed on the sample at zero field and then with
increasing value of H. Figure 8.2(a) shows the scattering spectra before the application
of a magnetic field on the sample. A small anisotropy of the 2D spectra can be observed.
It reflects a preferential orientation of the nanowires in the toluene, a hint that they tend
to self-organize without any external magnetic field. It is then compared to the scattering
spectra obtained for a magnetic field of 0.9 T (see Figure 8.2(b)). The comparison between
the two data sets shows that the scattering is stronger at large Q (1 nm−1 < Q < 2.4 nm−1 )
for H = 0 T than for H = 0.9 T (see Figure 8.2). It reflects the aggregation of the wires.
Indeed, bigger aggregates lead to larger scattering at smaller Q values.

H
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(a) H=0T

(b) H=0.9T

Figure 8.2: Scattering spectra of I(Q) at large Q: (a) before the application of a magnetic
field, (b) for a magnetic field H = 0.9 T.
In order to understand the origin of the difference of scattering at large Q, the SANS
intensity integration is presented for some values of the applied magnetic field in Figure
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8.3. It indicates that the SANS intensity at large Q varies as a function of the magnetic
field. The SANS profiles evolves under the applied field until reaching a stable Q value
for H > 0.72 T. For H > 0.72 T, the SANS intensity profiles do not evolve any more.
Note that when the magnetic field is switched off, the SANS profile remains similar to
the one under large magnetic fields.
This suggests the following interpretation. Under a magnetic field, the nanowires move
because there is a small field gradient which is applied. They tend to aggregate and form
larger structures which exhibit larger scattering at small Q. Then for H > 0.72 T, the
aggregates exhibit a characteristic size which is no more affected by switching off the
magnetic field. Once the sample has reached a stable state, it is then possible to study it
at smaller Q.
0.01

(a)

0T

Intensity (a.u)

0.45T

0.001

0.72T
0.9T

0.0001

0.00001

0.000001
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

Q(nm-1)
0.01

(b)

0T
0.27T

Intensity (a.u)
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0.27T

0.45T

0.001

0.72T
0.9T

0.0001

0.00001

0.000001
0.1

1

Q(nm-1)
Figure 8.3: Scattering profile of I(Q) at large Q of the sample for different values of the
magnetic field: (a) in log-linear scale and (b) in log-log scale.
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8.2.2

Measurements at small Q

The scattering intensity has been studied for magnetic fields from H = 0 T up to H =
0.9 T. Figure 8.4 shows the scattering spectra for different magnetic field values. Note
that the magnetic field has been applied in a direction perpendicular to the one of Figure
8.2. If the scattering spectra is slightly anisotropic for H = 0 T (see Figure 8.4(a)), the
anisotropy of the spectra strongly varies with increasing magnetic fields. This indicates
that the nanowires align along the magnetic field direction. It is thus necessary to apply
a large magnetic field to well align the nanowires.
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(a) H=0T

(b) H=0.025T

H
(c) H=0.45T

(d) H=0.9T

Figure 8.4: Scattering spectra of I(Q) at small Q of the sample: (a) for a magnetic field
H = 0 T, (b) for H = 0.025 T, (c) for H = 0.45 T, (d) for H = 0.9 T. Because of the
strong anisotropy of these spectra, the circular integration are made on horizontal (HS)
and vertical (VS) sectors with an opening of 10° (indicated with dashed lines in (a)).
We can try to extract information about the dispersion of the particles in the solvent
and, in particular, the characteristic size of the aggregates of nanowires in the solvent.
In order to obtain this information, the SANS intensity profile as a function of Q has
been calculated from the 2D spectra. Since the scattering 2D spectra are anisotropic, I
made a circular integration on horizontal (HS) and vertical (VS) sectors with an opening
of 10° (see Figure 8.4). Figure 8.5 shows the profile of the SANS intensity for H = 0 T
and H = 0.9 T in linear-logarithmic and in logarithmic-logarithmic scales. The sectors
HS and VS allow to evidence the influence of the magnetic field since the direction of
HS and VS are respectively perpendicular and parallel to H. These profiles confirm the
anisotropy of the scattering intesity when a magnetic field is applied.
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Moreover, for particles or aggregates exhibiting a characteristic size ξ, a plateau is
expected at small Q [Gri2008, Bro1999] for:
2π
.
(8.1)
ξ
In Figure 8.5, no plateau is observed which underlines that the nanowires form some
aggregates with a characteristic size ξ assessed to be at least:
Q∗ =

2π
≈ 180 nm .
(8.2)
Qmin
It implies that when these nanowires are dispersed in a slovent, they tend to form large
aggregates whose characteristic sizes are at least 180 nm. Besides, the SANS profiles,
presented in Figure 8.5, exhibit two different slopes (blue line at small Q and dark line at
large Q) corresponding to two different exponents of the following Q-dependence:
ξ'

0.1

(8.3)

HS H=0T
VS H=0T
HS H=0.9T
VS H=0.9T

0.01

Intensity (a.u)
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I(Q) = Q−α .

0.001

0.0001

0.00001
0.01

0.1

1

Q(nm-1)
Figure 8.5: Scattering profile of I(Q) at small Q obtained from horizontal (HS) and
vertical (VS) sectors with an opening of 10° for H = 0 T and H = 0.9 T.
From Figure 8.5, the value of α is deduced for small Q (αSQ ) and for large Q (αLQ ):
(

αSQ ≈ 1.1
.
αLQ ≈ 2.3

(8.4)

The value of αSQ is related to the aggregate shape [Gri2008]. As a matter of fact, a Q−1
dependence is characteristic of 1D objects whereas a Q−2 dependence is characteristic of
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2D objects or locally planar as for example membrane or flat colloidal particles [Gri2008].
Therefore, αSQ ≈ 1.1 indicates that the nanowires form some large aggregates which
exhibit a 1D shape. It allows to conclude that they form some “wires of nanowires”.
Note that at large Q, α is generally equal to 4 because of the Porod law corresponding to
scattering at interfaces. Here, αLQ ≈ 2.3 probably corresponds to an intermediate regime.
To extensively characterize the size of the aggregates, it is necessary to probe smaller Q
via a more adapted SANS spectrometer.

Figure 8.6: Aggregates of nanowires deposited onto a flat surface under a magnetic field.

8.3

Polarized SANS measurements

Polarized SANS measurements have been performed to put into evidence the magnetic
form factor of the particles. However, it has been shown in Section 8.2.2 that the nanowires
tend to form large aggregates when they are dispersed in the solvent. The information
provided by Polarized SANS measurements do not therefore concern the nanowires but
the aggregates. That is why these results are qualitatively discussed.
Figure 8.7 presents the scattering spectra for neutrons polarized |+i and |−i and for
magnetic fields of H = 0 T and H = 0.9 T. It is apparent that the scattering spectra
at zero field for neutrons polarized |+i is similar to the one for neutrons polarized |−i.
At H = 0.9 T is applied, the scattering spectra for neutrons polarized |+i becomes much
more anisotropic than for neutrons polarized |−i.
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(a) UP H=0T
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(b) DOWN H=0T

H
(c) UP H=0.9T

(d) DOWN H=0.9T

Figure 8.7: Scattering 2D spectra for : (a) neutrons polarized |+i (UP) for H = 0 T
(b) neutrons polarized |−i (DOWN) for H = 0 T (c) neutrons polarized |+i (UP) for
H = 0.9 T (d) neutrons polarized |−i (DOWN) for H = 0.9 T.
It is possible to deduce the magnetic contrast I + (Q) − I − (Q) for H = 0 T and H =
0.9 T. This is shown in Figure 8.8. The magnetic contrast presents the shape of a
“butterfly” which is the signature of sin2 α as previously discussed from Equation 7.52.
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This corresponds to the configuration where the magnetic field is perpendicular to the
incident beam.

(a) UP-DOWN H=0T
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H
(b) UP-DOWN H=0.9T

Figure 8.8: Magnetic contrast I + (Q) − I − (Q) for: (a) H = 0 T and (b) H = 0.9 T.

8.4

Conclusion

SANS is a valuable tool to study the formation of aggregates under magnetic fields
which provides crucial information for the fabrication of composite materials with single nanowires (see Figure 8.6). Further investigations are scheduled to investigate the
dispersion of nanowires in polymer solution and the formation of aggregates depending
on the value of the applied magnetic field.
In order to probe magnetism of individual nanowires via Polarized SANS experiments,
attention has been focused on nanowires included in porous membranes so that the objects
are well separated from each other and the geometry of the sample can be controlled.
These results are presented in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 9
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SANS measurements on nanowires
ordered in porous membranes
The SANS studies on nanowires aligned in a solvent have proved to be difficult because
of the non perfect alignment of the objects and their tendency to aggregate. Consequently, the magnetic information provided by Polarized SANS do not concern individual
nanowires but large aggregates of nanowires. In order to overcome this difficulty, SANS
measurements have been performed on nanowires included in porous membranes. The
nanowires present then the advantage to be perfectly monodisperse, aligned and well
separated from each other.

9.1

Presentation of the samples

In order to carry out SANS investigations on nanowires included in porous membranes,
a collaboration has been started with Laurent Cagnon (Institut Néel, Grenoble) who
provided us with Co and N i nanowires almost perfectly ordered in porous alumina membranes. This section presents the investigated nanowires and their magnetic properties.

9.1.1

Synthesis of the samples

The process is divided in two steps: the porous alumina synthesis and then the nanowires
electrodeposition [Mar1994, Mar1996]. The porous alumina layer is first formed using a
double anodization process. The porous alumina synthesis first consists in the deposition
of a bulk aluminum plate which is then electrochemically oxidized to form alumina (see
Figure 9.1(I)). During the process, the alumina layer self-organizes into organized pores
(see Figure 9.1(II-IV)) [Jes1998, Mas1995, Lag2008, Lag2007].
Depending on the acid used to dissolve the matrix and on the exposition time, the
diameter of the pores φP and the distance between them dP may be adjusted from a
few tens of nanometers up to hundreds of nanometers (see Figure 9.2). The different
steps involved in the synthesis of porous alumina membranes are extensively detailed in
[Lag2008, Jes1998, Lag2007, Fur1989, Mar1996, Mar1994, Rab2003].
It is then possible to deposit materials into these holes to obtain arrays of nano-objects
with sizes in the range 5 − 200 nm [Dah2006, Cag2007]. In the present case, the metallic
nanowires have been deposited electrochemically under a constant electric potential (1 V)
155
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from the following solution: 0.64M H3 BO3 + 0.38M N iSO4 .7H2 O + 0.23M N iCl2 . The
bath basicity and electrodeposition current have effects on the crystallographic orientation
of electrodeposited hcp Co nanowires [Dar2004, Dar2005]. It is thus possible to syntesize
−c either parallel or perpendicular to the long axis.
hcp Co nanowires with the axis →
Moreover, to perform the electrodeposition of the nanowires, it was necessary to start
with the deposition of a layer of metal on a side of the membrane to make the electric
contact. That is why a 250 nm thick Au layer has been sprayed in order to fully block up
the pores and provide an electrode far the growth.
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*

Figure 9.1: Porous alumina synthesis: (I) deposition of a Al2 O3 layer on an Al film, (II)
and (III) dissolution of the Al2 O3 film and apparition of the first holes, (IV) competition
between the Al2 O3 dissolution and the oxidation of the Al film. Adapted from [Lag2008].

a)

b)

1 μm

c)

1 μm

1 μm

Figure 9.2: SEM images of porous alumina membranes: (a) porous alumina membrane
made with H2 SO4 , φP = 35 nm and dP = 60 nm, (b) porous alumina membrane made
with (COOH)2 , φP = 60 nm and dP = 100 nm,(c) porous alumina membrane made
with H3 P O4 , φP = 200 nm and dP = 450 nm. Images from L. Cagnon (Institut Néel,
Grenoble).

Four different empty porous alumina membranes with different geometries have been
investigated (see Table 9.1 and Figure 9.3). This variety of samples allows to compare the
scattering of porous alumina membranes exhibiting different structures or filled in with
different materials. Note that the length of the pores is about 50 µm for all the samples.
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Sample
238
240
241
242

φP (nm)
35
100
40
60

dP (nm)
65
160
70
105

Table 9.1: Characteristic sizes of the investigated empty porous alumina membranes
obtained from SEM images.
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a)

b)

200 μm

c)

200 μm

1 μm

d)

1 μm

Figure 9.3: SEM images of the investigated porous aluminamembranes: a) n°238, b)
n°240, c) n°241 and d) n°242

A fifth porous alumina membranes filled with Co and N i metals has also been investigated. The membrane which is filled in with nanowires is the n°226 characterized by
φP = 40 nm and dP = 105 nm. The four kinds of nanowires included in the membrane
n°226 are N i nanowires, Co nanowires made with SCN (thiocyanates) and Co nanowires
made at pH = 3.4 and at pH = 5.75. The length of the nanowires depends on the time
of electrodeposition. In the present case, they all have a length of about 25 µm which
indicates that the pores are half filled. The Co SCN nanowires are amorphous while
the others are crystallized. The Co nanowires made at pH = 3.4 and pH = 5.75 are
−c respectively perpendicular
crystallized in the hexagonal compact phase with the axis →
and parallel to the wire axis.
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Magnetic characterization of the samples
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Figure 9.4: Hysteresis loop of N i nanowires included in the n°226 porous alumina membrane
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The four membranes filled with Co and N i have been magnetically characterized by VSM
measurements. The hysteresis cycles for a magnetic field parallel or perpendicular to the
wires axis are presented in Figures 9.4, 9.5, 9.6 and 9.7. The values of the coercivity and
the remanence for each hysteresis cycle are listed in Table 9.2.
The magnetization of N i nanowires exhibits an easy and a hard magnetic directions
(see Figure 9.4). When the magnetic field is applied along the nanowires, the hysteresis
cycle presents a square shape and a remanent magnetization of 0.94 MS . The coercivity of
the easy axis hysteresis cycle is 1110 Oe. As for the hard axis hysteresis cycle, it is almost
closed: the remanence and the coercivity are about 0.02 MS and 78 Oe, respectively.

H parallel to the
nanowires axis
H perpendicular to
the nanowires axis

-1

-0.5

0

m0H(T)

0.5

1

Figure 9.5: Hysteresis loop of amorphous Co SCN nanowires included in the n°226 porous
alumina membrane
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The nanowires made of Co SCN also exhibit an easy and a hard magnetic directions
(see Figure 9.5). The hysteresis cycle when the magnetic field is applied perpendicular
to the wires is almost closed (HC = 37 Oe and MR = 0.008 MS ). The remanence parallel
of the hysteresis cycle is only 0.25 MS . These values can be explained by the amorphous
structure of the nanowires. Indeed the only magnetic anisotropy in play is the shape one.
100

Co pH=3.4 / 226

75

25
0

-25
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-50
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Figure 9.6: Hysteresis loop of Co nanowires synthesized at pH = 3.4 included in the n°226
porous alumina membrane
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Figure 9.7: Hysteresis loop of Co nanowires synthesized at pH = 5.75 included in the
n°226 porous alumina membrane
The hysteresis cycles of the Co nanowires made at pH = 3.4 are different (see Figure
→
−
9.6). The hysteresis cycle when H is applied along the wires exhibit a similar remanence
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(0.18 MS ) than for the Co SCN wires but with a larger coercivity (710 Oe). The hysteresis
→
−
cycle for H transverse to the wires is however not completely closed in contrast to N i and
Co SCN wires. This indicates that the magnetocrystalline anisotropy has a transverse
component to the wire axis and that there is competition between the magnetocrystalline
and shape anisotropies.
The Co nanowires made at pH = 5.75 and pH = 3.4 do not present any clear easy or
→
−
hard directions. When H is applied perpendicular to the wires, the Co nanowires made at
→
−
pH = 5.75 even exhibit a remanence twice larger than when H is applied parallel to the
wires (see Figure 9.7). This is surprising since they are expected to crystallize in the hcp
−c along the geometrical axis (L. Cagnon, Private Communication).
phase with the axis →
As for the coercivity of this sample, it is similar in both directions (710 Oe and 647 Oe for
→
−
respectively H parallel and perpendicular to the wires).

Samples
Ni
Co SCN
Co pH=5.75
Co pH=3.4

→
−
H // wires
HC (Oe) MR /MS
1110
0.95
383
0.25
710
0.2
565
0.18

→
−
H ⊥ wires
HC (Oe) MR /MS
78
0.024
37
0.008
647
0.4
232
0.076

Table 9.2: Values of the coercivity and the remanence for magnetic field applied parallel
of transverse to the nanowire long axis.

9.2

Structure and form factors

A great advantage of these nanowires is that they are embedded in a rigid matrix so that
a magnetic field has no effect on their orientation. The samples are very thin since the
pores are 50 µm long and covered with an Au layer of about 250 nm. They present a
section of about 5 mm × 5 mm depending on the sample. For the SANS scattering, we set
the samples perpendicular to the incident neutron beam. The nanowires are thus parallel
to the beam (see Figure 9.8). In this configuration, we expect to measure the structure
and form factors of the wires.

Y

q

Z

Sample
Detector
X

Beam

Figure 9.8: Configuration of the SANS experiment on porous alumina membranes
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Determination of the structure factor S(Q) from SEM images: Ewald sphere effects

As shown in Figure 9.3, the pores of the investigated porous alumina membranes are
hexagonally ordered. The corresponding structure factor is first calculated for a perfect
hexagonal assembly of pores. Then orientational disorder is taken into account by introducing the Percus-Yevick model. The structure factor S(Q) provided by this model is
compared to the one determined from an analysis of the SEM images.

9.2.1.1

Structure factor S(Q) of a perfect hexagonal assembly of pores
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Let’s consider a perfect two-dimensional hexagonal assembly of pores. The unit cell of
this assembly in the direct space is represented in Figure 9.9. The pores are separated by
−→
−−→
a distance a. The axes of this assembly are OA and OB so that:
OA = OB = a ,

(9.1)

−→ −−→
2π
.
(OA, OB) =
3

(9.2)

−−→
−−→
The axes of the reciprocal space are OM and ON and are determined by:
2
2π
OM = ON = √ ×
,
a
3

(9.3)

−−→ −−→
π
(OM , ON ) = .
3

(9.4)

We now consider a pore P defined by its coordinates (x, y) in the direct space and numbered via two integers (h, k):
−→
= h OA
−−→ .
 y = k OB

x

(9.5)

The node P ∗ (x∗ , y ∗ ) in the reciprocal space is numbered by:
−−→
= h0 OM
−−→ .
 y ∗ = k 0 ON

 x∗

(9.6)

The periodicity of the equidistant reciprocal rows Rh0 ,k0 is expressed as:
−−→
−−→
−−→
−−→
4 × (2π)2 02
Rh2 0 ,k0 = |OP ∗ |2 = (h0 OM + k 0 ON ).(h0 OM + k 0 ON ) =
(h + k 02 + h0 k 0 ) . (9.7)
3a2
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Figure 9.9: Representation of the unit cell for a 2D hexagonal assembly of the pores. (x, y)
and (x∗ , y ∗ ) (in red) are the axis of the direct space and reciprocal space, respectively.
The structure factor S(Q) of a perfect hexagonal assembly is expressed from Equation
7.20 as:
S(Q) =

1 X i2π(hh0 +kk0 )
e
.
N h,k

(9.8)

S (Q) is composed of hexagonally ordered Bragg spots. The diffraction pattern of a perfect
hexagonal array is made of Bragg peaks localized on the (h0 , k 0 ) nodes of the reciprocal
lattice (see Figure 9.9). Note that the reciprocal lattice of an hexagonal assembly of points
is an hexagonal assembly of infinite lines. When the array surface is normal to the beam,
the Ewald sphere intercepts all the hexagonally ordered lines of the reciprocal lattice so
that the final scattered figure is an hexagonal array of points.
Direct space

Reciprocal space

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 9.10: Representation of: (a), (b) the direct space of an hexagonal assembly of
points and (c), (d) the corresponding reciprocal space.
To illustrate the calculation of the structure factor for an hexagonal assembly of pores,
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SEM images of the empty porous alumina membranes synthesized by L. Cagnon have
been numerically analyzed by Frédéric Ott. Figure 9.11(a) shows the SEM image of well
hexagonally ordered pores. The first step to process the image consists in “binarizing” the
image (see Figure 9.11(b)) so that the hole centers can be localized (see Figure 9.11(c)).
From this image, a Fourier transform of the holes positions provide the structure factor
(see Figure 9.11(d)).
a)

b)

c)
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d)
Struture factor S(Q)

Figure 9.11: Numerical treatment of the SEM image of a well hexagonally ordered alumina
membrane (fabricated by L. Cagnon) to determine the structure factor : a) SEM image,
b) Binarisation of the SEM image, c) Localization of the hole centers, d) Structure factor
associated with the initial SEM image.
h0
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
2
3

k0
0
-1
1
-1
0
-2
1
-1
0
2
1

√

h02 + k 02 + h0 k 0
1
√1
√3
3
2
√2
√7
7
√3
√12
13

multiplicity
4
2
2
4
4
2
4
4
4
2
4

√
Table 9.3: Values of h2 + k 2 + hk for different values of (h, k) with taking into account
the multiplicity of the solutions. The ratio of these values gives the ratio of the distance
from the center of the reciprocal lattice to the different nodes listed.
In order to complete the characterization of the structure factor for an hexagonal array
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of pores, we need to calculate the distance from the center of the reciprocal lattice of the
reciprocal nodes. This distance Rh0 ,k0 only depends
on (h0 , k 0 ) and is given by Equation
√
9.7. The distances Rh0 ,k0 are proportional to h02 + k 02 + h0 k 0 and are listed in Table 9.3
for the smallest values of (h0 , k 0 ).

9.2.1.2

Influence of orientational disorder on the structure factor S(Q) for an
hexagonal array of pores: the Percus-Yevick model
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In the previous section, the structure factor for an hexagonal array of pores was determined. However, the arrangement of the pores is not perfect over the whole sample
surface. The Percus-Yevick model,which is based on the hard sphere model, allows to
take into account orientational disorder in the expression of the structure factor.
In this model, S(Q) is expressed among the hard sphere diameter φS and the system
compacity η as [Ash1966]:
S(Q) = K(1 − n c(QφS ))−1 ,

(9.9)

where K, n and c(QφS ) are respectively a constant, the density number and the radial
distribution function. The density number n and the radial distribution function are
defined by:
n=

6η
,
πφ3S

(9.10)


sin(QφS ) 
α + βx + γx2 ,
xQφS

(9.11)

(1 + 2η)2
,
(1 − η)4

(9.12)

β=

6η(1 + 0.5η)2
,
(1 − η)4

(9.13)

γ=

0.5η(1 + 2η)2
.
(1 − η)4

(9.14)

c(QφS ) = 4πφ3S

Z 1
0

x2

with
α=

Of course, the problem here does not correspond to a hard sphere model since the objects
are holes but this model is well-known [Lag2008] to particularly suits to the case of the
porous alumina membranes by considering φS = dP . This model is here compared to the
structure factor determined from the SEM images.
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Figure 9.12: Numerical processing of the SEM image of a rather well hexagonally ordered
alumina membrane (fabricated by L. Cagnon): a) SEM image, b) Binarisation of the
SEM image, c) Localization of the hole centers, d) Structure factor associated to the
initial SEM image, e) Percus-Yevick modelling (black curve) of the SEM image compared
to the calculated structure factor (red curve). In the case of rather well ordered pores the
Percus-Yevick model applies moderatly well.
Furthermore, when the Percus-Yevick model is applied to the problem of porous membranes, some precautions have to be taken. First, the system compacity η should not be
interpreted as a volume occupation of the holes. It is just an adjustable parameter. Secondly the validity of the model depends on the quality of the holes ordering. The more
disordered the system is, the better the model fits. For very well ordered systems such as
the one presented in Figure 9.11, one obtains a diffraction image in the reciprocal space so
that it is meaningless to make a circular integration. In this case, the Percus-Yevick model
cannot be applied. Some other SEM images making appear more disordered holes were
provided by L. Cagnon. A similar treatment of the SEM image leads to the 2D-mapping
of the structure factor presented in Figure 9.12(d)). In this case, the Percus-Yevick model
can be applied even if it fits to the structure factor profile only moderately well. Finally
the Percus-Yevick model is known to fit particularly well to very disordered systems. A
SEM image of such disordered pores has been provided by K. Lagrené (see Figure 9.13).
In this case, the Percus-Yevick model provides an accurate description of the structure
factor S(Q).
Furthermore, for hexagonal assemblies of pores exhibiting some orientational disorder,
the Bragg spots are no longer observed but are transformed into rings. The rings stems
from the superposition of the Bragg spots which correspond to the different orientations
of the local perfect hexagonal orders.
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Figure 9.13: Numerical treatment of the SEM image of a disordered alumina membrane
(fabricated by K. Lagrené): a) SEM image, b) Structure factor associated to the initial
SEM image, c) Percus-Yevick modelling (red curve) of the SEM image compared to the
structure factor coming from the integration of image (b) (black curve). In the case of
disordered pores the Percus-Yevick model applies well.

9.2.2

Determination of the form factor

Section 7.2 provides the general expression of the form factor F (Q) of a nanowire depending on its orientation β to the incident beam (see Equation 7.49). It has also been shown
that in the framework of the experiment (β = 0), the form factor of the cylinder is similar
to the one of a disk given by the square of the Airy function:

F (Q) =

2J1 (QRP )
,
QRP

(9.15)

where J1 (x) is the Bessel function of the first order and RP the diameter of the pore.
When the pores are perfectly aligned along the incident beam, the pores can be seen
as holes and therefore as disks (see Figure 9.14a)). This approximation provides a fully
isotropic scattering function (see Figure 9.14b)).
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L=9μm, β =1°
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Figure 9.14: (a) Assembly of disk. (b) Scattering function from this assembly of disks.
(c) Incidence geometry when the beam is not perpendicular to the plane of the membrane.
(d) 2D scattering function in the above geometry. Along the Qy direction one has the
scattering function of disks but it is modulated along the Qz direction (incident neutron
direction) by a sinc function. (e) 2D scattering function for various thickness of the
membrane (L = 9 µm and L = 2.5 µm) and for various orientations of the membrane to
the incident beam (β = 1°) and (β = 2.5°).
However when the pores are not perfectly aligned with the incident beam, the finite
thickness of the pores has to be taken into account (see Figure 9.14c)). As a matter
of fact, Equation 7.47 indicates that the form factor is modulated by a sinc function
corresponding to the apparent thickness L cosβ of the membrane which is crossed by the
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neutrons. Some examples are given in Figure 9.14. The effect of the Ewald sphere can
thus be clearly observed when the sample is rotated and its surface makes the angle β
with respect to the incident beam (see Figure 9.14e)).
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9.3

SANS measurements of empty porous alumina
membranes

These systems are rather complex for scattering studies because they are both dense
systems with a marked structure factor as well as very anisotropic since there is a perfect
orientation of the holes in one specific direction. The scattering analysis on such structures
is thus non trivial to derive.
In order to characterize the structure of the membranes, SANS measurements have
been performed on the PAXE spectrometer at the Laboratoire Léon Brillouin. The experimental set-up is described in Annexe 12. As shown in Figure 9.8, the long axis of the
nanowires is along the incident beam and the applied magnetic field.
The neutron wavelength and the distance sample-detector have been respectively set
−1
up at 7Å and 5 m in order to cover a wavelength range from 3.5 × 10−3 Å up to 5.5 ×
−1
10−2 Å . The scattering figures have been normalized by the incoherent scattering and
the number of incident neutrons.

9.3.1

Description of the SANS figures

In SANS experiments, the use of a beam stop is essential to prevent the transmitted
beam to saturate the detector. However in the case of our samples, the transmitted beam
represents only 22% of the incident one which is a rather low value due to the very strong
scattering of the samples. The use of a beam stop is therefore not essential to perform
SANS experiments on such systems.
Figure 9.15 shows the normalized scattering spectra of the four samples. These scattering spectra are isotropic and made of concentric scattering rings as expected from
Section 9.2. Since one does not observe any Bragg spots but some concentric rings, it
indicates that the pores are not perfectly ordered on the whole sample surface. Indeed,
the pores are perfectly ordered over regions whose size can vary from tens to hundreds of
nanometers. However on the whole surface of the sample, these domains are disoriented
so that the Bragg spots which come from each hexagonally organized domains are turned.
The average over all the orientations of these domains leads to a scattering figure made of
concentric circles instead of Bragg spots. Of course, the distance between the concentric
circles should follow the hexagonal
geometry√where the positions
of the different circles
√
√
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
should successively be |Q |, 3 |Q |, 2 |Q |, 7 |Q |,3 |Q |, 12 |Q |,... with |Q∗ | the position of the first circle (see Table 9.3). In practice one does not observe any concentric
circles but concentric rings. Indeed, the thickness of the rings is due to the polydispersity
of the interpores distance and the finite wavelength resolution 4λ
∼ 10%.
λ

n°238

n°240

n°241

n°242

Figure 9.15: Normalized scattering spectra on the PAXE spectrometer of the porous
alumina membranes n°238, 240, 241, 242 when the sample surface is perpendicular to
the incident beam. Note that the scattering spectrum of the sample n°241 is slightly
anisotropic because the sample section is not perfectly perpendicular to the incident beam.

1
n°238

normalized intensity
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Figure 9.16: Profile of the normalized intensity as a function of the norm of the scattering
wave vector Q in lin-lin scale. Note that for each curve the three measured points with
the smallest Q correspond to the Beam Stop position.
In order to compare the position of the rings, the profile of the normalized intensity as
a function of Q is represented for all samples on Figure 9.16 after a circular integration of
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the figures 9.15. These profiles are characterized by the presence of peaks whose positions
depend on the structure factor and thus on the interpore distance.
The SEM images of the samples allowed to determine the interpore distance dP and
the diameter of the pores φP for each sample. The profile of the scattered intensity should
give a more accurate estimation of these parameters. The position of the first peak Q∗
allows to determine dP thanks to:
2
2π
× √
Q =
dP
3
∗
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Sample
238
240
241
242

dP (nm) SEM
65
160
70
105

Q∗ (nm−1 ) SEM
0.112
0.045
0.103
0.069

!

(9.16)

.

Q∗ (nm−1 ) SANS
0.121
<0.048 (0.072)
0.097
0.064

dP (nm) SANS
60
>151 (174)
75
113

Table 9.4: Comparison of dP and Q∗ from the SEM images and the SANS spectra.
Concerning the sample n°240, since the first peak is not accessible in the investigated Q
range, the second peak which is indicated into brackets gives an access to the dP .
It must be underlined that the Q range was not large enough to observe the first peak
of the sample n°240. In fact, the probable position of this peak is localized at the edge of
the Beam Stop. In order to extract information √
from the intensity profile of this sample,
one thus has to consider the peak localized at 3Q∗ . The positions of the first peaks
and thus the interpore distance are indicated for each sample in Table 9.4 and compared
with the values deduced from the SEM images. The values deduced from the SANS
measurements are globally in agreement with the values deduced from the SEM images.
In Figure 9.17, from the experimental position of the
peak
√first peak -√or of the second
√
for the sample n°240 - the positions of the other peaks ( 3Q∗ , 2Q∗ , 7Q∗ ,3Q∗ , 12Q∗ ,...)
are presented in the case of an hexagonal
It shows that the second exper√ ∗ arrangement.
∗
3Q
and
2Q
while
the
third one is centered between
imental
peak
is
centered
between
√ ∗
√
∗
7Q and 12Q for samples n°238 and 240. It appears that the different peaks include
in fact several theoretical peaks. As a matter of fact, the polydispersity of the interpores
distance introduces a width of the peaks and the spectrometer resolution does not permit
to separate them. Sample n°241 shows two peaks at low
√ Q.∗ However, if the first one is
∗
indexed by Q , the second one cannot be indexed by 3Q . This indicates that these
two peaks are in fact a single one. The width of this peak comes from the non-perfect
orientation of the sample during the experiment (see Figure 9.17).
The orientation of the sample is crucial to extract quantitative information. As a
matter of fact, when the pores are not perfectly aligned along the incident beam, the
scattering figure becomes clearly anisotropic. Figure 9.18 presents different examples of
the shape of the scattering depending on the angle β between the incident beam and the
normal to the sample surface. The more the porous alumina membrane is rotated, the
more anisotropic its scattering figure becomes. The influence of the angle β stems from
the form factor of the objects and corresponds to what has been discussed in Section 7.1
(see Figure 7.3). In order to extract information about the structure of these systems, it
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is thus recommended to process carefully and to make sure that the orientation is well
under controlled.
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Figure 9.17: Profile of the normalized intensity as a function of√the norm of√the wave
vector
Q in log-log scales with an indication of the position of Q∗ , 3Q∗ , 2Q∗ , 7Q∗ ,3Q∗ ,
√
∗
12Q ...

Figure 9.18: Scattering spectra for a porous alumina membrane depending on the angle
α between the incident beam and the normal to the surface.
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Determination of the alumina membrane neutron scattering length density

It is fundamental to know the value of the neutron scattering length density before starting SANS experiments. For amorphous materials such as alumina Al2 O3 ,the neutron
scattering length density is given by :
N%
bcoh ,
(9.17)
M
where N ,%, M and bcoh are respectively the Avogadro number, the volumic mass, the
molar mass and the coherent scattering length. For alumina, the coherent scattering
length is expressed as:
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ρ=

2
3
bcoh (Al2 O3 ) = bcoh (Al) + bcoh (O) ,
5
5
where bcoh (Al) and bcoh (O) are respectively the neutron scattering length of Al and O.
Knowing that %AL2 O3 is of the order of 3.4 g.cm−3 for porous alumina membranes [Lag2008,
Nie2002b], the value of the alumina scattering length density is about :
ρAl2 O3 = 4.22 × 1010 cm−2 .

(9.18)

However the amorphous structure of alumina may lead to a slight variation of this
value so that we need to determine ρ experimentally. The method is based on the contrast
matching technique [Gri2007b, Lag2008].When the porous alumina membrane is empty,
the scattering contrast density 4ρ is expressed as:
4ρ = ρAl2 O3 − ρ0 ,

(9.19)

where ρAl2 O3 and ρ0 are respectively the neutron scattering length densities of the alumina
and of the air which fills in the pores. Since the scattered intensity I(Q) (see Section
7.1.2.2) is:
I(Q) = ΦVP (4ρ)2 |F (Q)|2 S(Q) ,

(9.20)

the idea consists in filling the pores with a material which has a scattering length density
of 4ρ, and therefore I(Q) becomes zero. The easiest way consists in filling the pores
with a mixing of H2 O and D2 O whose neutron scattering length densities are respectively
ρH2 O = −0.56 × 1010 cm−2 and ρD2 O = 6.38 × 1010 cm−2 . The neutron scattering length
density ρmix (xD ) depends on the volume fraction of D2 0, xD , is expressed as:
ρmix (xD ) = xD ρD2 O + (1 − xD )ρH2 O .

(9.21)

The matching point which verifies I(xD ) = 0 is noted xM . Combination of Equations
1
9.20 and 9.21 suggests that the xD dependence of ± (Imax) /2 is linear with + referring
to 0 < xD < xM (since ρD2 O > 0) and − referring to xM < xD < 1 (since ρH2 O < 0).
1
Since the xD dependence of ± (Imax) /2 is linear, we only need to investigate a few values
of xD . We have thus measured four different values of xD : 0, 0.25, 0.75 and 1.
Figure 9.19(a) shows the evolution of the scattered intensity depending on the value
of the D2 O volume fraction, xD . The different intensity profiles are homothetic and
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the intensity is minimum for xD = 0.75 which implies that the “matching point”, xM , is
localized around this value.
Figure 9.19(b) gives access to the value of xD by representing the xD dependence of
1
± (Imax) /2 . It must be precised that the measurement of I(Q) as a function of xD is not
fully precise for two main reasons: (i) the alignment of the sample with respect to the
incident beam is not exactly the same for each measurement and (ii) from a measurement
to another, it is requested to well dry the sample so that the pores are well empty before
being filled with another mixing. These reasons may explain systematic errors made on
the measurement. The value of xD deduced from the measurement is xD ≈ 0.68 which
corresponds to:
10
−2
.
ρexp
Al2 O3 = 4.16 × 10 cm

(9.22)

20

1

15
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The deduced value is very close to the theoretical value which shows that the alumina is
very dense.. In the next sections, we will use the theoretical value ρAl2 O3 = 4.22×1010 cm−2
which corresponds quite well to the experimental one.

5

D2O 25%

0

D2O 75%

-5

D2O 100%

-10

0.01

0.1
Q(nm-1)

y = -24.02x + 16.316
R² = 0.9465

10
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Fitting curve
0

0.2
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0.4
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D2O volume fraction xD

0.8

1

Figure 9.19: The contrast matching method applied to a porous alumina membrane
synthesized by L. Cagnon. a) I(Q) for different values of the D2 O volume fraction x, b)
±I(Q)1/2 for different values of the D2 O volume fraction x. xM = 0.68 is the matching
point. The linear fit (black) is given by y = Ax + B with A = −24.02 ± 4.04 and
B = 16.316 ± 2.574. The goodness of the fit is given by R2 = 0.946.

9.4

SANS measurements of nanowires in porours alumina membranes

SANS measurements have been performed on magnetic nanowires included in membranes.
The non-polarized scattering should be similar to the one of the porous alumina membranes since the major change in the expression of I(Q) comes from 4ρ (see Equation
9.20). The size and the distribution of the nanowires are indeed imposed by the alumina
membrane geometry. The aim of the experiments here is to focus on the magnetic scattering of these nanowires via polarized measurements. Four different batches of nanowires
have been extensively studied (see Section 9.3.1). These nanowires are all included in the
same type of porous alumina membrane (n°226) so that they all exhibit the same geom-
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etry. From SEM measurements (see Figure 9.20), they present a diameter φ of 40 nm, an
interpore distance dP of 105 nm and a length of 25 µm.

2μm

200nm
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Figure 9.20: SEM images of the porous alumina membrane n°226.
The SANS experiments on these nanowires have been performed on the PAPYRUS
(G5.5) spectrometer at the Laboratoire Léon Brillouin. The wavelength of the neutrons
was 8Å and the sample − detector distance is 4m so that the accessible wavevector Q
range was:
0.029 nm−1 < Q < 0.62 nm−1 .

(9.23)

The distance d ' 105 nm between the nanowires gives a position of the first ring at
Q ≈ 0.06 nm−1 . The accessible Q-range is therefore well adapted to the study of these
objects.

9.4.1

Non-polarized SANS measurements

As expected, the four samples exhibit SANS spectra similar to the one of the empty
porous alumina membranes previously discussed (see Figure 9.21). The samples have
been oriented to the best possible so that the nanowires are almost perfectly aligned with
respect to the incident beam. Therefore the SANS figures are almost fully isotropic.
The counting time (t=3600s) was long enough to make visible the first three diffraction
peaks in the intensity profile I(Q) (see Figure 9.22). One can even guess the fourth one.
The diffraction peaks are localized at the same Q position for each sample. The position
of the first peak Q∗ gives an access to the distance dP between the centers or the wires
(see Table 9.5). The value of dP is found to be about 115 nm which is in agreement
with the SEM images. In fact, the major difference between the four samples stems from
the scattering spectrum of the Ni nanowires whose intensity is much larger than for Co
nanowires (see Figure 9.22). The difference of scattering intensity between the crystallized
Ni nanowires and the crystallized Co ones (samples Co pH = 3.4 and pH = 5.75) are
accounted for Equation 9.20 and the difference between the scattering length densities
4ρ of the crystallized Co and Ni. The scattering length of N i and Co are respectively
10.3 fm and 2.49 fm. Since they both exhibit an atomic concentration of 9×1028 m−3 , their
scattering length densities areρ(N i) = 9.27 × 1010 cm−2 and ρ(Co) = 2.24 × 1010 cm−2 .
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Ni

Figure 9.21: SANS spectra of the four samples after normalization by the monitor.
With ρ(Al2 O3 ) = 4.22 × 1010 cm−2 , we obtain the scattering contrast factors:
(

ρ(N i) = 9.27 × 1010 cm−2
.
ρ(Co) = 2.24 × 1010 cm−2

(9.24)

It implies that the ratio of scattering between Imax (Co) and Imax (N i) is expected to be:
Imax (Co)
=
Imax (N i)

4ρ(Co)
4ρ(N i)

!2

= 0.15 .

(9.25)

The predicted value of this ratio corresponds quite well to the experimental value
presented in Table 9.5. For Co SCN nanowires the experimental value of this ratio is
0.27. This can be accounted for the amorphous structure of these objects making thus
the value of the neutron scattering length of crystallized Co (b = 2.49 fm) inadequate.
Nevertheless the experimental value of Imax (Co SCN )/Imax (N i) determined here allows
to get access to the value of ρ(Co SCN ) since:
Imax (Co)
4ρ(Co SCN ) = 4ρ(N i)
Imax (N i)
From Equation 9.26, we obtain:

!1
2

.

(9.26)
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ρ(Co SCN ) = 1.6 × 10−10 cm−2 .

(9.27)

This value is about 30% lower than the one of crystallized Co. The difference between
these two values is probably due to a variation of the atomic density between the crystallized and amorphous cobalt.

Normalized intensity (a.u)
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Figure 9.22: Intensity profile I(Q) obtained for the four samples from a circular integration
of the spectra presented on Figure 9.21.
Sample
Co pH=3.4
Co pH=5.75
Co SCN
Ni

Q∗ (nm−1 )
0.063
0.063
0.063
0.063

dP (nm)
115
115
115
115

Imax (a.u)
6.7
7.9
12.6
46.1

Imax /Imax (N i)
0.15
0.17
0.27
1

Table 9.5: Comparison of Q∗ ,dP and Imax between the four samples
In order to characterize the structure of the arrays of nanowires, fits have been performed on the Spectraprocessor software [Spe] developped by F.Ott from the Laboratoire
Léon Brillouin. This software allows to fit the scattered intensity for arrays of nanowires
by modelling the structure factor S(Q) with the Percus-Yevick model presented in Section 9.2.1.2 and the form factor F (Q) of the nanowire section by the Airy function as
introduced in Section 6.2.2.3. The scattering spectra of porous membranes filled in with
nanowires are similar to the scattering of arrays of disks when the wires are aligned along
the incident beam. The finite thickness of the nanowires provides no contribution to the
scattering when the sample surface is normal to the incident beam. Furthermore, since
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the nuclear scattering is very similar for all the samples, fits have only been made on the
sample Co pH = 3.4.
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Figure 9.23: SANS modelization of I(Q) for the Co pH=3.4 nanowire array. a) Variation
of the distance dP between the centers of the nanowires, b) Variation of their radii R.

Figure 9.23 shows the effects of the nanowire radius R and the interwire distance dP
as parameters of the scattering. The value of dP modifies the structure factor profile and
thus the positions of the diffraction peaks. A first approximation of the first diffraction
peak localization Q∗ provided dP = 115 nm. However the graphical estimation of Q∗ is
not too precise. Fits have been realized with the Spectraprocessor software for different
values of dP . It allows to assess a more accurate value of dP of about 110 nm. The value
dP = 110 nm provides the best agreement for the positions of the three main diffraction
peaks (see Figure 9.23(a)). As for the value of R, Figure 9.23(b) indicates how strongly
the variations of R may affect I(Q). The main effect of R concern the slope of I(Q) at
larger Q. This effect is quite drastic and R = 13 nm is the most suitable value. This value
is compatible with the SEM images (see Figure 9.20) from which only a rough estimate
of the pores sizes can be extracted because of the limited resolution. One has to pay
attention to estimate the diameter of the pores from the SEM images [Lag2008] because
SEM introduces a gaussian high-frequency noise which corresponds to a spread gaussian
in the reciprocal space, leading to a blurred zone around the holes on the SEM images.

9.4.2

Polarized SANS measurements

In order to probe the magnetism in the nanowires, Polarized SANS measurements have
been performed on the PAPYRUS (G5.5) spectrometer at the Laboratoire Léon Brillouin
(see Annexe 12). The aim of the experiment consists in determining the magnetic form
factors of the nanowires and in studying their magnetization reversal.
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𝐻
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Figure 9.24: Scattering spectra of the Co pH=3.4 nanowires for neutrons polarized UP
and DOWN and for different values of the magnetic field applied along the nanowires.
Note that in the remanent state, the magnetic configuration does not follow the cylindrical
symmetry of the wires.
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Figures 9.24 presents the scattering spectra I + (Q) and I − (Q) for sample Co pH =
3.4 and for different values of the applied magnetic field. It is hard to distinguish any
differences between these spectra. the polarization contrast is rather low between I +
and I − . While the measurements under an applied field are symmetrical which proves
the correct alignment of the wires, the measurement in the remanent state (H = 0 T)
shows a marked anisotropy which suggests that the remanent state is not homogeneous
and does not follow the cylindrical wire symmetry. This can be accounted for by the
magnetometry measurement of Figure 9.6 which showed that the anisotropy axis in this
sample was poorly defined and that the remanent state consists of domains. For the other
samples in which the magnetic anisotropy is better defined (see Figures 9.4, 9.5 and 9.7),
the SANS scattering is isotropic even in the remanent state.
−
→
− →
In Section 7.1.3, it has been shown that in the configuration ( H q ki ), the total SANS
intensity I(Q) and the magnetic contrast 4I(Q) can be written:
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(

I(Q) = S(Q) × 2 × (|FN (Q)|2 + |FM (Q)|2 )
.
4I(Q) = I + (Q) − I − (Q) = S(Q) × (−4P FN (Q)FM (Q))

(9.28)

From Equations 9.28, it is possible to get rid of the structure factor S(Q) by considering
the ratio 4I(Q)/I(Q):
2P FN FM
4I
.
= −
(9.29)
I
|FN |2 + |FM |2
In the following, the experimental results are presentend in two steps. First the stress
→
−
is put of the dependence on I(Q) on the external magnetic field H . The second step
consists in putting the magnetic contrast 4I(Q) into evidence by studying the ratio
4I/I and its dependence on the magnetic field. For the Co (pH = 5.75), the Co SCN
and the N i nanowires, the values of the applied magnetic field have been applied so that
it follows the hysteresis cycle from 0T up to 1T, then down to -1T and then once again up
to 1T. As for the Co (pH = 3.4) nanowires, the measurements have been performed for
only field values from 0T up to 1T. Note that the sample has been previously saturated
at H=1T.
Furthermore it must be noted that the temperature of measurement can vary from
a sample to another. Table 9.6 sums up the variation of the temperature and of the
magnetic field for the different investigated samples.
Sample
Co
pH=3.4

Temperature
20 K

Co
pH=5.75
Co SCN

200 K

Ni

250 K

200 K

Applied magnetic field H
Saturation of the sample at
H = 1 T:
from H = 0 T up to 1.5 T
From 0 T up to 1 T down to −1 T
and then up to 1 T
From 0 T up to 1 T down to −1 T
and then up to 1 T
From 0 T up to 1 T down to −1 T
and then up to 1.5 T

Table 9.6: Comparison of the temperature and magnetic field parameters for the four
investigated samples
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Figures 9.25, 9.26, 9.27 and 9.28 show the circular integration of the 2D SANS patterns
I(Q) = I + (Q) + I − (Q) as a function of the applied field. It can first be observed that the
scattering at small Q is larger for low magnetic fileds. It corresponds to the formation
of magnetic domains. Moreover, when the magnetization inside the wires is disordered
(small H), the scattering objects are not so well defined anymore and this leads to a blur
of the structure factor peaks.
0.1
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Co pH=3.4

H=0.05T
H=0.1T

0.01

H=1T

0.001

0.0001

0.00001
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Q(nm-1) 0.1

Figure 9.25: Evolution of the scattering function I(Q) of the Co nanowires made at
pH=3.4 for different values of the applied magnetic field H
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Figure 9.26: Evolution of the scattering function I(Q) of the Co nanowires made at
pH=5.75 for different values of the applied magnetic field H
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Figure 9.27: Evolution of the scattering function I(Q) of the Co nanowires with SCN for
different values of the applied magnetic field H
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Figure 9.28: Evolution of the scattering function I(Q) of the Ni nanowires for different
values of the applied magnetic field H
The non-polarized scattering is thus strongly affected by the magnetic field H and
possibly by the formation of magnetic domains inside the wires. However the scattering
due to the magnetism of the nanowires becomes more visible when the scattering spectra
of the |+i and |−i polarized neutrons are compared. In order to probe the magnetic
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properties of the nanowires, the difference between the scattering spectra of |−i and |+i
polarized neutrons are presented in Figures 9.29, 9.30, 9.31 and 9.32. These figures put
into evidence many inversions of I − − I + depending on both Q and H which originate
from the FN FM dependence of the 4I = I − − I + quantity (see Equation 7.52).
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Figure 9.29: I − (Q) − I + (Q) for Co nanowires made at pH = 3.4 and for different values
of the magnetic field at T = 200 K.
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Figure 9.30: I − (Q) − I + (Q) for Co nanowires made at pH = 5.75 and for different values
of the magnetic field at T = 200 K.
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Figure 9.31: I − (Q)−I + (Q) for the Co nanowires made with SCN and for different values
of the magnetic field at T = 200 K.
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Figure 9.32: I − (Q) − I + (Q) for N i nanowires and for different values of the magnetic
field at T = 250 K.

However from these spectra it is difficult to get an idea of the evolution of the magnetic
contrast. The magnetic contrast is indeed hidden by the strong structural scattering
stemming from the structure factor. In order to eliminate the structure factor and the
geometrical factor, it is useful to study the magnetic field dependence of the asymmetry
ratio (see Equation 9.30):

R(Q) =

2P FN FM
4I
=− 2
.
2
(FN + FM
)
I

(9.30)

Figures 9.33, 9.34, 9.35 and 9.36 present the evolution of the ratio R(Q) = 4I/I as
a function of the magnetic field H for each sample. The Q profiles are rather similar
insofar as R(Q) are maximum for large magnetic field (H > 0.3 T) when the samples are
saturated. Then when H decreases, R(Q) also globally decreases. An inversion of the
sign of R(Q) is also observed for small Q values. Furthermore, the most striking feature
of the R(Q) profiles stems from the drop of R(Q) for small Q (Q < 0.2 nm−1 ).
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Figure 9.33: Evolution of the ratio function R(Q) = 4I(Q)/I(Q) of the Co nanowires
made at pH = 3.4 for different values of the applied magnetic field H
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Figure 9.34: Evolution of the ratio function R(Q) = 4I(Q)/I(Q) of the Co nanowires
made at pH = 5.75 for different values of the applied magnetic field H
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Figure 9.35: Evolution of the ratio function R(Q) = 4I(Q)/I(Q) of the Co nanowires
made with SCN for different values of the applied magnetic field H
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Figure 9.36: Evolution of the ratio function R(Q) = 4I(Q)/I(Q) of the N i nanowires at
T = 250 K for different values of the applied magnetic field H
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In the following, I discuss the qualitative information that can be deduced from the
results of the Figure 9.33-9.36.
Let’s consider the ideal case where the magnetization is homogeneous inside the wires
(see Figure 9.37(a) and (b)). In this case, the component M⊥ measured by SANS is
exactly the magnetization along the wires. The geometrical form factor FN (Q) and the
magnetic form factor FM (Q) are thus strictly proportionnal: FM (Q) = αFN (Q). Thus
the asymmetry ratio writes:
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R(Q) =

2P α
2P αFN2 (Q)
=
2
2
(1 + α )FN (Q)
(1 + α2 )

In such a case, the asymmetry ratio should thus be constant. This obviously contradicts the measurements presented in Figure 9.33-9.36. It is thus necessary to consider
complex magnetic configurations in the wires which either do not match the shape of the
wires or present correlations between wires.
For low magnetic fields, the asymmetry ratio R(Q) is globally small and close to zero.
From Eq 9.36, this can only originate from the fact that the magnetic form factor FM (Q)
becomes very small or even close to zero since it is the only parameter which can evolve
while a magnetic field is applied. This suggests that very small magnetic domains (at the
scale of the nanowire, i.e. 20 nm) are formed. If long magnetic domains were formed,
such as head to head domains along the wires, this would give rise to a finite magnetic
contrast in the measured Q-range.
When large magnetic fields, enough to saturate the sample, are applied, the asymmetry ratio grows which corresponds to the apparition of a magnetic contrast. However,
this contrast is not constant as a function of Q which suggests that the magnetization
distribution does not follow the geometry of the wires (see Figure 9.37(c)).
The simple situation where one assumes that the magnetization of the wires is restricted in a reduced part of the wires, either because the wires edges are rough or because
the outer shell of the metallic wires are oxidized (see Figure 9.38) does not allow to reproduce even qualitatively the observed asymmetry ratios presented in Figures 9.34-9.37.
Presently, these results strongly indicate that the stray field between the nanowires has
to be taken into account in the analysis of Polarized SANS experiments (see Figure 9.37
(d)). In SANS experiments, the influence of the stray field is usually neglected despite
no real theoretical justification. Some simulations performed with the FEMM (Finite
Element Method Magnetics) software on nanowires with a diameter of 10nm and a length
of 100nm clearly indicate that the stray field cannot be neglected in the calculation of the
induction for assembly of nanowires (see Figure 9.38). Figure 9.37 (d) suggests that there
must be variations of the intensity of the stray field between the nanowires which may
affect the magnetic contrast. Recent experiments performed on similar systems but with a
magnetic field transverse to the nanowires also exhibits results which can not be explained
with usual arguments [Nap2009]. At this stage, more accurate simulations are requested
in order to show the role of the stray field in analysis of Polarized SANS experiments.
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Figure 9.37: (a) hexagonal assembly of nanowires; (b) Ideal case where the magnetization
is considered homogeneous in the wires. (c) Non ideal case were only the core of the wires
is magnetic. (d) Influence of the demagnetizing field taking into account.
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Figure 9.38: (a) Stray field generated by an individual nanowire with a diameter of 10nm
and a length of 100nm. The simulation has been performed with the FEMM software.
(b) Profile of the induction. It is neglected for an individual nanowire. (c) Stray field
generated for an assembly of nanowires with a diameter of 10nm and a length of 100nm.
(d) The profile of the induction indicate that the stray field cannot be neglected in the
case of an assembly of nanowires.
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To summarize, these measurements on arrays of nanowires have shown that the Ewald
sphere effects are very large so that these types of samples must be considered as equivalent
to single crystals. The orientation effects can be modelled quantitatively by using the
SpectraProcessor software. I have shown that in the non polarized case, it is possible
to disentangle the structure factor of the array and the form factor of a single wire. In
the polarized case, the measurements allow to qualitatively discuss the micromagnetic
behavior under magnetic field but it has until now not been possible to give a detailed
description of the magnetic form factor of a single wire.
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The aim of this thesis was to study, by using magnetometry, micromagnetic modeling,
and Polarized Small Angle Neutron Scattering (PSANS), the magnetic behaviour of magnetic anisotropic nano-objects synthesized via the polyol process. This process provides a
large variety of Co1−x N ix anisotropic nanowires with a diameter and a length which are
respectively in the ranges 7−20 nm and 100−300 nm. These magnetic nanowires, because
of both their high aspect ratio and their excellent crystallinity, exhibit large shape and
magnetocrystalline anisotropies.
I have first shown that by properly ordering these objects, either in liquid solutions
or in polymer matrices, it is possible to achieve very large coercive fields and remanence
magnetizations (up to HC = 0.9 T and MR = 0.95 MS at 150 K). I have modelled this
behavior within the Stoner Wohlfarth model (Chapter 3). This made it possible to disentangle the shape anisotropy and the magneto-crystalline anisotropy contributions to the
coercivity. I have shown that both these anisotropies contribute with the same weight to
the properties of the wires.
These excellent properties suggest that composite materials based on these wires could
be used to fabricate permanent magnet materials. I have studied their high temperature
behavior (up to 500 K) and I propose that these materials could compete with existing
permanent magnetic materials at high temperature (up to 300°C) (Chapter 6).
I have shown that the magnetic behavior is strongly controlled by the detailled shape
of the wires and especially by the shape of the wire extrmities (Chapter 4). The formation
of spherical or conical tips at the end of the wires can lead to a curling reversal mode
which promotes the magnetization reversal in the wires when these tips are large enough.
Drops in the coercivity as large as 3 kG can be induced. This was demonstrated by
micromagnetic simulations and illustrated with bulk magnetic measurements on different
types of objects (cylinders, dumbbells, diabolos).
Such nanowires are prone to oxidation which have proved to strongly affect their
magnetic properties at low temperature (T < 200 K). I have shown by neutron diffraction
that a CoO shell forms around the wires. This shell orders anti-ferromagnetically at
230 K and strongly modifies the magnetic properties of the wires at low temperatures
via the exchange bias effect. In particular it leads to a drop of the coercive field (of up
to 2 kG) in the temperature range (100 K − 200 K). I have proposed a model in which
the superparamagnetic fluctuations of the antiferromagnetic shell play a key role in this
phenomenon. This is supported by micromagnetic simulations. This behaviour is specific
to the 1D geometry of cylinders.
I have also used Polarized Small Angle Neutron Scattering to study both nanowires
dispersed in solution and ordered arrays of nanowires. I have shown that the technique
of PSANS can provide information about the aggregation process in solution of wires
subject to an applied field. This can be used to study the fabrication process of composite
materials. In the case of arrays of ordered nanowires, I propose that PSANS makes it
possible to study the inner magnetic configurations of the nanowires and their magnetic
correlations.
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This work has tried to show that, in order to develop and study magnetic nano-objects,
complementary expertises are required. For instance, organic chemistry could allow to
improve the structural and magnetic properties of the objects, physico-chemistry could
lead to a better dispersion of the particles in polymers, metallurgy is requested to fabricate
composite materials made of these objects, magnetism may give a better understanding
of their properties and the way to improve them or expertises in instrumentation could
impulse the development of tools such as Polarized Small Angle Neutron Scattering to
probe their magnetic properties. The aim of this section is therefore to point to directions
in which improvements in the study of these magnetic nano-objects could be made: How
to improve their magnetic or structural properties? How to fabricate samples made with
such nanowires? How to promote applications based on their use? How to probe in more
details their properties?
To make these directions clearly visible, the perspectives are divided into four main
stakes: 1) Improving the intrinsic properties of the nanowires, 2) Fabricating composite
materials made with such objects, 3) Understanding the details of their magnetic properties and 4) Promoting the use of Polarized Small Angle Neutron Scattering to study
magnetic nanowires.

Improving the intrinsic properties of the nanowires
In a first step, two research orientations may be followed: 1) improving the intrinsic
magnetic properties of the nanowires and 2) improving their temperature stability. This
part of the work is the task of our colleagues chemists.
To improve the intrinsic magnetic properties of these objects, the most promising
route might be to consider the fabrication of similar materials based on iron which would
both provide a higher saturation magnetization (and thus a larger shape anisotropy) and
a cheaper cost for large scale fabrication. The challenge is however very tough since F e
crystallizes in cubic phase which makes the chemical growth of anisotropic F e nanoparticles harder. Nevertheless one may first consider coating the existing Co nanowires with
a F e shell.
As for the temperature stability of these objects, it is related to both their structural
and magnetic properties. A first stake is to prevent the nanowires from sintering at
high temperatures. It requires to modify the nanowire surface by, for example, covering
it with an oxide or a non magnetic material or to well separate the objects from each
other. Furthermore, the magnetic properties of Co nanowires are strongly affected at
high temperature by the singular temperature dependence of the Co magnetocrystalline
anisotropy. It forces to consider other materials. Once again, the use of F e could provide
a solution to improve the magnetic properties at high temperature.

Fabricating composite materials made of nanowires
The objective is here to fabricate permanent magnets made of nanowires. The key issue
is to align the nanowires in a suitable matrix. However, the alignment of the nanowires
is far from being easy. Applying an homogeneous external magnetic field is indeed not
sufficient. The difficulty stems from the agglomeration of the objects in solution. During
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this study, after many attempts, I observed a good stability of Co80 N i20 nanowires in the
dimethylacetamide (DMAC) solvent. It is still necessary to find a suitable solvent for Co
nanowires. It is also imperative to modify the nanowires surface in order to favor their
dispersion.
In this context, the research project, MAGAFIL, financed by the Agence Nationale de
la Recherche (ANR) aims to fabricate composite materials made with aligned nanowires.
It is based on a close collaboration between four laboratories: the Laboratoire Léon
Brillouin (LLB, IRAMIS-CNRS) which uses its expertise in magnetism to support the
magnetic characterization of the samples and to provide information to improve their synthesis, the Interfaces, Traitements, Organisation et DYnamique des Systèmes (ITODYS,
Université Paris Diderot) laboratory and the Laboratoire de Physique et Chimie des NanoObjets (LPCNO, INSA Toulouse) which both focus on the incorporation of the magnetic
nanowires in a polymer host and the Laboratoire des Propriétés Mécaniques et Thermodynamiques des Matériaux (LPMTM, Université Paris 13) which works on dispersing and
aligning the objects in well-chosen metals.
To incorporate and align the nanowires in a polymer host, the nanowire surface must
be modified in order to maximize the nanoparticle/polymer interaction. It can consist
in grafting surfactants. However, the surfactants tested during this work such as laurate
did not conduct to satisfactory alignment of the nanowires in the polymer matrices. The
strategy which is now developed is based on the Atom Transfer Radical Polymerization
(ATRP). This process allows to form uniform polymer chains at the surface of the objects
so that they become covered with a polymer brush which tends to favor their dispersion in
a polymer host. This method has proved to be an efficient and versatile method [Li2007].
It must be underlined that the preparation of metal (F e) surfaces coated with polymers
by ATRP has been successfully developed at ITODYS [Mat2005].
The other strategy to fabricate composite materials made with such nanowires consists
in dispersing and aligning them in metals using high pressure and high temperature
equipments. It requires a metal with a low melting point such as Sn (TF = 232°C) or P b
(TF = 327.5°C).
Finally, it must also be precised that the LPMTM owns a Hot Isostatic Pressure (HIP)
equipment which is devoted to the consolidation of powders in order to obtain dense
materials. Our project consists in adding a permanent magnet in this equipment in order
to compress nanowire powder under a magnetic field so that the nanowires will be aligned.
Such compact aligned powders should exhibit both large coercivity and remanence.

Understanding the detailled magnetic properties
This work opens the way to three main research orientations: 1) the role of the nanowire
geometry in the magnetization reversal, 2) the influence of the oxidation on their magnetic
properties and 3) the behaviour of interacting wires.
The polyol process has been improved for the last two years so that it is now possible
to provide nanowires exhibiting a whole set of shapes. One of the crucial parameters in
the geometry of the synthesized nanowires is the temperature ramp during the heating of
the butanediol solution. A temperature ramp of 3.5°C.min−1 leads to average diameter
and length of respectively 35 nm and 140 nm i.e. aspect ratio of 4 while a temperature
ramp of 7°C.min−1 leads to average diameter and length of respectively 17 nm and 330 nm
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i.e. aspect ratio of 19. Therefore, this large range of aspect ratios should allow to fully
characterize the role of the geometry in both the magnetization reversal and the influence
of the oxide shell formation. A systematic study is now required to more accurately
identify the role of the aspect ratio and of the detailed shape in the magnetic properties
of the nano-objects. This systematic study may be supplemented, if necessary, by a
mapping of the magnetization configuration via electron holography by Christophe Gatel
(CEMES, Toulouse). This can evidence, experimentally, the role of the tip shape in the
nanowire magnetization.
Furthermore, one of the main results of this work is the modification of the nanowire
magnetic properties at low temperature when they oxidize. Many experimental measurements have been performed by magnetometry but there still remains to understand
the role of the CoO grain sizes. This is why I started a collaboration with Pr. JeanPhilippe Ansermet. As a matter of fact, V. Scarani and Pr. Ansermet performed Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) experiments in 2000 [Sca2000] which showed that oxidized
Co nanowires exhibit a temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation which evidenced the thermal fluctuations of the uncompensated moments of the CoO grains at the
surface of the nanowires. Such an experiment is thus perfectly adapted to the samples
which have been presented in Annexe III and which exhibit different degrees of oxidation.
These magnetic characterizations could be complemented by electrical characterization
and magneto-transport measurements. I only had the opportunity to perform very few
magnetoresistance measurements which showed very limited effects (3% of magnetoresistance at room temperature). However, once a better control of the oxidation is achieved,
one may expect spectacular tunnel magnetoresistive effects similar to [Tan2007].
Moreover, in order to better understand experimental measurements on these nanowires,
micromagnetic simulations have been performed using the Nmag software. What is at
stake here is to probe the role of interactions in the magnetic properties of nanowires.
This problematic is presently the post-doc work of Fatih Zighem at the Laboratoire Léon
Brillouin.
Besides these three research projects, two other work directions are intended to characterize the dynamic magnetic modes inside the nanowires.
The first one is based on a collaboration with Michel Viret (SPEC, CEA Saclay) and
consists in isolating a nanowire to make a single-nanowire electrical contact. This should
allow to obtain information about the magnetization configuration and the magnetic
excitations inside the objects. This could also give evidence for magnetoresistance effects
due to the interface between the CoO oxide shell (antiferromagnetic) and the Co core
(ferromagnetic).
The second project consists in performing Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS) using Time of Flight spectrometers to study the quantized spin wave modes in magnetic
nanowires. Recent Brillouin Light Scattering [Rou2001, Wan2002] have indeed demonstrated the existence of transverse spin waves modes controlled by the reduced diameters
and saturation magnetization in the energy range 0 − 0.1 meV. We here propose to perform INS experiments to probe a larger Q-range. It will consist in probing spin-wave
excitations in well-defined and aligned thin (7 − 15 nm) nanowires at zero field and with
an applied magnetic field along the wire axis. The magnetic field will be strong enough
(above 1 T) to ensure that we can explore the regime where the spin waves mode energies
increase linearly with the field [Tar2006, Tar2005]. We made some attempts on the IN 6
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spectrometer at the Institut Laue-Langevin. Two difficulties appeared: the presence of
hydrogen at the surface of the nanowires which led to a large incoherent “background”
scattering which is a great handicap to make inelastic signals visible and the difficulty
in aligning the nanowires. Consequently we still need to progress in the fabrication of
the samples. The fabrication of pressed aligned nanowire powders or composite materials
made with aligned nanowires in Sn or P b (which are metals adapted to neutron scattering) could make possible such a study. Another possibility may also be the study of Co
nanowires included and aligned in alumina membranes. However, because of the small
quantities of matter, it requires to superpose tens of membranes which would require a
lot of work.
That is why a good alternative could consist in probing the magnetic excitations inside
nanowires via Spin-Polarized STM. During the European Workshop on Self-organized
nanomagnets which took place in Aussois in 2009, Wulf Wulfhekel from the Physikalisches
Institut in Karlsruhe presented some interesting results about this recent technique. It
is based on the spin transfer torque: the injection of a polarized electric current creates
a collective excitation of the spins in the ferromagnet. Via Inelastic Scanning Tunneling
Spectroscopy (ISTS), magnon dispersions and lifetimes in thin Mn, Co and Ni films
have been obtained with precision similar to inelastic neutron scattering [Gao2008]. This
technique might be applied to the study of individual nanowires.

Promoting the use of Polarized Small Angle Neutron
Scattering to study magnetic nanowires
The Polarized Small Angle Neutron Scattering studies performed during this work emphasized different limitations to investigate the nanowires synthesized via a polyol process,
mainly (i) the difficulty to align them and (ii) the presence of hydrogen at their surface.
This has prevented the realization of quantitative PSANS studies on such nanowires.
The collaboration with LPMTM could provide aligned nanowires dispersed in Sn or P b
matrices which exhibit low scattering cross sections and are therefore well adapted for
such studies. In the meantime, I intend to align the nanowires as well as possible in a
polymer matrix under a magnetic field and then to stretch the polymer film in order to
promote the nanowire alignment. In situ film deformation equipment is available at the
Laboratoire Léon Brillouin. It is often used to study the strengthening of polymer films
loaded with silica nanospheres and the role of stretching onto the mechanical properties
[Jou2009].
Nevertheless the best PSANS results have been obtained on Co and N i nanowires
aligned in alumina membranes. We notably observed an inversion of the polarized signal
around the minimum of the spectrometer Q-range. It would thus be very interesting to
investigate the lower Q values which is not possible for the moment on the PAPYRUS
spectrometer. The idea therefore consists in investigating a sample exhibiting larger
distances between the objects. This could be part of a more general work consisting in
studying a set of membranes with different distances between the pores in order to probe
the exact role of this parameter.
Furthermore, it must be precised that in the near future, it will be possible to probe
smaller Q-range with PSANS. As a matter of fact, Grégory Chaboussant and Sylvain
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Désert are currently developing PA20 (Petits Angles 20 mètres) which is a new SANS
spectrometer with polarization option. It should allow to probe Q-values from 2 − 3 ×
−1
−1
10−4 Å up to 0.5Å . This spectrometer will make PSANS studies at the Laboratoire
Léon Brillouin much easier to perform by having a far more versatile spectrometer.
From the previous discussions, it can be seen that these nanowires offer a wealth of
research opportunities in magnetism.
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Part III
Annexe: Complementary study on
the Exchange Bias effect in
nanowires
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Exchange Bias effect in nanowires
depending on the degree of oxidation
In chapter 5, the exchange bias effect in nanowires has been investigated. The nanowires
were dried in an oven until passivation occurs. This annexe considers the role of the
CoO thickness in the Exchange Bias phenomenon. From an initial dialcohol solution
of nanowires, three different batches of nanowires exhibiting three different degrees of
oxidation have been investigated. The investigated objects are Co nanowires exhibiting a diameter d = 18 nm for a length L = 250 nm. The three investigated samples
were extracted from the same original butanediol solution of nanowires but were oxidized
differently:
1. The first sample was washed several times with ethanol, then dried in a oven at
60°C during three days and finally dried in the air during four other days. Then it
was covered with a non magnetic varnish to prevent the nanowires from oxidation.
The mass of nanowire powder was 5.3 mg. This sample is named “Sample A”.
2. The second one was also washed several times with ethanol and then dried in the air
during one week. Then it was also covered with a non magnetic varnish. The mass
of nanowire powder is 2.3 mg. This sample is named “Sample B” and is expected
to be less oxidized than Sample A.
3. The last one was a few mL of the initial butandiol solution containing the nanowires.
It was however in contact with air during several weeks so that it was not perfectly
preserved from air. A very slight oxidation can thus be expected. This sample
is named “Sample C”. Note that comparisons with the above samples can only be
made below 200 K since above this temperature the butandiol is no longer frozen
and magnetometry measurements cannot be performed.
Different kinds of measurements have been performed on these samples and are presented
in this section: hysteresis cycles and Field Cooled (FC)/ Zero Field Cooled (ZFC) curves.

10.1

Hysteresis cycles

To quantitatively compare the hysteresis cycles of the different samples, the quantity of
magnetic nanowires in each sample needs to be determined. The difficulty is to assess the
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quantity of organic matter. This has been evidenced by the neutron measurements which
showed large incoherent scattering - due to the presence of hydrogen- even after heating
under vacuum at T = 130°C during several days.
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For Sample A, if we first assume that the mass of 5.3 mg corresponds to only Co and
CoO. If the oxide shell thickness is assumed to be about 1.5 nm, the total mass comes for
three quarters from the Co cores and for the last quarter from the CoO shells. Moreover
at 240 K − 260 K, the temperature is above TN (see Section 5.1.1) and the contribution
to the hysteresis cycle only stems from Co. At T = 240 K, M = 2.32 × 10−4 A.m2 for
Co
= 4.06 × 1019 Co atoms. It implies that M = 0.62 µB /at which is about
N = Mm
Co NA
the third of the Co bulk value (1.7 µB /at). This confirms that there probably remains a
significant amount of organic matter at the surface of the nanowires.
Sample B has not been totally dried so that there remains more organic matter than
for Sample A. While the sample mass is about twice smaller, its magnetization is about
ten times smaller. this suggests that Sample B consists mostly of organic matter and
solvent. An absolute determination of the samples magnetization is thus impossible to
perform.
In the following, we make the assumption that the level of surface oxidation does not
modify the saturation magnetization of the Co core at high temperature since there is no
interaction between the Co core and the CoO shell. the hysteresis curves of the different
samples have thus been normalized by the magnetization measured at high temperature
(250 K) and high field (5 T ) (see Figure 10.1). The normalization factors were then kept
constant when the temperature was decreased.
The samples have been cooled down to T = 2.5K under a magnetic field H = 5 T.
Then hysteresis cycles have been measured while increasing the temperature from 5 K to
300 K. At T = 240 − 260 K, the samples A and B saturate above H = 3 T. In the case
of Sample C, the nanowires in solution have been field cooled which explains the square
shape of the hysteresis cycle indicating that the nanowires are aligned.
Below T = 200 K, the hysteresis cycles start to be different for the three samples.
The hysteresis cycles of Sample A remain quite well saturated at H = 5 T. The major
changes with decreasing temperatures occur for the samples B and C which are a priori less
oxidized. Both the coercivity and the saturated magnetization vary in large proportions
with decreasing temperatures for these samples. The coercivity drops at low temperatures
while the saturation magnetization significantly increases. Another interesting feature is
that the variations of coercivity and saturated magnetization for Sample C occur for lower
temperatures than for sample B but seem to make up for their lag at very low temperatures
(T = 2.5 K). Furthermore, below 100 K, the hysteresis cycles of the samples B and C
exhibit a positive slope at large fields which increases in large proportions with decreasing
temperature. This positive slope could stem from the superparamagnetic fluctuations of
the antiferromagnetic grains of the oxide shell. Finally, a “wasp” shape can also be seen at
low fields for Sample B when the temperature is below 10 K. The shape of the hysteresis
cycles will be more deeply analyzed later.
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Figure 10.1: Hysteresis cycles for samples A, B and C at different temperatures. Note that
at T = 240 − 260 K, butandiol is liquid so that the measurement can not be performed
for Sample C.

10.2

Temperature dependence of HC and HE

The temperature dependence of the coercive field HC and the exchange field HE for the
three samples, obtained from the hysteresis cycles, are presented in Figure 10.2.
For Sample A, the temperature dependence of HC and HE is similar to the one observed
in Section 5.1.2. The Exchange Bias temperature is TEB = 100 K and HE = −815 Oe at
T = 5 K. As for HC , there is still a coercivity drop with decreasing temperature from
T = 200 K down to T ≈ 120 K. However, this coercivity drop is smaller than the one
reported in Section 5.1.2.
The temperature dependence of HC and HE for Sample B is very different from Sample
A and from the ones reported in Section 5.1.2. The Exchange Bias temperature TEB is
the same as for Sample A (TEB 100 K). For T < TEB , HE increases with decreasing
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temperature from TEB downto 20 K as expected but then decreases from 20 K (HE =
−575 Oe) down to 7.5 K (HE = −230 Oe) and finally increases again down to 2.5 K (HE =
−325 Oe). The exchange field drop from 20 K down to 7.5 K is very unexpected and no
similar report in the literature could be found.
As for HC , going from 200 K down to 100 K, there is no longer a coercivity drop but
rather a coercivity plateau. Below TEB , HC begins to follow the same variations as for
Sample A. Nevertheless below 50 K, a drastic coercivity drop occurs since HC = 5230 Oe
at T = 50 K and 1110 Oe at T = 5 K. This represents a giant coercivity drop of about 80%.
Then HC slightly increases again from 5 K down to 2.5 K. The coercivity and exchange
field drops seem to be nearly concommitant in temperature like their rebound at very low
temperature.

1
Hc Sample A
Hc Sample B
Hc Sample C
He Sample A
He Sample B
He Sample C

0.6

µ0Hc,µ0He (T)
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Figure 10.2: Temperature dependence of HC and HE for samples A, B and C after a
field cooled procedure: a magnetic field H = 5 T has been applied while decreasing the
temperature down to 2.5K, then the measurements have been performed with increasing
temperatures. Note that HC is much larger for Sample C since the nanowires aligned
themselves in the butandiol solution during the Field Cooled procedure.
In order to have a better understanding of the results for Sample B, the Field Cooled
(FC) and Zero Field Cooled (ZFC) procedures have been compared (see Figure 10.3). As
expected, the exchange field HE is equal to zero for all temperatures under the ZFC procedure. The ordered antiferromagnetic CoO do not indeed show any preferential orientation.
The most striking feature of the comparison between the ZFC and FC measurements is
the similitude between the temperature dependence of HC . It implies that the blocked
antiferromagnetic CoO grains play no role in the coercivity drop of Sample B.
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Figure 10.3: Comparison between the temperature dependencies of HC and HE of Sample B for a zero Field Cooled procedure and a Field Cooled one under H = 5 T. The
measurements are performed with increasing temperature from 2.5 K up to 260 K.
As for Sample C, Figure 10.2 shows that HE is equal to zero for all the temperatures.
The large coercivity which has been measured for this sample stems from the alignment
of the nanowires in the solution during the Field Cooled procedure. However a large
coercivity drop is observed from 10 K (HC = 8770 Oe) down to 2.5 K (HC = 5520 Oe) while
there is no coercivity plateau at higher temperatures. Since the coercivity drop at low
temperature looks like the one of Sample B, the first question consists here to determine
whether the nanowires of this sample are oxidized or not. Figure 10.4 compares HC (T ) for
Sample C and non-oxidized nanowires (previously shown in Figure 5.3) . The temperature
dependence is similar from room temperature down to 20 K where the coercivity drop sets
in for Sample C. This drastic coercivity drop, occuring at a temperature lower than in
the case of Sample B, suggests that if the nanowires of Sample C are oxidized, the CoO
grains are smaller than the ones of Sample B.
Sample
A
B
C

oxidation
dried in a oven
(60°C during
3days)
dried in the air
during one week

TEB
100 K

HEB
monotonous increase
with decreasing T

HC
drop from TN
down to TEB

100 K

very slight
oxidation
expected

-

decrease from
T ≈ 50 K down to
T = 7.5 K
HEB = 0

large drop from
T ≈ 50 K down to
T = 5K
large drop from
T ≈ 10 K down to
T = 2.5 K

Table 10.1: Characteristics of Samples A, B and C.
The comparison between samples A, B and C leads to several questions (see Table
10.1):
• Why is the Exchange Bias TEB temperature identical for the samples A and B?
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• Why is there -for Sample B- a plateau instead of an expected coercivity drop from
200 K down to TEB ?
• Is the coercivity drop observed for Sample B and C at low temperatures also coming
from the superparamagnetic fluctuations of the antiferromagnetic grains of the oxide
shell?
• How is it possible to explain the exchange field drop with decreasing temperature
from 20 K down to 7.5 K for Sample B?
• What is the reason for the rebound of HC and HE at very low temperature for
Sample B?

The challenge is therefore to determine whether these phenomena are, like the coercivity
drop of Sample A at high temperature, linked to the superparamagnetic fluctuations of
the antiferromagnetic grains inside the oxide shell.
1

Non-oxidized
nanowires

0.95

Sample C

0.9
0.85

µ0Hc(T)
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• Why no bias is observed for Sample C if it also oxidized?
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Figure 10.4: Comparison between the temperature dependence of HC for Sample C and
non-oxidized nanowires.

10.3

Temperature dependence of saturation and remanent magnetizations

The temperature dependence of the saturation magnetization MS is reported for each
of the three samples (see Figure 10.5). In fact, the term of “saturated magnetization”
is not appropriate. The measurements were made at H = 5 T but the hysteresis cycles
(presented in Figure 10.1) showed that the samples B and C were not saturated at low
temperature for H = 5 T. However, the temperature dependence of MS or M (H = 5 T)
gives some information about the net magnetization. An increase of net magnetization
with decreasing temperature can stem from:
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1. the uncompensated moments of antiferromagnetic particles which become blocked
with decreasing temperature .

For Sample A, at T = 2.5 K, we observe an increase of M (H = 5 T) of about 15%
compared to the value at high temperature (above TN ). The most striking feature comes
from the two other samples which are less oxidized. They exhibit a very large increase of
M (H = 5 T) with decreasing temperature: for these samples M (H = 5 T) is about 2.5
times higher at T = 2.5 K than at room temperature.
Furthermore, the increase of M (H = 5 T) occurs at lower temperature for Sample
C than for Sample B. Indeed the CoO grains of Sample B are larger than the ones of
Sample C so that they become blocked for higher temperature. However at T = 2.5 K,
the difference of magnetization between these two samples is small. Moreover M (H = 5 T)
increases progressively down to TEB but increases much more below TEB when the CoO
grains begin to be blocked. The question here is to know whether the very large increase
of M (H = 5 T) for the samples B and C can stem from only the uncompensated moments
of the antiferromagnetic grains.
2.6
Sample A
2.4
Sample B

2.2

M/M(T=240K)
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2. some phenomena like spin glass. It can be imagined that the blocked antiferromagnetic grains keep the ferromagnetic moments fixed because of exhange interaction.

Sample C
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Figure 10.5: Temperature dependence of M/M (T = 240 K) at H = 5 T for the samples
A, B and C.
FC/ZFC magnetization curves have been measured to probe the configuration of the
magnetic moments at H = 0 T. Figure 10.6 compares the FC/ZFC curves of the samples
A and B. The curves are similar for both samples from room temperature down to about
10 K. The remanence (M (µ0 H = 3mT )) remains almost constant from room temperature
down to 150 K. When T ≈ TEB , the remanence begins to increase. For both samples,
the curves obtained after cooling the sample under H = 5 T increases by 40% from 150 K
down to 10 K. Moreover, we observe that the remanence of Sample A is larger than that
of Sample B between 100 K and 10 K. This can be explained by the fact that the CoO
grains of Sample A are larger than that of Sample B so that they will be blocked at higher
temperatures.
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Furthermore the main difference between samples A and B occurs below 10 K where
the remanence of Sample B increases from 1.4 at T = 10 K up to 1.95 at T = 2.5 K.
Compared to the temperature dependence of both HE and HC , this large increase of
the remanence for Sample B happens below 10K when HE and HC both rebound (see
figure 10.3). This could be attributed to the blocking of very small antiferromagnetic
grains exhibiting a large fraction of uncompensated moments. The question then is: can
the blocking of antiferromagnetic CoO grains be the only explanation for such a drastic
remanence increase?

Mr/Mr(T=280K)
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Figure 10.6: Field Cooled / Zero Field Cooled curves for both the samples A (empty
circles) and B (filled circles). The curves are normalized by the value of the magnetization
at T = 280 K.

Figure 10.7 shows the FC/ZFC of Sample C. Contrary to the measurements made on
the sample A and B, the sample was cooled from only T = 180 K since the butandiol
has to be frozen during the whole experiment to prevent the nanowires from moving. In
the FC procedure under H = 5 T, the remanence increases by 16% from 180 K down
to 2.5 K. Compared to the samples A and B, the increase of the remanence sets in at
lower temperature and in slighter proportions.These measurements indicate that few CoO
grains remain blocked with no external field in the temperature range 50 K − TEB . An
explanation might be the very small size of the CoO grains which compose the oxide shell
of Sample C.
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Figure 10.7: Field Cooled / Zero Field Cooled curves for Sample C. The curves are
normalized by the value of the magnetization at T = 180 K.

10.4

Conclusion

In this annexe, it has been shown large differences in the magnetic behaviour of nanowires
depending on their degree of oxidation. As a matter of fact, when nanowires are not dried
in a oven but only dried in the air, there is no more a coercivity drop from T = 220−240 K
down to TEB ≈ 100 K. In fact, in this case, a large coercivity drop is observed with
decreasing temperatures below TEB . A more surprising feature is the decrease of the
exchange field with decreasing temperatures in the same temperature range. Moreover,
it can be noted that for this sample, the magnetization is about 2.5 time larger at 2.5 K
than at room temperature. From these experimental results, many questions are arisen
but no reasonable model allows to explain them for the moment.
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Part IV
Annexes: Techniques and Methods
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Several experimental techniques have been performed personally or by coworkers during this work. The most interesting results came from: magnetometry, Small Angle
Neutron Scattering and neutron diffraction, X-Ray diffraction, TEM and SEM. Here the
choice is made to only present neutron scattering techniques. Indeed, magnetometry techniques such as VSM or SQUID are quite well-known and microscopy techniques have been
performed by co-workers. In fact, one of the main part of this work consists in developing
SANS as a tool to probe magnetic anisotropic nanostructures. That is why this part
of the manuscript only focuses on neutron scattering and especially on SANS technique
with or without polarized neutron beam. In a first chapter, neutron scattering theory
is detailed and compared to X-ray scattering in order to underline the power of neutron
scattering to probe magnetic properties. Then, SANS technique is presented so that the
experimental results presented in Part II can be well understood.
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Neutron Scattering
The physical objects used in scattering techniques can be either particles like neutrons
or photons like X-rays. As described in [Lév1984], these objects are called “quantons”
and can behave either as particles or as waves. Here the basics of scattering techniques
and the similarities and differences between X-Rays and neutrons are discussed. The
mathematical formalism of neutron scattering will be introduced in details at the end of
the present section.

11.1

Basics of X-ray and neutron scattering

The properties of X-Rays and neutrons are presented in the following Table 11.1 [Rav2006].
X-Rays interact with electrons via the electromagnetic interaction. As for neutrons, they
interact with the spins of the electrons via the electromagnetic interaction and with the
nuclei via the strong interaction. These interactions lead to weak scattering which means
that the probability that such events occur is very small. In fact, scattering can only
be observed thanks to the giant flux produced by synchrotrons and neutron reactors. In
the following sections, similarities between X-rays and neutrons will be underlined. For
instance, the Bragg law is valid for both quantons since diffraction only depends on the
wavelength. Nevertheless, some processes need a specific formalism like X-rays absorption
or neutron magnetic scattering.

11.2

Interaction processes

When particles (neutrons or photons) hit matter, two main interaction processes come
into play: absorption and scattering processes. Absorption refers to processes where the
energy of quantons is absorbed by another entity and these quantons destroyed. Scattering
refers to processes where a beam of quantons is deflected in multiple directions by a
target. Scattering process may be elastic or inelastic depending if the target energy is
changed or not during the process. It must be noted that refraction and reflection are
not considered as fundamental interaction processes since they are a particular case of
scattering. However, few words will be written about them since reflection gives rise to
very useful techniques such as reflectivity.
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Description

Energy
Wavelength
λ(Å) =
λ = 1Å
Impulsion
kB T (300 K)
E(1Å)

Interaction
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Scattering cross
section
Absorption
cross section

Neutrons
Particle Wave function Ψ
→
− −
Ψ ∼ exp(i( k .→
r)
p2
E = 2m
√0.286

E(eV )

X-Rays
Field
→
− −
E = E0 e exp(i( k .→
r − ωt))
e : polarisation
E = ~ω = ~c
λ
12.4
E(keV )

E = 81.8 meV
p = ~k = mv
0.32
Strong (nuclei)
electromagnetic (spins of
electrons)
σnuclear ∼ 5 barn

E = 12.4 keV
p = ~k = hν
c
2.1 × 10−6
electromagnetic (electrons)

σmagnetic ∼ 3barn
σa ∼ 0.1 − 10 barn for most
elements

σmagnetic ∼ 10−6 σth
σ depends on k and Z

0.32σthomson ∼ Z 2 barn

Table 11.1: Properties of neutrons and X-Rays [Rav2006]. Note that 1 barn = 10−28 m2
and that kB T (300 K) = 25.2 meV.

11.2.1

Absorption process

The absorption of incident quantons by matter is given by the Beer-Lambert law. It
implies that a beam of intensity I (proportional to N incident quantons per time unit)
which cross a matter length dz (see Figure 11.1) varies from a quantity dI given by:
dN
dI
=
= −µ dz
I
N

(11.1)

where µ is defined as the absorption linear coefficient which is homogeneous to the inverse
of a length and whose value depends on materials. When this formula is integrated over
the total length L of the sample, it becomes [Sch2003]:
I = I0 exp(−µL)

(11.2)

where I0 is the incident intensity. It must be noted that µ which is a macroscopic variable
comes from a microscopic variable, the absorption cross section σa defined by the following
relationship in a volume dV = S dz:
dN = −Φi dNa σa

(11.3)

where S , Φi and dNa are respectively the cross surface of dV , the incident flux and the
number of absorbing centers. In the case of a volume V characterized by a density of
absorbing centers ρa :
dNa = ρa S dz
(11.4)
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From these equations, the relationship linking µ to σa is:
µ = σa ρa

(11.5)

Note that σa is homogeneous to a surface and is generally expressed in barn. A barn
amounts to 10−28 m2 and an absorbing cross section σa of 1 barn conveys a low probability
of absorption.

I

dz
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I0

L
Figure 11.1: Definition of the variables in an absorbing process
11.2.1.1

X-Rays absorption

Several mechanisms lead to X-Rays absorption. At low energies (∼ 1 keV), the main origin
of absorption is the creation of a photoelectron which comes from the photoelectric effect.
For energies above the rest energy of electrons (E0 = m c2 = 511 keV), the X-photon is
disintegrated in an electron-positron pair. X-Ray absorption is a complex phenomenon
and can be discontinuous as a function of the energy. It must however be reminded that
between two absorption levels, the absorption cross section is proportional to Z 4 and
k −3 . The consequence is that X-Ray absorption is larger at low energy and for heavy
elements. For instance, for X-Rays whose wavelength is 1.542Å(CuKα ray) [Rav2006],
σa (Li) = 5.7 barn, σa (N i) = 4760 barn and σa (P b) = 79800 barn.
11.2.1.2

Neutron absorption

Neutrons are usually weakly absorbed by matter since they weakly interact with electrons.
When neutrons are absorbed by matter, the process is a nuclear one. For instance, 3 He3
absorbs neutrons via the neutron reaction:
3

He + n → 3 H − + p + 0.764 MeV

(11.6)

Few elements give rise to such nuclear reactions. 3 He, 6 Li, 10 B, Gd or Cd are one
of the most neutron absorbing elements. For example, the absorbing cross section σa of
6
Li, 10 B and Gd are respectively 520, 2100 and 74000 barn for λ = 1.8Å. Such efficient
absorbing elements are used to build neutron detectors or protecting screens [Sch2003].
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Finally, contrary to X-rays, in most neutron scattering experiments, absorption is not
a major problem.
11.2.1.3

Scattering process

Scattering is a term characterizing the deflection of quantons in multiple directions. Scattering and diffraction processes must not be mixed up. Scattering indicates the elementary
interaction process between a quanton and a target (See Figure 11.2). As for diffraction,
it is a particular case of scattering in precise directions.
Note that the scattering process of a quanton comes from the interaction with a
−
target. The corresponding interaction potential is written V(→
r ) and will be defined later
in Equation 11.24.
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dΩ
ks

2θ

ki

Figure 11.2: Definition of variables in a scattering process
11.2.1.4

The scattering length b

An incident beam of quantons is now considered in order to put into form the mathemat→
−
→
−
ical formalism. The flux of quantons is noted Φ0 . ks and ki are respectively the scattered
→
−
→
−
and the incident wave vectors and 2θ is the angle between ks and ki . The scattering
→
−
wave vector Q is defined by:
→
− →
−
→
−
(11.7)
Q = ks − ki
The number of quantons scattered per time unit dNs in the solid angle dΩ is given by:
dNs = Φ0

dσs
dΩ
dΩ

(11.8)

s
is the differential scattering cross section of the target. This is a variable linked
where dσ
dΩ
to the scattering length b which is measured during a scattering experiment.
Consider now a target which is a single scattering center. The incident quanton is a
plane wave defined by the wave function normalized on a volume V [Coh1973]:

→
− −
1
−
ϕi (→
r ) = √ exp(i ki .→
r)
V
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The wave function of the scattered quanton becomes:
→
− −
1 b(Q)
ϕs = − √
exp(i ks .→
r)
V r

In the above expression, the negative sign comes from a convention which defines that
when b > 0, the quanton is subjected to a phase difference of π. Mathematical develops
to b:
ments [Rav2006] lead to the following expression linking dσ
dΩ
dσs
ks
=
|b(Q)|2
dΩ
ki

(11.9)

In elastic scattering processes, this equation can be simplified into:
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dσs
= |b(Q)|2
dΩ

(11.10)

The function b(Q) characterizes the intensity of the interaction between the quanton and
the atom. It a priori depends on the wave vector Q. When b(Q) is constant (case of
neutrons), it is called the scattering length.
11.2.1.5

X-Ray scattering

In the case of X-Rays [Her], the total scattering cross section varies following:
σs ∼ Z 2

(11.11)

where Z is the atomic number of the considered element. It directly implies that the
contrast between two elements exhibiting a similar atomic number will be quite weak.
This can appear as a real limitation in some studies.
11.2.1.6

Neutron scattering

Contrary to X-Rays, the neutron scattering length is a real constant and does not depend
on Q. The total neutron scattering length becomes
σs = 4π |b|2
The sign of b cannot be measured via a scattering experiment. To proceed to the sign
determination of b, reflectivity measurements are required (see Section 11.2.2).

Figure 11.3: The neutron scattering length as a function of the atomic number.
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Finally the great advantage of neutrons compared to X-Rays comes from the dependence of b as a function of Z. As a matter of fact, while σs is proportional to Z 2 for
X-Rays, it strongly varies from one element to another for neutrons (see Figure 11.3) and
the sign of b can even be opposite for two elements which are neighbours in the classification table. This property allows to obtain large contrasts between elements presenting
similar atomic numbers. For instance, it thus becomes possible to easily distinguish F e
from Co or N i. Another example is the matching technique which consists in replacing
H atoms (bH = −3.74 fm) by D atoms (bD = 6.57 fm) in order to tune the scattering
contrast (see Section 9.3.2).
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11.2.2

Refraction

As previously explained, refraction is not a fundamental interaction process but just a
particular case of scattering phenomenon. It can give rise to very interesting experiments
which are described in the following section. Let us imagine an incident quanton hitting a
→
−
surface with an incident wave vector ki making an angle α with the normal to the surface.
→
−
→
−
kr is the reflected wave vector and kt the transmitted one making an angle β with the
normal to the surface. It can be shown [Her] that the refraction index n is written:
n=1−δ =1−

2π
ρs b(0)
k2

(11.12)

ρs is the density of scattering centers and b(0) is the b value for Q = 0 (remind that
b(Q) = b(0) = b for neutrons). In both cases, neutrons and X-Rays, δ is very small and
amounts to about 10−5 . From the Snell-Descartes law cosα = n cos β, it can be deduced
that α ' β and the refraction process is eventually negligible for both neutrons and
X-Rays.
Nevertheless, the expression of δ shows that in reflectivity experiments, the sign of b(0)
becomes critical. Indeed, when b(0) > 0, n < 1 and there is a critical angle αc below which
the reflection is total. When b(0) < 0, n > 1 and there cannot be any total reflection
observed. Note that the total reflection phenomenon is always observed for X-Rays since
b(0) is always positive for such quantons. As previously discussed, b can be either positive
or negative for neutrons.
Finally reflectivity measurements are necessary as soon as the aim of a study is to
measure b and its sign which is not possible via scattering techniques which only give an
access to |b|2 . Reflectivity experiments are very useful to probe surface structures and
interfaces.

11.3

From interaction processes to experimental techniques

To probe the structure of matter, experimental techniques can be classified following the
fundamental interaction processes listed in Figure 11.4. However other quantons such
as electrons or light photons can lie at the root of these experimental techniques. The
advantages of neutrons have been exposed in Chapter 1. Very briefly, it can be reminded
that neutrons have a few advantages compared to other quantons:
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1. Neutrons can easily penetrate thick materials because they are electrically neutral.
Contrary to X-rays or electrons, the study of condensed matter via neutron techniques is not limited to surfaces, interfaces or thin films.
2. Neutrons can interact totally differently with atoms whose atomic number is very
close or even with different isotopes from the same atom species.
3. Neutron wavelength range (0.5 − 20 nm) gives an access to interatomic distances
or correlation lengths in larger structures like polymer or liquid crystals. As for
neutron energy range (1 − 100 meV), it corresponds to the energy of excitations in
condensed matter.
4. Neutrons have a spin which interacts with the magnetic moments of atoms. This
lie at the root of magnetic studies in condensed matter.
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5. Isotopic labelling (especially deuteration) which is of outmost importance in the
study of polymere science.
Neutrons are thus a very powerful tool to probe structures, magnetism and excitations in
condensed matter. However, the main limitation to their use is their low flux compared
to the X-rays.
EMISSION :

REFRACTION :

 X-Rays
o Fluorescence
(Chemical analysis)

 X-Rays
o Reflectivity (Surfaces, interfaces)
o Surface diffraction
 Neutrons
o (Polarized) Reflectivity
((magnetic) surfaces and interfaces)

Quantons :
 X-Rays
 Neutrons

SCATTERING:

ABSORPTION:
Matter :





 X-Rays
o Absorption spectroscopies (EXAFS,
XANES)
o Dichroïsm (magnetism, thin films)

Crystal
Liquid, liquid crystal
Polymer
Surface

 Neutrons
o Diffraction, Diffused scattering (structures,
H presence)
o (Polarized) SANS (polymer, aggregates,
magnetic particles…)
o Inelastic scattering (excitations: phonons,
magnons)
o Magnetic scattering (structures, interactions)

 X-Rays
o Diffraction (structures)
o Diffuse scattering (desorder in liquid crystal)
o Compton scattering (electronic structures)
o SAXS (polymers, aggregates…)
o Magnetic or Inelastic scatterings (synchrotron)

Figure 11.4: X-Ray and neutron experimental techniques to probe condensed matter.
Adapted from[Rav2006].

11.4

Mathematical formalism of thermal neutron scattering

The neutrons produced to probe matter exhibit some energies comprised between 1 and
200 meV (12 − 2400 K). For energies below 10 meV, neutrons are referred to as cold. Up
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to 100 meV, they are qualified as thermal. Above 100 meV, they are called hot. This large
energy range suits particularly well to all kinds of studies in condensed matter, from crystal structure determination to the dynamics of polymers or proteins. The mathematical
formalism of thermal neutron scattering will be introduced afterwards as follow. First,
Fermi’s golden rule gives the probability per time unit for a system quanton-target to
change its initial state into another final state. This law allows to express the partial differential cross section within the Born approximation. Then the consideration of a target
including N nuclei lead to the Van Hove formula which defines the coherent and incoherent cross sections. The meaning and the importance of these quantities are discussed.
Finally the nuclear and magnetic scattering will be detailled.
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11.4.1

Born approximation and Fermi’s golden rule

In quantum mechanics, scattering processes can be modelled via the resolution of the
−
Schrödinger equation applied to a neutron submitted to an interaction potential V(→
r)
independent of time. One approach consists in calculating the stationary states with the
2 2
energy E = ~2mk via the eigenvalues equation [Coh1973]:
"

~2
−
−
−
−
4 + V(→
r ) ϕ(→
r ) = E ϕ(→
r)
2m
#

(11.13)

−
−
By normalizing the interaction potential into U (→
r ) = − 2m
V(→
r ), this equation be~2
comes:
h
i
−
−
4 + k 2 − U (→
r ) ϕ(→
r)=0
(11.14)
Within this approach, the particles can be described as wave packets resulting from the
superposition of the stationary states. The Born approximation consists in considering an
interaction potential small enough to assume that only one scattering process occurs in the
target. Finally the solutions of the eigenvalues equation within the Born approximation
becomes [Rav2006]:
−
→→
i k i .−
r

ϕ(~r) ∼ e

−
→−
→

→
− ei ks . r
+ b( Q )
, f or r → ∞
r

This solution is the sum of an incident plane wave and a scattered spherical wave.
Note that the Born approximation is all the more true as the total wave function is
similar to the incident one, which is only valid for weak interaction potentials. It implies
that this approximation is false around the Bragg peaks in diffraction but also near the
total reflectivity in reflectivity experiments. As for the SANS experiments, it is only valid
as soon as the scattered intensity is low compared to the incident beam.
Of course, the interaction between a neutron and an atom is time dependent. The
interaction potential is thus considered to grow when the neutron gets closer to the target.
The interaction potential is said to be “switched on”. The scattered cross section of the
neutron will thus be determined by the time-dependent perturbation theory which requires
to determine the interaction hamiltonian H between the neutron and the target. The
initial state of the system neutron-target is characterized by the energy εi and described
by the wave function |ψi i. As for the final (scattered) state, it is characterized by the
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energy εs and described by the wave function |ψs i. The initial state of the neutron is
→
−
always a plane wave with a wave vector ki .
In the Born approximation, the cross sections can be deduced from Fermi’s golden
rule which gives explicitly the probability per unit time that the system moves from the
initial state |ψi i to the final state |ψs i:
Pi,s =

2π
|hψs |H| ψi i|2 δ(εi − εs )
~

(11.15)

The Fermi’s golden rule has been written in its general form and thus depends on
the kind of quantons considered. The energies and wave functions of the initial and final
states for the neutron-target system are listed below:
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→−
→
1 −
initial state |ψi i : ψi = √ ei ki . r φi
V

εi = E i +

p2i
2m

(11.16)

→−
→
1 −
p2
f inal state |ψs i : ψs = √ ei ks . r φs εs = Es + s
(11.17)
2m
V
V is a volume normalizing the wave functions of the neutron. Note that it has no influence
on the final result (Van Hove formula). φi and φs are respectively the initial and final
p2

p2

f
wave functions of the target. Ei , Es , 2mi and 2m
are respectively the energies of the
initial and final states of the target and of the neutron. From the energy and momentum
conservation, the energy and momentum transfers are:

~ω = Es − Ei

(11.18)

→
−
→
−
→
−
~ Q = ~ ks − ~ ki

(11.19)

Finally, when Fermi’s golden rule is applied to neutrons and mathematically developed,
the partial scattering cross section can be written as:
ks
d2 σ
=
dΩdE
ki



Vm
2π~2

2 X

Pi

i

X

|hψs |H| ψi i|2 δ(Es − Ei + ~ω)

(11.20)

s

where Pi is the probability of each initial state |ψi i of the system.

11.4.2

Definition of the neutron scattering length b

−
The neutron-nucleus interaction potential is written H = V(→
r ). For an elastic scattering
process, the integration of the partial scattering cross section over the energy E leads to:
dσ
Vm
=
dΩ
2π~2


2 Z

−
→−
→

V(r)e−i Q . r d3 r

2

(11.21)

Neutrons and nuclei interact via the strong interaction whose range -about 10−15 m- is
very short compared to the neutron wavelength. Therefore the neutron-nucleus interaction
potential can be expressed as:
−
−
V(→
r ) = a δ(→
r)
(11.22)
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where a is the quantity to determine. Once re-injected in the expression of
dσ
m
=
dΩ
2π~2


2

dσ
,
dΩ

a2

one obtains:
(11.23)

dσ
which has to be compared to dΩ
= |b|2 , expression introduced in Section 11.2.1.4. Con−
sequently the neutron-nucleus interaction potential V(→
r ), named the Fermi pseudopotential, can be expressed as:
2π~2
bδ(r)
(11.24)
V(r) =
m
Finally the neutron scattering length is defined from the Fourier transform of the
Fermi pseudo-potential and does not depend on the scattering angle. This feature is a
non-negligible advantage to carry through neutron scattering studies.
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11.4.3

Coherent and incoherent scattering: Van Hove formula

A target constituted of N atoms is now considered. The total interaction hamiltonian
can be written:
X
−
−
−
Vn (→
r −→
rn )
H(→
r)=
n

−
where the sum is over all the positions →
rn of the atoms in the target. Note that there is
−
no reason for that →
rn should not be time dependent. The neutron scattering length of
each atom n is written bn so that:
−
→−
→
2π~2
−
−
hks |Vn (→
r −→
rn )| ki i =
bn e−i Q .rn
Vm

Thus,

−
→−
X
→
2τ ~2
hψs |H| ψi i =
φs
bn e−i Q .rn φi
Vm
n

*

(11.25)
+

(11.26)

A calculation of the partial scattering cross section leads to [Rav2006]:
 −

→
−
→
ks N Z X
d2 σ
−i Q.~
rn+m (t) i Q .~
rn (0)
=
hbn bn+m i e
e
ei ωt dt
dΩdE
ki 2π~
m

(11.27)

In the above expression, h...i represents the spatial and statistic average. Since bn
exhibits no spatial correlation, it can be written:
hbn bn+m i = hbi2 f or m 6= 0
and hbn bn+m i = hbi2 +

(11.28)

b2 − hbi2 f or m = 0

D E



(11.29)

It implies that the partial scattering cross section is the sum of two contributions: one
is called the coherent cross section and the other one the incoherent cross section. These
quantities have been expressed by Van Hove in 1954 and are written:
 →

−
→
ks N hbi2 Z X −i−
d2 σcoh
=
e Q.~rn+m (t) ei Q .~rn (0) ei ωt dt
dΩdE
ki 2π~
m

(11.30)
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2
2
 −

→
−
→
d2 σincoh
ks N hb i − hbi Z
−i Q.~
rn+m (t) i Q .~
rn (0)
=
e
e
ei ωt dt
dΩdE
ki
2π~





(11.31)

From these expressions, it is possible to introduce the coherent and incoherent scattering functions:
 →

−
→
→
−
1 Z X −i−
Scoh ( Q , ω) =
e Q.~rn+m (t) ei Q .~rn (0) ei ωt dt
2π~
m
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→
−
1 Z
Sincoh ( Q , ω) =
2π~



−
→

−
→



e−i Q.~rn+m (t) ei Q .~rn (0) ei ωt dt

(11.32)
(11.33)

By introducing the time dependent correlation function, mathematical developments
[Rav2006] lead to the expression of the coherent and incoherent partial scattering cross
sections:
→
−
d2 σcoh
ks
= N hbi2 Scoh ( Q , ω)
(11.34)
dΩdE
ki
D E
→
−
ks
d2 σincoh
= N ( b2 − hbi2 ) Sincoh ( Q , ω)
dΩdE
ki

(11.35)

Physically, the coherent scattering corresponds to a system where all the nuclei exhibit
the same scattering length. As for the incoherent scattering, it is similar to the diffuse
scattering and corresponds to a random distribution of the scattering lengths over the
different scattering centers. They are two origins in the incoherent scattering. First,
isotopes of the same element have different scattering lengths. Secondly, the scattering
length of isotopes carrying a nuclear spin (H in particular) depends on whether the
neutron and nuclear spins are parallel or antiparallel. Except at very low temperature
(T  1 K), nuclear spins are disordered. Note that the incoherent scattering gives rise to
a continuous background in neutron scattering experiments.

11.5

An example of neutron scattering technique: neutron diffraction

In the present section, neutron diffraction technique is briefly described as some neutron
diffraction measurements are presented in Chapter 4.
Let’s consider a crystal. The positions of the atoms are given by the following relation:
rn (t) = Rn + un (t)
where Rn and un represent respectively the average position in time and the small deviation in time from the average position. From, the results detailed in the previous section,
the expression of the partial coherent neutron scattering cross section in this scope is:
 −

→−
→
−
→
→
ks N hbi2 Z X −i −
d2 σcoh
e Q .rm e−i Q.~un+m (t) ei Q .~un (0) ei ωt dt
=
dΩdE
ki 2π~
m

(11.36)
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D

−
→

−
→

E

An approximate value of e−i Q.~un+m (t) ei Q .~un (0) is given by the following development into
series:

E
2 
→
−
−
1 →
e
= 1 − i Q .(~un+m (t) − ~un (0)) −
Q .(~un+m (t) − ~un (0))
2
(11.37)
Since the second term is equal to zero, we have:


−
→ ~
−
→
−i Q.(u
n+m (t)−un (0))





D

−
→ ~
−
→
−i Q.(u
n+m (t)−un (0))



e

− 12

=e

D

−
→

( Q .(~un+m (t)−~un (0)))

2

E

(11.38)


→
− −
→ 2 , allows to simplify this
Q .u
The introduction of the Debye-Waller factor, W = 12
n
expression into:
 −

−
→
→ ~
−
→
e−i Q.(un+m (t)−un (0)) = e−2W eh Q .(~un+m (t).~un (0))i
(11.39)




−
→
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Then, the term eh Q .(~un+m (t).~un (0))i can be expressed as:
D→
E
−
→
−
eh Q .(~un+m (t).~un (0))i = 1 + Q .(~un+m (t).~un (0)) + ...

(11.40)

This development allows to separate elastic scattering from inelastic one. Indeed, the fist
term which time-independent and named zero-phonon term is the dominant term and
corresponds to an elastic scattering. The second term is named one-phonon term, etc.
Thus these other terms correspond to inelastic scattering. If the zero-phonon term is now
isolated from the others considering only the elastic scattering, the elastic partial coherent
neutron scattering cross section can be reduced to [Rav2006]:
Z
→−
−
→−
X
→
N hbi2 −2W X −i −
d2 σcoh
Q .r→
m
=
e
e
ei ωt dt = N hbi2 e−2W
e−i Q .rm δ(~ω)
dΩdE
2π~
m
m

(11.41)

After integration over the energy- the elastic coherent scattering cross section becomes:
→
− 2
F(Q)
X →
− −−→
dσcoh
2 −2W
= hbi e
∗
δ( Q − Qhkl )
2
dΩ
v
hkl

(11.42)

−−→
where v is the volume of the elementary cell and Qhkl the wave vectors of the reciprocal
→
−
−
lattice nodes. F ( Q ) is the Fourier transform of the form function σ(→
r ) which is defined
→
−
→
−
as follow: σ( r ) = 1 if the extremity of r is inside the volume of the sample otherwise
it is equal to 0. When the crystal contains several atoms, it is necessary to introduce the
→
−
structure factor S( Q ):
−
→−
X
→
→
−
S( Q ) =
hbj i e−Wj e−i Q . rj

2

j

In this case, the scattering cross section becomes:
→
− 2
X →
→
− F(Q)
− −−→
dσcoh
= S( Q )
∗
δ( Q − Qhkl )
2
dΩ
v
hkl

(11.43)
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This formula of the scattering cross section allows to interpret neutron diffraction
experiments. In crystals, the average distances between atoms do not vary that is why
some Bragg spots can be observed. To characterize structures, it is possible to use spectrometers similar to X-rays ones like powder diffractometers or 4-circles spectrometers
[Mul2003].
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Chapter 12
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Small Angle Neutron Scattering
(SANS)
This chapter first exposes why SANS is a technique which suits particularly well to the
study of magnetic nanoparticles. Then SANS spectrometers used during this work and
typical experiments are detailed.

12.1

Polarized SANS: a unique tool to probe magnetism of nano-objects

SAS encompasses three techniques: Small Angle Light Scattering (SALS), Small Angle XRay Scattering (SAXS) and Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS). SALS does not allow
to study opaque systems and it is unfortunately a real limitation since a non negligible
part of individual nano-objects are opaque and especially the objects studied during this
work. As for SAXS, it appears very useful to probe nano-objects as soon as the sample is
not too thick. The great advantage of SAXS is the high brilliance of the beam. However,
the magnetic diffraction intensity of X-rays is about four orders of magnitude lower than
the charge scattering intensity. It means that X-rays is far from being the ideal tool to
carry magnetic measurements.
In fact, even if the neutron brilliance is low compared to the X-rays one, SANS is
a unique technique to study magnetic nanoparticles. Of course, the Q range probed by
both SAXS and SANS corresponds well to the typical sizes of nano-objects. Moreover, the
added value of neutrons here are the interaction of their spins with the magnetic moments
of the atoms in the matter. This property is crucial to probe the magnetic properties of
nanoparticles.
Finally, SALS, SAXS and SANS are complementary techniques to study nano-objects.
The choice of the technique depends on the kind of objects studied. What is the accessible
Q range? Are the objects opaque? Are they magnetic?
Both SAXS and SANS allow to get access to structural information about the shape,
the size and the orientation of the objects. However SANS really appears to be the more
suitable tool to probe the magnetic properties of nano-objects because of the intrinsic
properties of neutrons.
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Instrumentation: SANS spectrometers
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This section aims to give a short overview about SANS spectrometers. The choice of the
spectrometer depends on the objectives of the study. The wavelength and the distance
sample-detectors define the accessible Q range. Typically SANS spectrometers such as
PAXE at the LLB allow to study objects with sizes ranging from a few nanometers to
tens of nanometers. However Very Small and Ultra Small Angle Scattering spectrometers
recently developed such as TPA at the LLB can give information on micro-sized systems.
However as soon as the goal is to study magnetic systems, Polarized SANS (PSANS)
is required. The idea consists in polarizing the beam and in observing the difference of
scattering between spin |+i and spin |−i neutrons. The difference between the scattered
intensities of neutrons polarized UP and DOWN is directly linked to the magnetic contrast
which gives access to the static magnetic properties of the sample.
In this section the technical characteristics of SANS spectrometers are given. PAXE
and PAPYRUS are typical examples of respectively non-polarized and polarized spectrometers.

12.2.1

Transmitted Intensity: necessity of a Beam Stop

During a SANS experiment, neutrons can be either absorbed, reflected or scattered. The
sample is placed perpendicular to the incident beam so that the reflection can be considered as negligible. As for the absorption of neutrons by the sample, it is given by the
Beer-Lambert law which implies that it increases exponentially with the thickness of the
sample. For this reason the samples are usually less than 2 mm thick.
The use of a Beam Stop is crucial to prevent the detector from being saturated by
transmitted neutrons. A Beam Stop is a piece of cadmium which is a strong absorber.
The aim is to center it so that neutrons which are not deflected are absorbed. Finally,
the measured signal will be only constituted of scattered neutrons.
Note that during the scattering processes some energy can be lost or transferred to
neutrons. In this case the scattering process is qualified of inelastic. In the contrary it
is qualified of elastic. The inelastic scattering is much lower in intensity than the elastic
one. In a SANS experiment, the inelastic scattering is thus neglected.

12.2.2

Wavelength and sample-detector distance: determination of the accessible Q range.

The scattering wave vector is defined as:
Q=

4π
sinθ
λ

(12.1)

From this formula, the accessible Q range strongly depends on the wavelength and on
the accessible θ range.
12.2.2.1

Choice of the wavelength
°

For the PAPYRUS spectrometer, the wavelength is fixed to 8A by a monochromator
made of Ni-Ti multilayers on Si (see Figure 12.1). However, for other spectrometers, the
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wavelength can be tuned. For instance, on the PAXE spectrometer the wavelength can
°

°

vary from 4A to 20A. The wavelength is defined by a velocity selector. A velocity selector
is a rotating drum with helically curved and absorbing slits. The selected wavelength
= 10%.
depends on the rotation speed of the chopper. The wavelength spread is around 4λ
λ
12.2.2.2

Choice of the sample-detector distance

The accessible Q range depends on the maximum 2θ value which is itself directly linked
to the sample-detector distance D and the surface S of the detector. For the PAPYRUS
spectrometer, D can be set to 1, 2, 3 or 4 m and S is equal to 64 × 64 cm. For other
spectrometers D can vary continuously. For the PAXE spectrometer, it can vary from 0.8
to 5 m and S is equal to 64 × 64 cm.
12.2.2.3

Accessible Q range
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−1

For the PAPYRUS spectrometer, the accessible Q range is respectively 0.008Å < Q <
−1
−1
−1
0.24Å and 0.002Å < Q < 0.06Å for D = 1 m and D = 4 m. For the PAXE
−1
−1
spectrometer, the accessible Q range is 0.001Å < Q < 0.5Å . These accessible Q
ranges allow to probe structures whose characteristic size is given by:
ξ=

2π
Q

(12.2)

The typical sizes corresponding to these Q range have been listed in Table 7.1. This table
shows that SANS experiments are well adapted to the study of nanostructures.

sample
detectors

Scattered
beam

Y

Diaphragm D1

Diaphragm D2

polarizer

Z

guide
Spin flipper

Wavelength selector
 = 8Å

X

H

Beam
Stop

Guide field

D=1,2,3 or 4m

Figure 12.1: Configuration of PAPYRUS, the Polarized SANS spectrometer at the LLB

12.2.3

Collimation: a compromise between flux and resolution

The choice of collimation results from a compromise between the resolution and the
neutron flux. The resolution should be set to the largest possible value compatible with
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the phenomenon to be studied in order to maximize the flux. This choice strongly depends
on the nature of the sample.

12.2.4

Detectors for SANS spectrometers

For the moment, most detectors are made of gas counters. One of the most commonly
used mixture is made of 3 He as detection gas and CF4 as stopping gas. The technical
details are discussed in [Kno1989]. On the PAXE and PAPYRUS spectrometers, the
counting gas is BF3 . The principle is based on an neutron-alpha interaction [Sch2003].
Neutrons are absorbed by the boron atoms as follow:
1
0n

+

10
5 B

−→ α + 73 Li
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The charges created during this reaction are located using a wire grid. For the PAPYRUS spectrometer, the wire grid defines 128 × 128 pixels of 5 × 5 mm.

12.2.5

Polarization of neutrons

Few spectrometers are implemented with a neutron polarizer. The PAPYRUS spectrometer is equipped with [Fe/Si] supermirrors which allows to polarize the incident neutrons
and with a radio-frequency flipper which allows to adiabatically reverse their polarization
(see Figure 12.1). The polarization is about 94%.

12.3

Setting-up a typical SANS experiment

12.3.1

Experimental settings

Before starting an experiment, it is recommended to calculate the Q-range which should
be probed depending on the size of the particles [Gri2008]. Then the wavelength of
the incident beam and the distance sample-detector distance can be set. The second
step consists in setting the collimation. As explained above, this choice results from a
compromise between flux and resolution. After that, it is required to center the beam so
that it hits the middle of the detector area. Once these settings have been processed, the
transmission at Q = 0 (in the direct beam) must first be determined. Then, the detectors
efficiency has to be measured. A material which exhibits mainly incoherent scattering is
used. This material is usually vanadium or Plexiglas. The last step consists in putting
the sample in the beam and in centering the beam stop. If the particles are dispersed in
a solution or in a matrix, it is strongly recommended to measure the scattering from the
solvent or the matrix without the particles.

12.3.2

Multiple scattering: a precaution to take

Multiple scattering comes from the probability for a neutron to be scattered more than
once by the sample. It implies that the final deflection of the neutron which has been
scattered several times is ill defined. Consequently the more multiple scattering occurs,
the worse becomes the result. In order to prevent from multiple scattering, a possibility
consists in using thin or dilute samples.
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12.3.3

From raw to normalized data.

The first information is given by the transmission of the signal T . Indeed when a volume
V of the sample is illuminated by a beam with a flux Φ0 during a time t, the fraction 4N
of the incident flux which is elastically scattered in the direction Q within a solid angle
4Ω is given by [Gri2008]:
dσ
(Q) 4Ω
(12.3)
4N = Φ0 t T
dΩ
dσ
In this formula, dΩ
(Q) is defined as the differential scattering cross section. This
term characterizes the elastic interaction between neutrons and the sample. A SANS
experiment consists in determining this term since the scattered intensity per unit volume
is given by
!
1 dσ
4N (Q)
dΣ
=
(Q) =
(12.4)
I=
dΩ total V dΩ
Φ0 T t V 4Ω
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The total differential cross section per unit volume dΣ
includes the neutrons
dΩ total
scattered by the particles but also by the empty cell and the solvent or matrix which
contains the particles. That is why as explained above a measurement
on the empty cell
 
dΣ
can be
and the solvent have to be performed so that the contribution dΩ
empty cell + solvent
subtracted to the total scattered intensity.
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Magnetism of individual nano-objects is a very active research field thanks to the development of
original synthesis routes and investigation tools. This thesis aims at probing the magnetism of
nanowires synthesized via a pure chemical route, the polyol process. This process provides a large
variety and an excellent crystallinity of the synthesized nanowires. This process allows to tune the
diameter of the nanowires from 7nm to 20nm leading to coherent magnetization reversal in the
nanowires. I show how the large shape and magnetocrystalline anisotropies provide large coercivities
compared to magnetic nanowires synthesized via other routes. Furthermore, the oxidation of such
objects has also been investigated. Magnetic measurements has revealed unsual temperature
dependencies of both the coercive and exchange fields, emphasizing the role of the
superparamagnetic fluctuations of the CoO antiferromagnetic grains in the Exchange Bias effect.
Finally, this thesis also aims at developing Polarized Small Angle Neutron Scattering to probe
magnetism in complex nano-objects. Such a technique has been ignored until now to study magnetic
anisotropic nano-objects despite being well adapted. The key ingredient to carry through such a
study is the perfect alignment of the nanowires. This is why, besides the nanowires synthesized via
the polyol process, Polarized Small Angle neutron Scattering measurements have been performed on
arrays of magnetic nanowires included in porous alumina membranes.
Key words: nanomagnetism, nanowire, Exchange Bias, permanent magnets, Polarized Small Angle
Neutron Scattering.

Le nanomagnétisme est actuellement un champ d'investigation très actif grâce aux développements
de méthodes de synthèse et d'investigation originales. Cette thèse s'attache à sonder le magnétisme
de nanofils magnétiques synthétisés par un procédé polyol. Ce procédé présente l'avantage de
fournir un large éventail d'objets magnétiques anisotropes présentant une très bonne qualité
cristalline. Les nanofils ainsi synthétisés présentent des diamètres variant de 7nm à 20nm, leur
conférant un mode de renversement de l'aimantation cohérent. Cette thèse montre que les nanofils
ainsi synthétisés ont des coercivités élevées comparées à celles de nanofils synthétisés par d'autres
voies. Par ailleurs, les effets de l'oxydation de ces nanofils sur leurs propriétés magnétiques ont été
étudiés. Les mesures magnétiques ont révélé une dépendance en température des champs
d'échange et coercitif non reportée jusqu’à présent dans la littérature. Cela a permis de mettre en
lumière le rôle prépondérant des fluctuations superparamagnétiques des grains
antiferromagnétiques d'oxyde de cobalt dans le phénomène d'Exchange Bias. Enfin, cette thèse a
aussi eu pour objectif de développer la technique de Diffusion de Neutrons Polarisés aux Petits
Angles pour sonder le magnétisme de nanofils. Jusqu'à présent, cette technique a été surtout
réservée à l'étude d'objets magnétiques isotropes. En effet, l'alignement des nanofils est crucial pour
extraire des informations quantitatives d'une telle étude. C'est pour cela, qu'outre les nanofils
synthétisés par procédé polyol, des nanofils inclus dans des matrices d'alumine poreuse ont aussi été
étudiés par cette technique. Cette étude a ainsi montré la nécessité de prendre en compte le champ
dipolaire- habituellement négligé- dans l’analyse des figures de diffusion.

Mots-clefs: nanomagnétisme, nanofil, Exchange Bias, aimants permanents, Diffusion de Neutrons
Polarisés aux Petits Angles.

